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BEFORE THE
ARKANSAS PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

IN THE MATTER OF THE CONTINUATION,
EXPANSION, AND ENHANCEMENT OF
PUBLIC UTILITY ENERGY EFFICIENCY
PROGRAMS IN ARKANSAS

)
)
)
)

DOCKET NO. 13-002-U

JOINT COMMENTS IN RESPONSE TO ORDER NO. 7
CONCERNING THE WEATHERIZATION AND C&I COLLABORATIVES

Come now General Staff (Staff) of the Arkansas Public Service Commission
(Commission); the Consumer Utilities Rate Advocacy Division of the Arkansas Attorney
General’s Office; Entergy Arkansas, Inc.; CenterPoint Energy Resources Corp. d/b/a
CenterPoint Energy Arkansas Gas; Southwestern Electric Power Company; SourceGas
Arkansas Inc. (f/k/a Arkansas Western Gas Company); Arkansas Oklahoma Gas
Corporation; The Empire District Electric Company; Oklahoma Gas and Electric
Company; Arkansas Community Action Agencies Association, Inc. (ACAAA); Arkansas
Advanced Energy Association, Inc. (AAEA); the National Audubon Society, Inc.
(Audubon); and the Sierra Club (for the purposes of these comments, these entities will
be collectively referred to as the Parties Working Collaboratively or the PWC), and for
their Joint Comments, state as follows:
I.

BACKGROUND

In Order No. 7 of this Docket, issued on September 9, 2013, the Commission
directed the utilities and Staff and requested that the other PWC participants submit a
plan addressing: 1) standardization and coordination of weatherization programs and 2)
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enhanced Commercial and Industrial (C&I) program standardization. 1

These Joint

Comments are provided in response to the Commission’s directives in Order No. 7.
II.

WEATHERIZATION COLLABORATIVE

Order No. 7 directs the PWC to file a plan with the Commission, by November 1,
2013, describing “how the PWC would engage a facilitator(s) and other consultants to
assist the PWC in developing a unified weatherization approach and weatherization
program coordination . . . . “ 2

Elements of the plan should include “the PWC

collaborative process going forward, including the roles performed by Staff, the IEM, 3
and other parties, and a proposed scope of work that addresses the enhanced
responsibilities” outlined in Order No. 7. The plan should also “identify the tasks to be
performed by the collaborative for which a facilitator and/or consultant are sought.” 4
These

Joint

Comments

will

address

these

requirements

by

1)

making

a

recommendation concerning the identification of the facilitator and 2) setting forth a
proposed scope of work for the Weatherization Collaborative. The roles of Staff, the IEM
and other PWC participants, as well as how the PWC will conduct meetings to develop
its recommendations regarding weatherization and C&I issues, will be addressed below
in individual sections, as will relevant budgetary concerns, as these two issues concern
both weatherization and C&I issues.

1

Consistent with terminology of Order No. 7, the PWC collaborative working group addressing the
weatherization issues shall be referred to herein as the “Weatherization Collaborative,” and the PWC
collaborative working group addressing the C&I issues shall be referred to herein as the “C&I
Collaborative.”
2
Order No. 7 at 64-65.
3
References to the “IEM” herein refer to the Independent Evaluation Monitor and the IEM team engaged
by the IOUs to oversee the Evaluation, Measurement and Verification (EM&V) process in Arkansas.
4
Order No. 7 at 65.
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A.

Identification of the Facilitator

In Order No. 7, the Commission directed the PWC to “identify a facilitator to
guide deliberations concerning the standardization of the existing models of
weatherization approaches” detailed in the Order and to coordinate “weatherization
programs in time for implementation during the next three-year EE program cycle . . . .” 5
Anticipating that the PWC might be interested in engaging the IEM’s team to serve as
the weatherization facilitator, the Commission indicated that “[t]he IEM, through a
person on the IEM’s team with specific expertise in weatherization may serve as the
weatherization facilitator.” The Commission also indicated that “the PWC may identify a
person independent of all the parties and with expertise in the coordination and delivery
of utility-funded and/or federally-funded weatherization services.” 6

The Commission

further directed that “[t]he PWC shall also ensure that any technical expertise necessary
to establish best-practice program elements, to maximize the leveraging of the
resources of the federal WAP program and other potential program partners, and to
establish financing mechanism(s) that enable customers to implement comprehensive
whole-house retrofits and to avoid lost opportunities for savings, is made available to
the members of the weatherization collaborative throughout its process for timely, indepth consultation.”7
In an attempt to meet the requirements set out in Order No. 7, the PWC met via
webinar / teleconference several times in early October to determine how they would
proceed to choose a facilitator for the Weatherization Collaborative and develop a plan

5

Order No. 7 at 63.
Id.
7
Id.
6
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to present to the Commission. ACAAA developed and circulated a proposed plan to the
PWC on October 4, 2013. On October 7, 2013 the PWC, with the IEM and members of
the IEM’s team participating, collaboratively discussed the scope of work and list of
desired qualifications for the facilitator presented by ACAAA. The document provided a
listing of the desired qualifications in a facilitator and a listing of the tasks necessary to
support the PWC’s completion and filing of a recommendation with the Commission
pursuant to Order No. 7. All parties had the opportunity to revise and comment on the
proposed plan. The final list of qualifications and scope of work the PWC developed is
attached hereto as Exhibit “A.”
The majority of the PWC, with the vigorous exception of ACAAA, Audubon and
the Sierra Club, decided to make the threshold determination of whether the IEM team
would be an appropriate facilitator without going through a formal Request for Proposal
(RFP) or Request for Qualification (RFQ) solicitation for four primary reasons. First,
Order No. 7 specifically indicated that the IEM, through a qualified person on the IEM’s
team with specific expertise in weatherization, may serve as the weatherization
facilitator. Second, the IEM and her team have effectively served as facilitator and are
familiar with the EE programs and procedures in Arkansas; the activities of the PWC;
and the Commission’s Orders and Rules governing EE in Arkansas. Third, based upon
the IEM’s familiarity with the Arkansas EE programs and processes, the IEM would
require less time to become familiar with the subject matter, which would help keep the
cost of the engagement lower. Fourth, due to the limited time between now and the
April 1, 2014 deadline to submit the PWC’s recommendation to the Commission, the
PWC participants, other than ACAAA, Audubon, and the Sierra Club, determined that
4
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avoiding the forty-five to sixty days required to go through a formal Request for Proposal
or Request for Qualification process and seeking bids for the facilitator position would
provide more time for the PWC and the facilitator to apply to developing its April 1, 2014
filing.
The IEM provided a response to the PWC on October 14, 2013, and the PWC
held a conference call on October 18, 2013, to discuss the IEM’s response to the RFQ.
The IEM’s initial RFQ response is attached hereto as Exhibit “B.” The IEM’s response
indicates that the IEM would rely on eight different team members to provide facilitation
to the Weatherization Collaborative. 8

The IEM response addressed the following

criteria: 1) independence; 2) facilitation skills; 3) experience with cross-utility/inter-utility
coordination, coordination between utilities and other stakeholders, best practices in
weatherization and residential lighting and appliance delivery, multiple contractor
delivery systems, financing mechanisms, quality control, and coordination with federal
programs; 4) Federal requirements of the United States Department of Energy (DOE)
Weatherization Assistance Program and the Low Income Home Energy Assistance
Program; 5) resources available to commit to the process; and 6) additional relevant
information.

In addition, the IEM team provided Table 1: Weatherization Matrix,

illustrating the qualifications and expertise relative to the requested criteria
demonstrated by each IEM Team member. 9
During the teleconference on October 18, 2013, a majority of PWC participants
indicated support for the IEM as the Weatherization Collaborative facilitator. With only

8
9

See Exhibit “B” at 3.
See Exhibit “B” at 21-24.
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five months between November 1 and April 1, 2014, many PWC participants expressed
concern that conducting a formal Request for Proposals or Request for Qualifications
would unnecessarily delay the process, would impair the quality of work product by
reducing the amount of time available to the PWC and the facilitator to address the
issues identified by the PWC, would increase the cost to develop the recommendations
to the Commission, and could even prevent the PWC from meeting the Commission’s
April 1, 2014, deadline for program submission. The IEM has been involved with the
energy efficiency (EE) process in Arkansas since 2011.

The IEM’s experience

facilitating and providing technical expertise on the development of and updates to the
Arkansas Technical Reference Manual (TRM), as well as its general oversight over the
EM&V evaluations in Arkansas,

has afforded the IEM the opportunity to become

familiar with all of the current Arkansas EE programs.

Certainly, the IEM team is

familiar with all weatherization programs currently being administered in Arkansas, and
it has overseen the evaluation of such programs, making it privy to all recommendations
of third-party evaluators concerning these programs. Given the qualifications of the IEM
Team set forth in Exhibit B to facilitate a process such as the Weatherization
Collaborative, the majority of the PWC participants agreed that the IEM meets the
requirements consistent with the provisions of Order No. 7.
ACAAA, Audubon and the Sierra Club fully participated in all discussions and
meetings of the PWC regarding the selection of a facilitator for the Weatherization
Collaborative. Those three parties actively participated in the PWC’s development of
the qualifications and scope of work for the facilitator presented in Exhibit A. However,
ACAAA, Audubon, and the Sierra Club expressed a strong preference for issuing a
6
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formal Request for Qualifications to provide the PWC and the Commission the
opportunity to choose among qualified facilitators, including the IEM. These parties
cited their concern, based on the two submissions by the IEM, that the IEM does not
have sufficient experience with federal weatherization programs and regulations and the
fact that the IEM lacks experience facilitating program design efforts.

Other PWC

participants noted that several PWC participants, including ACAAA and the Arkansas
Energy Office (AEO), do possess extensive experience in the weatherization field and
would be relied upon to share such experience with the PWC during the collaborative
process. Furthermore, several parties expressed disagreement with the assertions that
the IEM does not have sufficient facilitation experience or expertise in the
weatherization field, including expertise in the federal Weatherization Assistance
Program. On the other hand, the majority of the PWC participants argued that the IEM
has effectively facilitated the development of the TRM and its subsequent updates.
However, ACAAA, Audubon, and the Sierra Club argue that this experience is related to
program evaluation and not EE program design. Finally, ACAAA, Audubon, and the
Sierra Club expressed concern that the IEM is currently engaged as the independent
evaluation monitor in Arkansas, and these duties, combined with its obligations in other
states, might limit the IEM’s time and resources to commit to this project.
At the end of the meeting, a majority of PWC participants expressed support for
the use of the IEM as the Weatherization Collaborative facilitator. Due to the concerns
of some PWC participants expressed during the October 18th meeting, Staff sent an
additional request to the IEM, requesting that it clarify the IEM team’s resource
availability and the IEM’s experience with the Federal Weatherization Assistance
7
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Program. The request and the IEM’s response are attached hereto as Exhibit “C.” The
responses in Exhibit C further explain the amount of time the IEM Team will commit to
facilitating the Weatherization Collaborative and the IEM Team’s experience with the
federal Weatherization Assistance Program.
All PWC participants, including ACAAA, Audubon, and the Sierra Club, fully
participated in all discussions regarding the process for selecting a facilitator for the
Weatherization Collaborative. All PWC participants agreed upon the list of qualifications
and scope of work set forth in Exhibit A. Each PWC participant had the opportunity to
ask questions, request information, provide information, and voice any concerns
throughout all discussions. For all the reasons stated herein, the majority of the PWC
participants recommend that the Commission approve the use of the IEM as the
facilitator of the Weatherization Collaborative. ACAAA, Audubon, and the Sierra Club
note their dissatisfaction with the process used to recommend the selection of the
facilitator for the PWC’s Weatherization Collaborative.
B.

Proposed Scope of Work for the Weatherization Collaborative

In addition to the qualifications presented by the IEM in response to the PWC’s
request, 10 the IEM also submitted its recommended revisions to the PWC’s proposed
work scope for the Weatherization Collaborative that included the following tasks: 1)
conduct a situation analysis; 2) develop a straw man approach for developing a unified
weatherization program; 3) develop a tracking system; 4) assist the PWC in filing the
proposed unified weatherization program; and 5) reporting and management. This work
10

As noted above, the IEM and members of the IEM Team participated in the webinar / teleconference in
which the PWC developed their proposed qualifications and scope of work. ACAAA, Audubon, and the
Sierra Club objected to the IEM’s participation.

8
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scope is included in Exhibit “B” as Part Two of the document. The PWC support the
IEM’s revisions to the proposed work scope, believe that it should help achieve the
weatherization goals of the Commission, and recommend that it be approved by the
Commission as the scope of work for the Weatherization Collaborative facilitator.
Should the Commission approve the use of the IEM as the facilitator for the
Weatherization Collaborative, the IEM indicates that it will complete the tasks listed in its
proposed scope of work on a time and materials basis not to exceed $
III.

. 11

C&I COLLABORATIVE

Order No. 7 also directed the PWC to submit a plan to the Commission
addressing “standardization of core C&I programs across fuels and utilities.”12 More
specifically, the Commission directed the PWC to develop “a joint, cross-utility and
cross-fuel program to submit in time for implementation on or before January 1, 2015,
that provides auditing, technical assistance, prescriptive measure[s] (including lighting,
HVAC, building thermal envelope, refrigeration, and other common end uses), customer
measure[s], and marketing provisions that are appropriate for the end-uses represented
by national accounts customers in Arkansas.” 13 The Commission authorized the PWC
to hire “facilitation and technical expertise as needed for this task” and directed the
PWC to “submit any request for budgetary resource[s] needed to accomplish this task
as an addition to the weatherization collaborative filing on or before noon on November
1, 2013.”14 This portion of the Joint Comments will address the PWC’s plan to hire a
C&I Collaborative facilitator and will generally address the PWC’s plan for achieving the
11

Exhibit “B” at 31.
Order No. 7 at 64-65.
13
Id. at 83.
14
Id. at 83-84.
12

9
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Commission’s goals related to standardization of core C&I Programs across fuels and
utilities.
The PWC met several times in early to mid-October via webinar / teleconference
to develop their plan to meet the C&I collaborative requirements of Order No. 7. To
assist the PWC in preparing its recommendation, the PWC enlisted the IEM team’s
assistance in drafting a proposed plan that would include as one of its tasks the
engagement of a facilitator for the C&I Collaborative. The IEM began circulating a straw
man draft of a proposed C&I plan on October 17, 2013, and all parties thereafter had
the opportunity to revise and comment upon the proposed plan.

The final list of

qualifications and scope of work the PWC developed is attached hereto as Exhibit “D”.
A.

Identification of a Facilitator

The PWC will issue a formal Request for Qualifications to identify a facilitator with
the skills, capabilities and cost to assist the PWC’s C&I Collaborative working group in
addressing this objective. The skills required for this facilitator are described in Exhibit
“D”. Upon approval of this approach, the PWC will issue the Request for Qualifications
in November and anticipate selecting and engaging an individual, organization, or team
of bidders by December 31, 2013.
B.

Proposed Scope of Work for the C&I Collaborative

The PWC, with the help of the IEM, developed the scope of work for the
facilitator of the PWC’s C&I Collaborative working group including a list of specific tasks
outlined in Exhibit “D”. Should the Commission approve the PWC’s plan for the C&I

10
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Collaborative, the PWC anticipate that the engagement of this facilitator will cost
somewhere in the range of $
III.

to $

.

Roles of PWC Participants and Conduct of Meetings

Order No. 7 also directed the PWC to propose “procedural guidelines to govern
meetings and deliberations of the PWC” by January 10, 2014.

However, the

Commission has also directed the PWC to “describe the PWC process going forward,
including the roles performed by Staff, the IEM and other parties.” 15 The PWC are
currently working to develop more formal guidelines and will present them to the
Commission by the ordered deadline. In the meantime, however, the PWC will need to
continue meeting to address the directives and deadlines set forth by Order No. 7. Until
the more detailed procedures are presented on January 10, 2014 and ultimately
approved by the Commission, the PWC recommend that they continue to follow their
customary procedures, which are procedures that the PWC have consistently followed
through several years meeting and working cooperatively to examine issues, provide
information, and to ultimately develop recommendations to present to the Commission
for its consideration.

Staff provides coordination, assistance and leadership to the

PWC. In the past, the PWC designate a facilitator, which is generally Staff or the IEM,
depending on the purpose of the meeting. The facilitator leads the meetings, creates
agendas and presentation material, coordinates meeting times and locations and / or
provides webinar and conference call access. The PWC recommend that Staff continue
to provide coordination, assistance, and leadership to the PWC. The PWC recommend
that Staff and the IEM serve as the facilitators on the weatherization and C&I issues to

15

Order No. 7 at 65.
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enable the PWC to meet the deadlines set forth by the Commission.

Once the

Weatherization Collaborative and C&I Collaborative facilitators have been chosen those
facilitators will assume the facilitation duties for the respective working groups. The
PWC participants will continue to participate as they always have by providing feedback
and advice on proposed actions developed by the PWC. Consistent with the PWC’s
established practice, Staff will maintain documentation of pre-meeting, meeting, and
post-meeting activities and these documents will be shared with the facilitators once
they are hired. Also consistent with its past practice, the PWC will continue to work
cooperatively to achieve consensus and complete agreement to the greatest extent
possible. Consistent with the PWC’s established practice, where unanimous consensus
is not reached, dissenting opinions will be documented in the applicable filing, or
separate comments or testimony will be filed by dissenting PWC participants.
IV.

Budgetary / Other Considerations

Order No. 7 directs that “the costs of facilitation and technical consultants shall
be allocated to all utilities using the joint-utility cost allocation methods developed by the
utilities for other EE programs such as the AWP.”16 Because the costs associated with
these working groups and other costs that will be incurred related to recent Commission
EE Orders were not known nor accounted for in the portfolios of the investor-owned
utilities (IOUs), the PWC request that the Commission specifically authorize the IOUs to
recover all costs related to the Weatherization and C&I Collaborative working groups,
including but not limited to the costs of facilitation of said collaborative working groups,
via the IOUs’ Energy Efficiency Cost Recovery (EECR) tariffs, and the PWC further

16

Order No. 7 at 89.
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recommend that such costs not be charged against the cost-effectiveness of 2014 (or
subsequent years should the process be delayed beyond 2014) EE programs or
portfolios. This approach is consistent with the Commission’s Order No. 16 in Docket
No. 08-137-U, which allowed the IOUs to recover the costs to hire the IEM and develop
the TRM protocols via the EECR tariffs, and which authorized the IOUs to avoid
considering those costs in the cost-effectiveness analysis of 2011 EE programs. 17
Finally, the IOUs are required to file their 2015-2017 program portfolios by June
1, 2014. The PWC’s proposed Weatherization Collaborative and C&I Collaborative
working groups will file program plans by April 1, 2014. The PWC respectfully request
that the Commission provide its feedback concerning the proposed weatherization and
C&I programs in ample time to incorporate those programs into their portfolio filings on
June 1, 2014 to ensure that such portfolios remain cost-effective and can be
implemented by January 1, 2015.
V.

Summary of Recommendations

The PWC appreciate the opportunities provided by the Commission to work
cooperatively and provide assistance to the Commission to improve the EE framework
in Arkansas in keeping with the Commission’s directives. In particular, in Order No. 7
the Commission acknowledged “the progress of the PWC as reflected in advances in
program achievement during 2012 and the indications that the PWC will address
program coordination and improvement, as recommended by the IEM.” 18 These Joint
Comments address the requirements related to the Weatherization Collaborative and

17
18

Docket No. 08-137-U, Order No. 16 at 14.
Order No. 7 at 62.
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C&I Collaborative working groups discussed in Order No. 7 and include the following
recommendations by the PWC:
1. Weatherization Collaborative:
a. Approve

the

IEM

as

the

facilitator

for

the

Weatherization

Collaborative; 19
b. Approve the scope of work, as modified by the IEM, set forth in Exhibit
B.
2. C&I Collaborative:
a. Approve the PWC’s recommended plan to engage a facilitator for the
C&I Collaborative as set forth in Exhibit D;
b. Approve the facilitator’s scope of work set forth in Exhibit D;
3. PWC Process and Conduct of Meetings: Until a set of procedural guidelines
is approved by the Commission following the filing of such procedures by the
PWC on January 10, 2014, approve the procedures outlined herein in Section
III; and
4. Budgetary Considerations: Approve the recommendation to recover all costs
associated with the Weatherization Collaborative and C&I Collaborative
working groups, including but not limited to the facilitation costs, via each
IOU’s EECR Tariff, and authorize utilities to avoid considering such costs in
their program and portfolio cost effectiveness analyses.
The PWC respectfully request expedited consideration and approval of these
recommendations so that the PWC may engage the necessary facilitation expertise and
19

ACAAA, Audubon, and the Sierra Club state their dissatisfaction with the process used to recommend
the selection of the facilitator for the PWC’s Weatherization Collaborative, as noted above.

14
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move forward with the collaborative processes in accordance with the procedural
schedules and filing deadlines established by the Commission in Order No. 7.

Respectfully submitted,
GENERAL STAFF OF THE ARKANSAS
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
BY:

Fran C. Hickman
Fran C. Hickman
Staff Attorney
1000 Center Street
P.O. Box 400
Little Rock, Arkansas 72203-0400
(501) 682-5881

BY: Matthew R. Suffern
Matthew R. Suffern
Assistant General Counsel
Entergy Services, Inc.
425 West Capitol Avenue
Little Rock, AR72201
Telephone: (501) 377-5855
msuffer@entergy.com
BY: Shannon Mirus
Shannon Mirus
Arkansas Bar No. 2007265
Arkansas Oklahoma Gas Corporation
General Counsel
P.O. Box 2414
Fort Smith, AR 72902-2414
T: (479) 783-3181, ext. 2212
F: (479) 784-2095
E: smirus@aogc.com
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BY: Stephanie Hammons
Stephanie Hammons
Arkansas Bar No. 2003221
CenterPoint Energy Resources Corp.
Assistant General Counsel
401 West Capitol Avenue Suite 102
Little Rock, AR 72201
Telephone: (501) 377-4612
stephanie.hammons@centerpointenergy.com
BY: Lawrence E. Chisenhall, Jr.
Lawrence E. Chisenhall, Jr.
CHISENHALL NESTRUD & JULIAN, P.A.
400 West Capitol Avenue, Suite 2840
Little Rock, AR 72201
Telephone: (501) 372-5800
Attorney for The Empire District Electric Company,
SourceGas Arkansas Inc. and Oklahoma Gas &
Electric Company
BY: Jerrold Oppenheim
Jerrold Oppenheim
Law Office of Jerrold Oppenheim
Arkansas Community Action Agencies
Association, Inc
57 Middle Street
Gloucester, Mass 01930
JerroldOpp@DemocracyAndRegulation.com

(978) 283-0897

BY: David R. Matthews
David R. Matthews
Matthews, Campbell, Rhoads, McClure, &
Thompson, P.A.
119 South Second Street
Rogers, Arkansas 72756
(479) 636-0875
drm@mcrmt.com
Attorney for Southwestern Electric Power
Company
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BY:__Nate Coulter______
Nate Coulter
Wilson, Engstrom, Corum & Coulter
200 River Market Ave., Suite 600
P.O. Box 71
Little Rock, AR 72203
(501) 375-6453
nate@wecc-law.com
Attorney for Arkansas Advanced Energy
Association, Inc.
BY: Emon O.Mahony
BY: M. Shawn McMurray
Attorney General
Emon O. Mahony,
Assistant Attorney General
Emon.mahony@arkansasag.gov
M. Shawn McMurray,
Senior Assistant Attorney General
Shawn.mcmurray@arkansasag.gov
323 Center Street, Suite 400
Little Rock, AR 72201
(501) 682-3625
BY:__Ross Noland______
Ross Noland
Arkansas Bar #2006334
McMath Woods P.A.
711 East Third Street
Little Rock, AR 72201
(501) 396-5446
ross@mcmathlaw.com
Attorney for National Audubon Society, Inc.
BY:__Casey Roberts______
Casey Roberts
Sierra Club Environmental Law Program
85 Second St., 2nd Fl.
San Francisco, CA 94105
(415) 977-5710
casey.roberts@sierraclub.org
Attorney for Sierra Club
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing has been served on all parties of
record by forwarding the same by postage prepaid first class mail, hand delivery, or
electronic mail, this 6th day of November, 2013.
/s/ Fran C. Hickman
Fran C. Hickman
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EXHIBIT A:
Final List of Qualifications and Scope of Work (Weatherization)
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The PWC Plan to Develop a Recommendation Regarding a Unified
Weatherization Approach and Weatherization Program Coordination
In Order No. 7 of Docket No. 13-002-U, the Commission directed the Parties Working
Collaboratively (PWC) to submit a plan describing how the PWC would engage a facilitator and
other consultants to assist the PWC in developing a unified weatherization approach and
weatherization program coordination. The PWC plan must address the process the PWC will
employ to develop a recommended uniform, whole-house energy efficiency (EE) program
available to all residential customers, including those in severely energy inefficient homes, that
incorporates at least the six elements outlined by the Commission in 13-002-U, Order No. 7,
beginning on page 79, as well as other components discussed in that Order. To do so, the
Commission directed the PWC to file a plan describing how it will engage a facilitator and other
consultants to assist the PWC in developing a unified weatherization approach and
weatherization program coordination.
Facilitation
In Order No. 7, the Commission directed that the facilitator will assist the PWC in developing a
statewide, unified weatherization and efficiency program and may be a member of the IEM if
he or she possesses the necessary expertise to do so. To assist in its consideration of the IEM’s
capability to serve as the facilitator, the PWC established the qualification criteria set forth
below. The PWC will determine whether the IEM has the necessary expertise to act as the
facilitator of this process. If the IEM does not demonstrate the required expertise, as
determined by applying the evaluation criteria outlined below, the PWC will conduct an RFP
process to choose an experienced facilitator with the required expertise.
The PWC will apply the following evaluation criteria to assess the qualifications of the IEM to
serve as the facilitator for this purpose:
1) Independence: the facilitator should not be a party to an EE docket of any Arkansas
utility nor a participant in the implementation of any utility’s EE programs.
2) Facilitation skills: the facilitator should have experience facilitating a diverse
collaborative group such as the PWC that includes investor-owned utilities,
environmental groups, consumer advocates, low-income service providers, regulators,
evaluators, and others; (i.e., a group with multiple parties representing differing
interests).
3) Experience: the facilitator should have experience with the following aspects of cost
effective EE residential program design and operation:
a. Cross-utility/inter-utility coordination
b. Coordination between utilities and other stakeholders
1
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c. Best practices in weatherization and residential lighting and appliance delivery
d. Multiple contractor delivery systems
e. Financing mechanisms
f. Quality control
g. Coordination with federal programs, as detailed below
4) Federal requirements: the facilitator should demonstrate operational knowledge and
understanding of the US DOE Weatherization Assistance Program (WAP) and US HHS
Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP or Fuel Assistance), including the
differences between them and between each of these programs and the Arkansas utility
programs, on both planning and operating levels
a. Programmatic, including federal regulatory requirements
b. Funding/leveraging by multiple sources, including requirements and mechanics
c. Building science requirements
d. Health and safety requirements
e. Participant requirements
f. Tracking/software systems and other documentation requirements
g. Cost-effectiveness requirements and how they can be reconciled with Arkansas
Public Service Commission requirements in accordance with the TRM
h. Inspection and other quality control requirements
5) Resources available to commit to this process: the facilitator must demonstrate that it
possesses adequate levels of qualified staff with adequate time available to commit to
this process.
6) Any additional relevant information the facilitator may elect to present to the PWC
demonstrating its qualifications to fulfill the facilitation responsibilities as established by
the Commission in Order No. 7 of Docket No. 13-002-U.
If the PWC and facilitator, in the course of their deliberations, determine that additional
consultants would be helpful to the process, consultants with specific areas of expertise needed
would be engaged by the PWC through an RFP process. Firms currently providing EE services in
the state of Arkansas would not be excluded from participating in the RFP process.
Scope of Work
The facilitator will assist the PWC in collaboratively developing a recommendation regarding a
unified weatherization approach and weatherization program coordination, including the
program design of a uniform home EE program, which should consider and address how to
effectively incorporate the following elements as specified by the Commission:
1) Joint utility funding where possible and uniformity with regard to the following:
2
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2)

3)

4)
5)
6)

a. an initial amount of utility contribution available to all participants who are
customers of at least one participating utility
b. comprehensive audits
c. major, cost effective measures and services, such as insulation and infiltration
reduction offered
d. potentially other services
e. address both heating and cooling
f. little-to-no upfront funding by customer (none where federal leveraging)
g. uniform incentive levels for cost effective measures in accordance with the TRM
beyond initial funding level
h. costs reasonably allocated between gas and electric customers.
Uniform, comprehensive technical standards:
a. qualification and assessment of homes
b. recommendation and selection of cost effective measures in accordance with
the TRM
c. implementation/installation of measures
d. follows best practices
e. maximizes savings, avoids lost opportunities
f. education, training, certification
g. coordinates with DOE WAP and HHS LIHEAP standards, including quality control
Financing mechanism for measures beyond initial funding level
a. Preferably with automatic repayment
b. Assess the HEAL and other models for replication
c. Ensure ability of non-low-income customers to participate
d. Ensure ability to “piggyback” (leverage) WAP and LIHEAP funding, including
reconciliation of differing cost-effectiveness requirements
Elimination of duplication in current utility and DOE WAP and/or LIHEAP funded
programs to avoid confusing customers, implementers and trade allies
Participation in reorganization of DOE WAP/HHS LIHEAP and coordination of utility
program with WAP/LIHEAP to leverage personnel and federal funding
Development of a joint-utility marketing plan to reach all appropriate sub-sectors of
residential customers (look at HEAL and other models)

In addition, the facilitator should help the PWC address the following specific issues:
1) Management of the facilitation process and logistical support of the PWC, including
obtaining consensus on:
a. meeting dates and frequency of meetings
b. agendas
3
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c. weatherization collaborative processes
d. minutes and agreements reached
2) Examine existing Arkansas utility weatherization programs; conduct a gap analysis
3) Administration:
who should be the administrator/s and how should
administration/coordination be handled?
4) Ongoing collaboration and coordination among all utilities and other stakeholders
guided by a facilitator. Specific procedures of the Weatherization Collaborative (which
will be considered a subgroup of the PWC) will mirror those of the PWC Collaborative, as
appropriate, with a focus on creating, maintaining and enhancing the program according
to Best Practices.
5) Cross-fuel coordination
6) Budgets and goals
7) Uniformity of services, approved measures and installation practices
8) Measure specifics, including non-energy health and safety measures (eg., CO monitors)
9) Delivery structure
10) Quality control, inspection
11) Training, education and certification standards
12) Facilitation of bundling, financing and leveraging mechanisms
13) Uniform marketing plan
14) Development/refinement of tracking software for savings, financing, cost allocation, and
reporting, including energy savings and demand reduction prior to non-administrative
payments.
15) Administration and coordination of above with respect to federal leveraging
16) One statewide evaluation
17) Consider whether to apply a statewide or utility-specific cost benefit analysis
18) Examine the potential impact of a unified weatherization program on utility individual
goal achievement and net benefits as compared to existing program performance
19) Program design that provides the reasonable opportunity to maintain or expand existing
weatherization cost effective EE savings achievements

4
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PART ONE IEM’s RESPONSE to REQUEST for QUALIFICATIONS
1

Introduction and Overview

In Order No. 7 of Docket No. 13-002-U, the Commission directed the Parties Working
Collaboratively (PWC) to submit a plan describing how the PWC would engage a facilitator and
other consultants to assist the PWC in developing a unified weatherization approach and
weatherization program coordination. This plan must address the process that the PWC will use to
develop a recommended uniform, whole-house energy efficiency program available to all residential
customers, including those in severely energy inefficient homes, that incorporates at least the six
elements outlined by the Commission in 13-002-U, Order No. 7, beginning on page 79, as well as
other components discussed in that Order. To do so, the Commission directed the PWC to file a plan
describing how it will engage a facilitator and other consultants to assist the PWC in developing a
unified weatherization approach and weatherization program coordination.
Order No. 7 provided a summary of the current residential weatherization programs that are offered
to Arkansas customers. As this Order described, the seven investor-owned utilities are relying on
multiple approaches to reach the various sectors within the residential weatherization market. While
all the utilities are currently participating in the Arkansas Weatherization Program (AWP) has
weatherized nearly 4,000 homes since program initiation in 2007 (p. 66 of 91), it faces numerous
barriers and challenges, including fluctuating levels of federal funding, reaching non-eligible WAP
homes, and geographic gaps in service delivery (pp. 68-69 of 91). These challenges have led to
uneven service delivery and cost-effectiveness results for the funding utilities.
Other weatherization programs, targeting residential customers, have met with moderate success
including the HEAL program, administered by the Clinton Climate Initiative, and is part of
CenterPoint’s Energy Arkansas’ Energy Efficiency Program Portfolio (pp. 70 of 91). This program
has achieved success in its limited implementation and could serve as a “model” for financing and
cross-fuel programs (p. 71 of 91).
Arkansas Oklahoma Gas (AOG) and Oklahoma Gas & Electric (OG&E) joint weatherization
program is another program model that has achieved remarkable success in customer awareness,
participation, and satisfaction (p. 72 of 91). Therefore this weatherization model could also provide
useful insights into effective program designs for residential weatherization programs that could be
implemented on the statewide level.
EAI’s Energy Home Solutions (HES) program has also achieved more than 101 percent of its goal in
reaching its energy targets, and includes strong contractor training requirements (p. 74 of 91).
SWEPCO’s program, Residential Standard Offer (RSOP) also encourages residential customers to
make weatherization improvements through rebates and incentives. This program, based on the
EPA’s ‘whole house approach,’ offers customer a comprehensive audit combined with rebates to
encourage the installation of energy efficiency measures. SWEPCO has also partnered with the
HEAL program in late 2012 (p. 75 of 91).
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Therefore, the Commission directed the PWC to “collaboratively develop uniform whole house
program offerings for all residential customers, including those in severely inefficient homes, for
implementation in January 2015. These programs should include the following elements (pp. 79-80
of 91):
1) Joint funding between electric and gas utilities for whole house energy assessment and energy
efficiency services including auditing, insulation, and infiltration reduction features.
2) Comprehensive technical standard following best practices with a single set of standards and
coordinated with federally-funded weatherization services requirements
3) Offer financing mechanism/s that encourage installation of multiple cost-effective measures and
explore viability of current options in use, such as HEAL
4) Eliminate duplication of programs that prevent trade allies to work together or create customer
confusion
5) Active participation in the reorganization of WAP to optimize its coordination with utility funded
weatherization services and leverage available personnel and federal funding
6) Effectively market joint-utility weatherization services including the HEAL program (pp. 81-82
of 91).
The weatherization collaborative, as described by the Commission, is to develop a report by April 1,
2014 describing its recommendations for implementing a program to meet these requirements by
January 1, 2015. A plan to achieve these objectives must be filed by the PWC by November 1, 2013
describing PWC would engage a facilitator and other consultants to assist the PWC in developing a
unified weatherization approach and weatherization program coordination.
The PWC has identified two pressing needs to address to meet both the short and long-term
objectives described in Order No. 7. The first is to identify a qualified facilitator who can assist the
PWC in developing a statewide weatherization program. The second is have the selected facilitator
assist the PWC in developing a plan to design this plan by April 1, 2014 and have it implemented by
January 1, 2015 (pp. 82 of 91).
Commission Order No. 7 also specifically directed the PWC to engage facilitation or outside
expertise as required; however but noted that that specific task of developing a more unified
approach to residential weatherization should be facilitated either by a member of the IEM’s
team who is expert in weatherization or by an outside facilitator with adequate technical
expertise (pp. 62 of 91). Therefore, the IEM has prepared the following summary of
qualifications demonstrating its expertise in residential weatherization measures across the broad
spectrum of issues currently facing Arkansas.
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Summary of the IEM’s Weatherization Qualifications

2

IEM Team Members to support the Weatherization Collaborative
To support the PWC efforts to develop a standardized approach to residential weatherization
program design and implementation, the following IEM team members will be assigned to this
specific task with the following duties:









Dr. Katherine Johnson, Project Manager and lead facilitator and lead designer
Mr. Scott Dimetrosky, Residential Weatherization Program Cost-Effectiveness Lead and
assisting in facilitation, planning, and program design
Dr. Jim Bradford, Residential Weatherization Implementation Lead for Building Science
Mr. Gary Ambach, Residential Weatherization Implementation Lead for Marketing/Contractor
Outreach
Mr. Michael Volker, Residential Financing Subject Matter Expert
Ms. Katie Parkinson, Project Analyst, support for cost-effectiveness program analysis
Mr. Mike Frischmann, Project Support for cost-effectiveness, building science, and
implementation support
Ms. Corine Mahon, Project Coordinator for PWC Weatherization Meetings

Figure 1: Independent Evaluator Monitor Organization Chart

The IEM team is composed of six core members of the current IEM team, and two new team
members brought on to provide additional subject-matter expertise in weatherization program design
and expertise. These two new team members are Mr. Gary Ambach and Mr. Michael Volker. Brief
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summaries of each of these IEM team member’s residential qualifications are provided next and full
resumes for all of the proposed team members are provided in Appendix A.








Dr. Katherine Johnson has more than 20 years’ experience in program design, implementation,
and evaluation including in-depth experience working on all aspects of weatherization program
design for traditional rebate programs, low-income programs sponsored through government
agencies such as the Department of Energy (DOE), EPA’s Home Performance with Energy Star
Program, and innovative financing programs for rural electric cooperatives and investor-owned
utilities. She assisted the EPA in documenting successful “best practices” for deploying its
HPwES program, developed contractor outreach and marketing tools, and provided advise on
developing and refining innovative weatherization program models statewide for utilities
including the Colorado Partners in Energy Savings (PIES), MASS SAVE state-wide Program
regarding weatherization software tools, Idaho Power’s Weatherization Solutions and
Weatherization Assistance for Qualifying Customers Program, PSNC’s Home Audit Program,
and PECO’s Low Income Energy Assistance Program (LEAP). She has also presented on best
practices in program design and implementation, with a special focus on program financing
strategies, at national and international conferences, including those sponsored by the EPA and
the Building Performance Institute (BPI). For the PWC weatherization collaborative, she will
serve as the lead program facilitator and program designer, drawing on her years of experience in
this particular market sector.
Mr. Scott Dimetrosky has led planning and evaluation studies for dozens of utility energyefficiency, load management, and market transformation programs. His projects, spanning 20
years, have addressed all market sectors―large and small commercial, industrial, agricultural,
residential, and low income. Mr. Dimetrosky is a nationally recognized expert on lighting
programs, serving as the lead author on the residential lighting portion of the Department of
Energy Uniform Methods Project and while a principal at Cadmus led the evaluation of the
Ameren Missouri residential lighting program. He will lead residential weatherization costeffectiveness activities and assist and in facilitation, planning, and program design.
Dr. Jim Bradford has been involved in the design, implementation and evaluation of energy
efficiency, DSM and energy cost reduction programs for utilities, units of government, DSM
program administrators, and end users. He also brings a strong understanding of building science
including developing computer simulations of building energy consumptions and conducting
cost-benefit analyses of energy conservation measures, including those deployed in residential
weatherization programs. In his current role as the Technical Manager for the Arkansas TRM, Dr.
Bradford will ensure that the recommendations made by both the Commission and program
evaluators will be factored into any new program design for a statewide residential weatherization
program. He will also provide assistance in developing implementation strategies for the
weatherization program, and guidance regarding building science, energy auditing tools and
related areas.
Mr. Gary Ambach is part of the Michaels Energy team currently supporting the IEM. He has
more than 40 years of experience in program design, marketing, and implementation for utility
programs targeting all sectors, including residential weatherization programs. During his career,
Mr. Ambach has designed, implemented, and manage d residential rebate programs for three
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major utilities. These programs included incentives for Energy Star appliances, central AC
systems, lighting programs He designed, implemented, and managed a low income program that
provided a bonus low income discount to low income customers that saved more than 10% on
their electric bill compared to the previous year. He also designed a central AC replacement
program to take advantage of a property tax financing opportunity to leverage ARRA funding.
During his career, he also designed, implemented, and managed residential “whole house”
program designed to exceed California’s Title 24 building codes by more than 20 percent.
Mr. Michael Volker developed the innovative and award-winning How$mart program which was
based on the Pay-As-You-Save model targeting renters. Mr. Michael Volker, subject matter
expert, developed the first generation of on-bill financing programs and revolving loan programs
designed to enhance traditional rebate program offerings to encourage customers to make
investments in clean energy technologies. Mr. Volker will serve the team as a subject matter
expert in developing an on-bill financing program, and will bring his provide guidance based on
his experience in launching this program at his rural electric cooperative, Midwest Energy.
Ms. Katie Parkinson, Project Analyst, will provide ongoing analytical support regarding costeffectiveness calculations for weatherization and program design. She will also provide assistance
as needed in providing analytical support to Dr. Bradford and Mr. Dimetrosky throughout this
engagement.
Mr. Mike Frischmann will continue to provide analytical support to the IEM team, leveraging
his experience in both evaluating low-income programs as well as other residential weatherization
program models including those relying on whole-house diagnostics. He will also support Dr.
Bradford in any TRM-related or building science matters, as he has been deeply involved in
developing Arkansas’ TRM since Version 2.0.
Ms. Corine Mahon, will provide ongoing project support to the Staff throughout this project. Ms.
Mahon’s duties include project and administrative support activities such as documenting
meetings, and preparing materials to support for all weatherization collaborative tasks.
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2.1

Specific IEM Qualifications for the PWC’s Prescribed Works
Scope

The PWC has developed the following set of qualifications by which to assess the qualifications of
the IEM to serve as the facilitator for this purpose:
1. Independence: the facilitator should not be a party to an EE docket of
any Arkansas utility nor a participant in the implementation of any
utility’s EE programs.
The IEM is currently not a party to any EE docket of any Arkansas utility
nor a participant in the implementation of any utility’s EE programs.
Moreover, the IEM has been careful to maintain its complete objectivity
and independence for all activities completed since engagement in 2011,
including refraining from participating in any implementation related
activities for any Arkansas utility in any other jurisdiction.

Independence
Facilitation skills
Experience
Federal requirements
Resources
Other

The IEM has maintained the highest ethical standards in its relationships with both the parties to the
docket, as well as the Evaluation, Measurement & Verification (EM&V) contractors, to avoid any
appearance of favoritism to any party, company, or organization currently working in Arkansas.
2. Facilitation skills: the facilitator should have experience facilitating a
diverse collaborative group such as the PWC that includes investorowned utilities, environmental groups, consumer advocates, low-income
service providers, regulators, evaluators, and others; (i.e., a group with
multiple parties representing differing interests).

Independence
Facilitation skills
Experience
Federal requirements

IEM team members Mr. Dimetrosky, Dr. Johnson and Dr. Bradford
Resources
understand the delicate nature of facilitating meetings among parties with
Other
differing points of view. All are experienced meeting facilitators who are
dedicated to supporting the over-arching goals of the IEM by ensuring that all parties are treated
fairly and equitably. Our team members also bring in-depth experience in supporting regulatory
filings regarding the ―best practices‖ and approaches in EM&V activities.
For the past two and half years, the IEM has successfully facilitated a wide range of meetings which
lead to the satisfactory outcomes and, more often than not, group consensus. Dr. Katherine Johnson,
assisted by Mr. Scott Dimetrosky and Dr. Jim Bradford, have facilitated meetings on a wide range of
topics of interest to all PWC members, including:






Establishing EM&V Protocols and Standards
Providing ad-hoc guidance and advice on matters relating to Docket Nos. 13-002-U
Facilitating technical discussions on changes and updates to Arkansas’ Technical Reference
Manual (TRM) Versions 1.0, 2.0., and 3.0.
Facilitating discussions regarding the scope of complex EM&V matters, such as quantifying
leakage, determining free ridership, and estimating spillover
Providing guidance regarding best practices for developing TRMs, EM&V structures, and
potential studies, and other important issues of concern to the PWC
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The IEM’s experience and track record in Arkansas demonstrates its qualifications for meeting
facilitation. The IEM regularly prepares meeting agendas for review and comment by the PWC in
advance of scheduled meetings, keeps meeting summaries, and provides status reports to Staff and
the PWC on a monthly basis.
In addition, several IEM team members are engaged in similar facilitation roles for other
jurisdictions in which diverse groups must work together to resolve difficult and complex issues. For
example, Dr. Johnson, Mr. Dimetrosky, and Dr. Bradford are engaged as by the Missouri Public
Service Commission Staff as its State Auditor. In this capacity, our team members provide regular
and ongoing advice about program design, implementation, and evaluation. Dr. Johnson is engaged
in a similar manner as part of the Public Utility Commission of Texas, as a subcontractor to
TetraTech, while Mr. Dimestrosky provides similar advice to Commission Staff and utilities in
Connecticut and Illinois.
3. Experience: the facilitator should have experience with the following
aspects of cost effective EE residential program design and operation:

Independence

The selected IEM team members bring a broad range of experiences in
both program design and implementation addressing all of the topics
specified by the PWC. Given that many of our qualifications fit into
multiple categories, we provide a summary of relevant projects and
prepared a matrix identifying each specific qualification by topic area.
The remainder of this section provides highlights of our relevant
experience in residential program design and operation, with a specific
weatherization program models.

Experience

Facilitation skills
Federal requirements
Resources
Other
emphasis on residential

a) Cross-utility/inter-utility coordination


Colorado Partners in Energy Savings (PIES) Program: Dr. Johnson, Mr. Dimetrosky, Dr.
Bradford and Ms. Parkinson are currently engaged in providing cross-utility and inter-utility
coordination for four natural gas utilities in Colorado regarding its weatherization program
planning. For this project, which has run from 2012 to present, team members are currently
providing DSM program planning and implementation assistance to a collaborative of three gas
utilities that serve much of Colorado: Source Gas, Atmos Energy, and Colorado Natural Gas. As
part of the triennial plan filing, the IEM team designed an audit program that incorporates both
direct installation and weatherization measures.

The planning process included interviews with the utilities, implementation contractor, and
selected stakeholders to re-design the program to increase savings and cost-effectiveness. Key
aspects of the new program include a focus on collaboration with municipal utilities and electric
cooperatives, a revised incentive structure to encourage participation in other programs, and the
possible use of a “concierge” type service to increase the conversion rate from audit to
installation. In addition, while the service territories range across the state, the program
encourages economies of scale through a common website, marketing materials, implementation
contractor, reporting, and EM&V activities.


Clean Energy Works of Oregon: The Energy Efficiency and Sustainable Technology Act
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(EEAST), HB 2626, was passed by the Oregon Legislature and became law in 2009. EEAST calls
for a loan program, administered by the Oregon Department of Energy (ODOE), to support
energy efficiency and renewable energy retrofits in Oregon homes and businesses. It identifies
funding from the existing ODOE Small Scale Local Energy Project Loan Fund (SELP), along
with other potential funds to be pooled in a Loan Offset Grant Fund. EEAST anticipated that
initial funding and loans will leverage multiple sources of public and private capital to sustain the
program over time (EEAST Report 2009). The legislation also called for a series of pilot projects
to test the feasibility of EEAST approaches. The pilots were to include community-focused
outreach, greater assistance to participants, up-front financing to remove the barrier of capital
requirements and favorable terms for utility bill loan repayment (EEAST Report 2009).
The outcome of this legislation was the initial pilot program, Clean Energy Works Portland
(CEWP). During the pilot period, Clean Energy Works Portland laid the groundwork for
Clean Energy Works Oregon (CEWO) by weatherizing more than 500 single family homes
through March 2011.
In mid-2010, CEWP received an additional $20 million award from the federal Energy
Efficiency and Conservation Block Grant (EECBG) program to expand the pilot to
customers of the participating utilities throughout Oregon. Clean Energy Works: Oregon
(CEWO), an independent nonprofit was created in August 2010 to manage this effort and
direct the expansion to meet the ambitious goal of weatherizing 6,000 homes during this
funding cycle.
Johnson Consulting Group conducted an in-depth assessment of this program as it moved
from a pilot to a statewide energy efficiency and weatherization program. As part of this
assessment, Dr. Johnson conducted a comprehensive review of all program design and
planning documents, reviewed the current software tracking system and identified significant
areas for program improvement, and explored the inter-relationships among program
operations staff, utility funders, contractors, and third-party financing organizations. As a
result of this process evaluation, Dr. Johnson identified significant areas for program
improvement regarding streamlining the application process, enhancing contractor tools,
outreach, and training, assessing the current audit software, and refining the program
tracking system to capture key metrics, such as program drop-outs, applications processed,
and loan status. As a result, CEWO has now been able to implement this program more
effectively and engage contractors in more rural areas to encourage increased installations of
energy efficiency measures.



MASS SAVE Home Energy Services Program- Common Software Assessment: For this
project, Dr. Johnson provided guidance to the Residential Steering Committee (RSC) for the
Mass Save® Home Energy Services Program (Program) around the feasibility of using common
software statewide for energy assessments in homes with between one and four units. This
initiative includes input from representatives of the Massachusetts Program Administrators (PAs),
their Lead Vendors, and other key stakeholders including the Massachusetts Department of
Energy Resources (DOER). A key result of this project engagement was to develop a strategy by
which each building audit software tool had to meet specific criteria, while allowing the
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individual utilities to keep their current building software tools and tracking systems in place.
This recommendation allowed energy efficiency contractors to use more robust tools to estimate
the costs and benefits associated with various weatherization improvements, which all conformed
to building standards and best practices.

b) Coordination between utilities and other stakeholders
As the qualifications matrix (see Figure 1) summarizes, all of our experience in both program
design and implementation involved close coordination between utilities and other stakeholders.
For example, our work with Colorado PIES utilities includes coordinating planned program
design and implementation activities with utility staff, third-party implementers, and Colorado
Commission staff.
For Clean Energy Works of Oregon, our work focused primarily on assessing this program’s
performance as it evolved from a pilot to a statewide program. Throughout this engagement, we
worked closely with program staff, the utility funders, and contractors to provide
recommendations designed to improve overall program operations.
Similarly, the MASS SAVE Common Approach project required understanding each
stakeholder’s unique perspective in order to assure that the final recommendations for
developing a common approach would yield satisfactory results for all of the concerned parties.
Additionally, for Alliant Energy and Imperial Irrigation District, our work focused on developing
a standard process for coordination between the electric and natural gas utilities regarding
commercial and residential energy efficiency programs savings claims. As part of this work, we
were also able to facilitate a cost sharing plan between the natural gas and electric utilities for the
residential weatherization program.

c) Best practices in weatherization and residential lighting and appliance delivery
Several members of the IEM have also both developed and documented industry best practices for
residential programs, including those focusing on offering weatherization services, lighting, and
appliance installations. Examples of work in this area include:


EPA’s Home Performance with Energy Star: As a partner in Market Development Group, Dr.
Johnson worked closely with the staff at the EPA, contractors, trade allies, and utilities to refine
this whole-house program offering. During this two-year period, Dr. Johnson wrote a
compendium of Home Performance with Energy Star’s best practices among utility partners. This
compendium also included case studies and “contractor success stories” designed to help educate
both utilities and contractors on the best strategies for deploying this whole-house program
approach. She provided marketing assistance and support to the EPA throughout a variety of
Home Performance-oriented conferences, and shared these successes at various industry
conferences including Affordable Comfort and the Association for Energy Services Professionals.
Examples of these presentations are provided in Appendix B.



Residential Lighting Market Characterization Study for Delta-Montrose Electric
Association: Dr. Johnson completed a comprehensive market assessment and literature review of
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lighting trends in the residential market. The project included developing a financial analysis of
energy efficient lighting for residential applications which led to the development of a successful
and innovative CFL program Delta-Montrose Electric Association. This light bulb distribution
strategy received several industry awards including innovative program offering at the European
Council for Energy Efficiency Economy (eceee 2006).

d) Multiple contractor delivery systems
In addition to the previous examples involving contractor-based weatherization programs, the IEM
has also been actively involved in identifying various strengths and weaknesses of weatherization
program delivery methodologies. Examples of this expertise include:






Home Performance with Energy Star: Dr. Johnson documented successful strategies that
contractors were using for HPwES programs across the United States to promote deep energy
efficiency retrofits. http://www.johnsonconsults.com/HPWEScompendium2008.html
Clean Energy Works of Oregon: A key element of this project was to identify the barriers to
delivering whole-house residential programs to customers in rural areas throughout Oregon. As
part of this study, Dr. Johnson explored the value of financing tools, contractor outreach and
education, and contractor program participation requirements. As a result of this evaluation, the
program staff identified new ways to engage contractors located outside of metropolitan areas and
modified the existing contractor rating system to reflect lower participation levels in rural areas.
Energy Trust of Oregon - Home Performance Track: Oregon currently has two separate
statewide programs currently in operation which provide both overlapping services, which results
in creating customer confusion. Some contractors are able to participate in both the Home
Performance and the Clean Energy Works Program, while others are only allowed to participate
in the Home Performance Program. This disparity led to tensions between Energy Trust, qualified
Home Performance contractors, and contractors approved to participate in the competing Clean
Energy Works of Oregon program. As a result of this tension, Dr. Johnson gathered feedback
from staff, third-party implementers, contractors, and customers on strategies to minimize
customer confusion, streamline the application process, and create a more harmonious contractor
network.

e) Financing mechanisms
The IEM team members have been involved in design, implementation, and evaluation of innovative
financing programs to promote whole-house improvements. Examples of these projects include the
following:


How$mart Program: Dr. Johnson worked closely with Mr. Volker in the design,
implementation and evaluation of Midwest Energy’s How$mart Program. How$mart is a
comprehensive efficiency improvement program. Efficiency measure investment costs are
justified and paid for by the energy (or other) cost savings. To determine the efficiency measures,
Midwest Energy conducts an audit that may include a blower door, duct blaster, and infrared
scan. Then, as part of the auditing process, the company generates a list of improvements (a
preliminary Conservation Plan) on which contractors bid. The customer or contractor calls
Midwest Energy for the How$mart Program audit and thus provides an opportunity to analyze
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thermal shell upgrades and/or equipment replacement to help achieve greater energy savings.
Dr. Johnson worked with Midwest Energy on ways to both improve the overall deployment of
this program, as well as developed the business plan for marketing it to both customers and home
improvement contractors. This award-winning program has served as the model for additional
on-bill financing programs currently in development in Hawaii and deployed among rural electric
cooperatives in South Carolina.
Hawaiian Electric (HECO) Solar Saver Program: Based on the same Pay-As-You-Save
(PAYS) model as Midwest Energy, HECO developed utility self-funded financing pilot program
targeting renters. However, the Hawaiian legislature required that the program be opened up to all
home owners, thereby diluting the overall value of this program to encourage renters to make
whole-house improvements. Dr. Johnson conducted two extensive evaluations of this program,
identified barriers to contractor adoption due to stringent paperwork requirements, and provided
recommendations on overall ways to streamline the program application process. Details of these
findings for both of these programs are provided in links at the end of this section.
DMEA Co-Z Loan/Solar CO-Z Loan Programs: Dr. Johnson helped to first evaluate and then
refine the overall operation of Delta-Montrose Electric Association (DMEA’s) Co-Z loan
program. This financing program offers home buyers a second mortgage to defray the cost of
expensive home improvements, such as the installation of geothermal heat pumps. Dr. Johnson
developed the financing procedures for this program, conducted the cost-benefit tests for the
utility, and developed marketing and outreach materials for contractors and customers, including
case studies. This CO-Z loan program also led to the Solar CO-Z loan program, a similar second
mortgage program targeting the installation of solar PV systems. Dr. Johnson completed the
design, development, and financial analysis as part of a grant from the Department of Energy.
Both of these loan programs demonstrated the importance of offering customer financing options
to reduce or eliminate the “first-cost” barriers.
Clean Energy Works of Oregon: Dr. Johnson conducted a comprehensive review and
assessment of this on-bill financing program, including reviewing all loan application procedures,
examining credit requirements, loan requirements, and key program metrics.
Efficiency Maine PACE Program: A Maine PACE loan is a loan taken by a property owner to
finance the cost of making a qualified whole house energy upgrade with eligible energy savings
improvements to the property. If a homeowner sells his or her home before the loan is paid off,
the loan can either be paid off at the time of sale or can be transferred with the property to
become the responsibility of the new owner. This is similar to the options currently used in other
on-bill and utility financing programs, but requires that local communities pass municipal
ordinances to approve this property financing. Based on Dr. Johnson’s extensive knowledge of
utility financing programs, she conducted a comprehensive assessment documenting the best
practices required to develop and implement effective utility financing program, drawing on both
her previous experiences with energy loan programs for DMEA, Midwest Energy, Clean Energy
Works of Oregon and HECO’s Solar Saver Program as well as an extensive literature review and
case studies of best practices for energy financing programs.
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f) Quality control
The IEM team members have deep experience in the requirements for whole-house programs, or
those that incorporate pre-and-post auditing to ensure energy savings are achieved. IEM team
members have both developed and refined these standards, to ensure they are compliant with both
national programs, such as BPI’s performance standards, as well as consistent with industry
practices. Quality control issues have been integral to the overall program design and deployment in
the following residential programs including:










Colorado Partners in Energy Savings (PIES) program
Clean Energy Works of Oregon
Home Performance with Energy Star
Energy Trust Home Performance Program Track
Midwest Energy’s How$mart Program
DMEA’s loan programs
PECO’s low income program (discussed in the next section)
Idaho Power’s Weatherization Program for Qualifying Customers (discussed in the next section)
Idaho Power’s Weatherization Solutions Program (discussed in section 5)

g) Coordination with federal programs
IEM team members have advised weatherization programs receiving funding from the American
Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA), Department of Energy’s Low Income Program, and the
Department of Energy’s Renewable Funding Program and the Department of Agriculture’s Rural
Investment Act funding. For example, the capital for the DMEA loans was funded through the US
Department of Agriculture’s Rural Electric loan program. Examples of these qualifications include:








Clean Energy Works of Oregon
Home Performance with Energy Star
Energy Trust Home Performance Program Track
DMEA’s loan programs
PECO’s LEEP Program (discussed in the next section)
Idaho Power’s Weatherization Program for Qualifying Customers (discussed in the next section)
Idaho Power’s Weatherization Solutions Program (discussed in section 5. Resources)

4. Federal requirements: The IEM team members also have a strong
operational knowledge and understanding of the both the operations of
the US DOE’s US DOE Weatherization Assistance Program (WAP),
US HHS Low Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP or
Fuel Assistance), and the role that these programs currently play in
Arkansas. Given the current plan for reorganizing the AWP, IEM team
members provide a strong understanding of the following critical
elements regarding knowledge of federal requirements. These
qualifications are summarized next:
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a) Programmatic, including federal regulatory requirements
For example, team members have identified projects in which the participating utilities received
direct funding for from the DOE for the implementation of weatherization measures, both using
Community Action Partnership (CAP) agencies, as well as third-party contractors. Examples
include, but are not limited to the following projects:








Consolidated Edison: Dr. Johnson, assisted by Mr. Dimetrosky, led the evaluation activities of
this comprehensive, three-year program analysis of Consolidated Edison’s Low-Income Energy
Efficiency Program. Her work included conducting focus groups with landlords, building owners,
and supervising the implementation of tenant questionnaires. Her analysis identified new ways to
deliver effective customer education and increase measure persistence among participating
customers. Mr. Dimestrosky focused on conducting the cost-effectiveness analysis, quantifying
non-energy benefits, and determining the overall measure persistence, spillover rates. Both
provided recommendations for improving one of the largest low-income programs offered in the
US.
ECONorthwest, Portland, Oregon: IEM team members Mr. Michael Frischmann and Mr. Gary
Ambach conducted Evaluation of California’s Investor-Owned Utilities’ Low Income Energy
Efficiency programs Their work included coordinating and completing in depth field
investigations and customer surveys at 400 low income residences throughout the state of
California. The measures included in the program evaluation included new windows, additional
insulation, infiltration reduction, upgraded heating and cooling equipment, programmable
thermostats, high efficiency lighting, and high efficiency appliances. The data collected was used
to determine the gross savings estimates both the measure level, home level, and statewide
program level.
PECO Energy’s Low-Income Energy Efficiency Program (LEEP)’s main goal of is to educate
and assist eligible residential customers with making their homes more energy efficient. The
program builds upon the Low- Income Usage Reduction Program (LIURP) objective: to make
low-income customers’ energy bills more affordable by helping to reduce energy usage. Dr.
Johnson led both the program evaluation and program redesign for this program for two years. As
part of the engagement, she conducted in-depth interviews with CAP agency staff to determine
the barriers to installing energy efficiency measures (due to increased ARRA funding);
interviewed customers, implementation contractors, and assessed key program metrics, such as
customer satisfaction, measure persistence, and spillover. In 2012, she was involved in the
program’s redesign for phase 2, which included expanding the suite of heating measures offered
to CAP agencies, reducing the number energy efficiency lighting, and recommending ways for
electric utilities to capture summer savings due to installations of fans as well as air conditioners.
Her recommendations were included in the program redesign, launched in 2013.
Idaho Power’s Weatherization Assistance for Qualifying Customers: Dr. Johnson is
completing a process evaluation of this long-running and highly successful low-income
weatherization program. This program, however, is facing numerous challenges regarding its
cost-effectiveness, and therefore Dr. Johnson is providing guidance on ways for the utility to
properly account for the savings due to the installations of high efficiency measures, such as heat
pumps for electrically-heated customers. She is also advising them on options regarding software
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modeling, as the DOE Audit 4.2 Software provides inconsistent estimates of potential savings.
b) Funding/leveraging by multiple sources, including requirements and mechanics
Dr. Johnson and Mr. Volker have been heavily assessing the effectiveness of multiple funding
streams and sources, as described previously. These projects included, but are not limited to:





Clean Energy Works of Oregon
PECO’s LEEP program (ARRA funding issues)
Midwest Energy How$mart Program
AGA/EEI’s At-Risk Strategic Initiative (discussed in next section)

c) Building science requirements
Mr. Ambach and Mr. Frischmann have been involved in assessing and evaluating the technical
aspects of a wide variety or residential energy efficiency measures. These projects include, but are
not limited to:
 California IOU Low Income Program
 Black Hills Energy Residential Rebate Program
 Commonwealth Edison’s Residential Smart Ideas Program
 Hawaii Energy Residential Program
 Xcel Energy Residential Programs
d) Health and safety requirements


Midwest Energy’s How$mart Program: Mr. Volker developed this program as way to leverage
the DOE’s combustion safety auditing requirements for natural gas homes into a more effective
approach to reach out to low income renters. All of the other projects previously cited in this
qualifications request addressed the health and safety requirements as defined in these lowincome weatherization programs, including pre-and-post testing, combustion safety, proper
venting and related issues.

e) Participant requirements
The majority of these low-income programs target customers who are up to 200 percent of the
federal poverty level, depending on their location. For example, Idaho Power’s Weatherization
Assistance for Qualifying Customers (WAQC) in provides funding for these installations in households
with incomes up to 200 percent of federal poverty level guidelines. In contrast, PECO’s LEEP program
was only open to customers with annual household income levels up to 150% of poverty level.
Given the need to leverage or “piggyback” on existing funds, the IEM team members also have extensive
experience in providing utilities and energy organizations with alternative program designs. These
alternatives are summarized in Section 5 Resources.
f) Tracking/software systems and other documentation requirements
Many of the previous projects cited in this qualifications review focused on assessing tracking
systems and ensuring that proper documentation is being used for both reporting and evaluation
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purposes. All of the projects completed for low-income programs included an in-depth review and
assessment of the program tracking systems, while the MASS SAVE Residential Program
assessment went one step further to investigate the viability of real-time software updates and links
as audits are completed. Other project examples include:





PECO’s LEEP Program
Idaho Power’s Weatherization Solutions Program
Idaho Power’s Weatherization Assistance for Qualifying Customers Program
Consolidated Edison’s Low Income Program

g) Cost-effectiveness requirements and how they can be reconciled with Arkansas Public Service
Commission requirements in accordance with the TRM
Both Mr. Dimetrosky and Dr. Bradford are currently developing program cost-effectiveness
requirements and analysis for several residential weatherization program designs, including the
Colorado PIES program. Moreover, both have been deeply involved in the development and
refinement of Arkansas TRM from V1.0 through current V.3.0. This in-depth knowledge of both the
inter-relationships of residential weatherization measures, along with their extensive experience in
conducting cost-effectiveness analysis for a variety of programs throughout the United States will
provide guidance required to meet this qualification.
Furthermore, both IEM team members have conducted extensive cost-effectiveness analysis for a
variety of utility energy efficiency program portfolios, including residential weatherization
programs. Additional information is provided in their resumes in Appendix A.
h) Inspection and other quality control requirements
These requirements are closely linked to the health and safety requirements discussed previously and
IEM team members have addressed these issues in all of their low-income program design and
evaluation work projects including, but not limited to the following: Of note, several of these
projects included strategies for quantifying the non-energy benefits associated with improved health
and safety that were achieved as a result of these whole-house program models.






PECO’s LEEP Program
Idaho Power’s Weatherization Solutions Program
Idaho Power’s Weatherization Assistance for Qualifying Customers Program
Consolidated Edison’s Low Income Program
Imperial Irrigation Districts Residential Rebates Program

5. Resources available to commit to this process: The facilitator must
demonstrate that it possesses adequate levels of qualified staff with
adequate time available to commit to this process.
We have a deep bench of talent, which means that our team members can
draw on each other for additional support and advice as needed. These
further guarantees that the Parties Working Collaboratively will receive the
highest quality work that reflects industry ―best practices.‖ It also means
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that there will be sufficient resources devoted to this project and the work will be divided
appropriately among all team members. All of our team members are fully committed to completing
the work described in the proposal response and look forward to working with all of the Parties
Working Collaboratively, the Commission and Staff.
Specifically, the IEM team members Dr. Johnson and Mr. Dimestrosky will be devoting up to 20
percent of their available time to completing the proposed tasks as described in Section 2 Facilitation
Skills of this response. In addition, the IEM team has brought on several additional team members to
provide additional guidance and support based on their experience in designing and implementing
residential weatherization programs as well as designing and implementing financing options for
residential whole-house programs. These additional team members are:




Mr. Gary Ambach, Michael’s Energy
Ms. Katie Parkinson, Apex Analytics
Mr. Michael Volker, Financing Subject Matter Expert

Full resumes of the IEM team members, highlighting their specific experience in residential
weatherization programs are provided in Appendix A. Resumes of the additional IEM team members
are also provided in this appendix.
Appendix B provides additional examples of our deep understanding of the residential
weatherization market, including analyses, case studies and excerpts from recently completed
weatherization studies. While we may be focused on evaluation in Arkansas, our team has also
developed in-depth experience in both program design and implementation. As evaluators, we are
often involved in the initial program designs for our clients, such as our work with the four natural
gas utilities in Colorado and the work completed for Columbia Natural Gas in Virginia. In addition,
in evaluation we also provide recommendations for program improvement that are then tested in
subsequent program years. Therefore, we know first-hand, which recommendations were effective
and which ones needed further refinement. These recommendations are often incorporated in future
program redesigns, which are done in collaboration with both program designers and the program
evaluators, as described and recommended in NAPEE 2007.
The proposed timing for completing this work scope does not conflict with any other critical
deliverables that the IEM is currently providing. We anticipate that the bulk of this work will be
conducted from November through February 2014, followed by a review and final approval by the
PWC in advance of the April 1, 2014 filing date. The IEM’s Annual Report will not be due until
June 2014 and the updates to the TRM Version 4.0 are not due until August 2014.
Therefore, much of the work and planning required to develop a strong program design and
implementation plan will be completed without competing with other key IEM deliverables. We
envision finalizing the implementation plan in the third quarter of 2014, allowing sufficient time for
full review and input from all PWC members and adequate time within the third and fourth quarter
to develop an implementation plan for program launch in January 1, 2015.
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6. Any additional relevant information the facilitator may elect to
present to the PWC demonstrating its qualifications to fulfill the
facilitation responsibilities as established by the Commission in Order No.
7 of Docket No. 13-002-U.

Independence

In addition, IEM team members have been involved in both designing and
evaluating innovative residential weatherization program models that may
provide additional insights for the PWC’s weatherization collaborative to
consider. Highlights of these innovative programs in which IEM team
members have been involved are summarized next:

Federal requirements



Facilitation skills
Experience
Resources
Other

Innovative program designs for weatherization programs
o AGA/EEI Strategies and Initiatives for At-Risk Customers: Dr. Johnson wrote a white paper
summarizing the challenges facing electric and natural gas customers to the emerging group of atrisk customers (www.johnsonconsults.com/presentations/White Paper Strategies at Risk
Customer EEI 4-22-2009.pdf). This white paper summarized the challenges facing the energy
utilities, and identifies possible solutions that utilities can use to address and even mitigate the
effect of rising delinquency rates and cash-strapped customers. This paper also identified a new
class of utility customer qualifying for low-income programs- “At-Risk” customers with
households above the 200% federal poverty level. This group does not qualify many current
weatherization programs, but account for a rising number of delinquent accounts. In this white
paper, Dr. Johnson also provided recommendations for utilities to stem this challenge by offering
a combination of strategies including utility financing programs. As part of this assignment, Dr.
Johnson also completed case studies demonstrating four innovative approaches used by utilities to
address the at-risk customers: WE Energies, KCP&L, DTE Energies and Integrys. These case
studies are provided in Appendix B.
o

o



Imperial Irrigation District: Mr. Ambach managed and assisted in designing , and pilot
testing a low income program that provided a bonus low income discount to low income
customers that saved more than 10% on their electric bill compared to the year through
participation in the energy efficiency programs.)
Imperial Irrigation District Residential Programs: Mr. Ambach managed and assisted
with the implementation of Imperial Irrigation’s residential programs, which had 30,000
participants. As part of this work, he also managed the low income weatherization program
which had over 1,000 participants per year. Under his guidance, the program reduced the
turn around time from customer request through completion of audit and implementation of
measures from two months to two weeks. He also worked diligently with contractors and
significantly improved the quality controls to eliminate mistakes and improve customer
satisfaction.
Consumers Energy’s Building Blocks Program: In the first half of 2013, Consumers Energy
began implemented a pilot low-income weatherization program to test new strategies in
participant recruitment and measure installations. This pilot program, Building Blocks, worked
with a range of Consumers Energy income-eligible customers, and tested a range of customer
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“touches” – in-home audits, classes, do-it-yourself (DIY) kits, prizes, newsletters, and
follow up visits.
One objective of the Building Blocks pilot is to transform income-eligible participants into
program “partners,” who will install their own energy efficiency measures and managing their
energy use moving forward. A second objective was to test the application of customer
“personas,” a method of classifying low income program participants, and to assess differences in
the effectiveness of program recruitment and training by these personas. Given the variability in
different types of income-eligible participants, and the variety of program strategies employed,
Consumers Energy requested a “focused process evaluation” of the Building Blocks pilot
program. The evaluation will assess the effectiveness of the individual components of, as well as
the overall, program design in transforming participants into “partners.” Dr. Johnson has been
serving as a project advisor to the design team, and has been involved in developing strategies to
refine the overall program offerings and to include a broader mix of eligible program participants.


Idaho Power’s Weatherization Solutions Program: Idaho Power Company (IPC) offers
customers who do not qualify for the Weatherization Assistance for Qualified Customers
Program (WAQC) another energy efficiency program called the Weatherization Solutions for
Eligible Customers Program (Weatherization Solutions Program). This program serves customers
whose household incomes are between 175 percent and 250 percent of the Federal poverty level.
This provides a chance to participate for residential customers who are financially unable to
participate in cost sharing involved with other residential energy efficiency programs. This
program is designed to serve customers are just slightly over income qualifications for WAQC
but are living in similar housing stock where energy savings are greatly needed. The
Weatherization Solutions Program is similar to the WAQC, but it is implemented by four private
contracting firms who work either as a division of a Community Action Partner (CAP) agency
(contractor) or as a separate LLC entity owned by a CAP which does not leverage any additional
weatherization funding. Dr. Johnson is currently providing both guidance and assistance on costeffectiveness analysis as part of a comprehensive evaluation of this program.



PSNC’s In-Home Audit Program: In 2009, PSNC ENERGY (PSNC) obtained NCUC approval
and implemented a comprehensive portfolio of Energy Efficiency (EE) programs for its
customers. PSNC’s In-home Energy Audit Program offers customers an in-home assessment of
their energy usage and provides certain remediation measures at the customer’s request. The goal
of this program is to promote overall awareness of energy efficiency and encourage homeowners
to install additional energy savings measures. This program which combines direct installation,
rebates, and in-home audits also offers a promising program design for the PWC to consider as
part of its statewide weatherization program. Dr. Johnson completed both a program evaluation of
this innovative approach, and continues to provide on-going guidance and support to this natural
gas utility. Furthermore, this program design has been adapted by several other natural gas
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utilities, including Columbia Gas of Virginia1 which is offering this approach as a variation on a
direct-install program targeting elderly and low-income households.
Since our team members have been involved in a variety of program models for residential
weatherization programs, and are well-aware of both the challenges and successes associated
with these programs, our team will be able to share this additional guidance and insight with the
PWC weatherization collaborative.



Trade Ally Barriers to Home Improvement/Whole House Programs

The Commission Order No. 7 identified one of the many challenges to running effective residential
weatherization programs has been confusion and overlap among trade allies working in the heating,
ventilation, air conditioning (HVAC), and insulation markets. Trade allies are the critical program
ambassadors for these residential offerings, especially when linked to energy efficiency financing or
rebate offerings. Therefore, the IEM can provide the PWC weatherization collaborative with
additional insight regarding barriers to trade allies and provide examples of “trade ally” best
practices for marketing and outreach based on our in-depth experience in this area. Many of the
projects previously described in the request for qualifications involved reaching out to trade allies,
identifying key success factors, and providing guidance to energy organizations on ways to build and
improve trade ally contractor networks. These are all areas that will need to be addressed in a
statewide weatherization collaborative. Relevant project examples from the IEM include:






Home Performance with Energy Star
Energy Trust of Oregon’s Home Performance Program
Clean Energy Works of Oregon
DMEA’s Loan Programs
Idaho Power’s Weatherization Solutions Program

In addition to the materials provided in Appendix B, the following list is selected publications and
presentations describing many of these residential weatherization programs.

2.2

Selected Publications
Weatherization Topics

and

Presentations

on

Residential

Johnson, K. 2008. Home Performance with Energy Star Compendium. Prepared for the
Environmental Protection Agency and the U.S Department of Energy, Washington, D.C.
Johnson, K. Willoughby, G., Shimoda, W. & Volker, 2010. Lessons Learned from the Field: Key
Strategies for Implementing Successful On-the-bill Financing Programs, IEPEC Conference, Paris,
France. June.

1

Dr. Johnson has been providing evaluation and program planning guidance to Columbia Gas of Virginia’s

energy efficiency program portfolio since 2010.
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Johnson, K., Hendershot, D., Naleway, R., Pope, M., Willoughby, G. & Webster, E. 2010. Staying
Out of Hot Water, ACEEE Summer Study, Pacific Grove, CA
Strategies and Initiatives to Proactively Respond to a New Customer Demographic. plus referenced
utility snapshots for At-Risk Customers

DTE
We Energies
Integrys
KCP&L
Breaking Down the Barriers to Efficiency Improvements in the Rental Housing Market: One
Utility’s Approach, given at the 2008 ACEEE Summer Study on Energy Efficiency in Buildings
Best Practices and Lessons Learned from EPA/DOE’s Home Performance with ENERGY STAR
Program, given at the 2008 ACEEE Summer Study on Energy Efficiency in Buildings 2011
Show Me the Money - Challenges Facing On-Bill Financing, eceee Summer Study, France 2011
Interactive Webinar: "Soup to Nuts: Building EM&V into Program Design", 2011
Staying Out of Hot Water, ACEEE Summer Study, Pacific Grove, CA 2010
Webinar: "How to create and implement energy efficiency programs at your cooperative" NRECA
2010
Lessons Learned from the Field: OBF Financing, IEPEC, France 2010
Developing a Successful Water Heater Program, DSM Technology Workshop, Bismarck, ND 2010
Staying Out of Hot Water, DSM Technology Workshop, Bismarck, ND 2010
Breaking down the barriers to efficiency improvements in the rental housing market: A comparison
of two utility approaches, (OBF), IEPEC, Portland, OR 2009
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Table 1: Weatherization Qualifications Matrix by IEM Team Member
IEM Team Member
The PWC will apply the following evaluation criteria to assess
the qualifications of the IEM to serve as the facilitator for this
purpose:

K.
Johnson

S.
Dimetrosky

J.
Bradford

G. Ambach/
M. Frischmann

1) Independence: the facilitator should not be a party to an EE
docket of any Arkansas utility nor a participant in the
implementation of any utility’s EE programs.





2) Facilitation skills: the facilitator should have experience
facilitating a diverse collaborative group such as the PWC that
includes investor-owned utilities, environmental groups, consumer
advocates, low-income service providers, regulators, evaluators,
and others; (i.e., a group with multiple parties representing
differing interests).





a. Cross-utility/inter-utility coordination









b. Coordination between utilities and other stakeholders









c. Best practices in weatherization and residential lighting
and appliance delivery





d. Multiple contractor delivery systems





e. Financing mechanisms

x

f. Quality control







M.
Volker

K. Parkinson





3) Experience: the facilitator should have experience with the
following aspects of cost effective EE residential program design
and operation:
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The PWC will apply the following evaluation criteria to assess
the qualifications of the IEM to serve as the facilitator for this
purpose:

K. Johnson

S. Dimetrosky

J.
Bradford

G. Ambach/
M.
Frischmann

M.
Volker

K. Parkinson

4) Federal requirements: the facilitator should demonstrate
operational knowledge and understanding of the US DOE
Weatherization Assistance Program (WAP) and US HHS Low
Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP or Fuel
Assistance), including the differences between them and
between each of these programs and the Arkansas utility
programs, on both planning and operating levels





a. Programmatic, including federal regulatory requirements







b. Funding/leveraging by multiple sources, including
requirements and mechanics







d. Health and safety requirements







e. Participant requirements











f. Tracking/software systems and other documentation
requirements











g. Cost-effectiveness requirements and how they can be
reconciled with Arkansas Public Service Commission
requirements in accordance with the TRM







h. Inspection and other quality control requirements













5) Resources available to commit to this process: the facilitator
must demonstrate that it possesses adequate levels of qualified
staff with adequate time available to commit to this process.







Other Qualifications
Innovative Program Designs for Whole House Programs



Innovative Program Designs for Whole House Programs



Understanding of Audit Software Programs



Financing Expertise



Statewide Program Designs for residential whole house
programs
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Table 2: Weatherization Qualifications Matrix by Project

Experience: the facilitator
should have experience with
the following aspects of cost
effective EE residential
program design and
operation:

Colorado
PIES

MASS
SAVE

Home
Clean
Energy
DMEA COPerformanc
Energy
Trust Home
Z Loan
e with
Works of
Performance
Program
Energy Star
Oregon

a. Cross-utility/inter-utility
coordination











b. Coordination between
utilities and other
stakeholders











c. Best practices in
weatherization and
residential lighting and
appliance delivery





d. Multiple contractor
delivery systems





e. Financing mechanisms
f.

Quality control

g. Coordination with
federal programs















How$mart
Program



HECO Solar
Saver
Program





Commonwealth
Edison

PECO LEEP
Program



AGA/EEI
Strategic
Initiatives

Idaho
Power's
Idaho
Weatherizati
Power's
on Assistance Weatherizati
for Qualifying on Solutions
Customers





























PSNC
In-Home
Audit
Program

Consumer's
Energy
Building
Blocks
Program



































4) Federal requirements:
the facilitator should
demonstrate operational
knowledge and
understanding of the (WAP)
(LIHEAP or Fuel Assistance),
operating levels
a. Programmatic, including
federal regulatory
requirements



X



X



X





b. Funding/leveraging by
multiple sources, including
requirements and mechanics



X



X



X
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Requirement

Colorado
PIES

MASS
SAVE

Home
Clean
Energy
DMEA COPerformanc
Energy
Trust Home
Z Loan
e with
Works of
Performance
Program
Energy Star
Oregon

How$mart
Program

HECO Solar
Saver
Program

PECO LEEP
Program

Commonwealth
Edison

AGA/EEI
Strategic
Initiatives

Idaho Power's
Weatherizatio Idaho Power's
n Assistance Weatherizatio
for Qualifying n Solutions
Customers

PSNC
In-Home
Audit
Program

Consumer's
Energy
Building
Blocks
Program

c. Building science
requirements











d. Health and safety
requirements











e. Participant requirements











f. Tracking/software
systems and other
documentation
requirements











g. Cost-effectiveness
requirements and how they
can be reconciled with
Arkansas Public Service
Commission requirements in
accordance with the TRM











h. Inspection and other
quality control requirements











Other Qualifications





































Innovative Program Designs
for Whole House Programs





X

Understanding of Audit
Software Programs









X

Understanding of program
tracking systems









X
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PART TWO: IEM’s Proposed Work Scope for November 1 Filing

1.

Introduction

Commission Order No. 7 described a number of tasks that the PWC through its
weatherization collaborative must address regarding a unified weatherization approach and
weatherization program coordination. The Commission identified the following aspects
which should be considered and addressed by the PWC weatherization collaborative. These
program features are:
1) Joint funding between electric and gas utilities for whole house energy assessment
and energy efficiency services including auditing, insulation, and infiltration reduction
features.
2) Comprehensive technical standard following best practices with a single set of
standards and coordinated with federally-funded weatherization services requirements
3) Offer financing mechanism/s that encourage installation of multiple cost-effective
measures and explore viability of current options in use, such as HEAL
4) Eliminate duplication of programs that prevent trade allies to work together or create
customer confusion
5) Active participation in the reorganization of WAP to optimize its coordination with
utility funded weatherization services and leverage available personnel and federal
funding
6) Effectively market joint-utility weatherization services including the HEAL program
(pp. 81-82 of 91).
Currently, the PWC is facing two critical deadlines. By November 1, 2013, the PWC must
file their proposed approach on how they will achieve the objectives described in Order No.
7 (pp. 80-82). The PWC weatherization collaborative, supported by the designated facilitator
and other appropriate parties, will need to then develop a file its recommendations for
implementing a statewide weatherization program by January 1, 2015.
The immediate task, to be completed by November 1, 2013 is to “develop a plan on how the
PWC would engage a facilitator/s and other consultants to assist in developing
weatherization approach and weatherization program coordination as described in Order No.
7” (p. 90 of 91).
The PWC developed a list of tasks that need to be completed by the PWC with the assistance
of its selected facilitator. The IEM reviewed these activities and reorganized them into
specific tasks following best practices for program planning and design. This proposed work
scope is provided next, and references the specific tasks identified by the PWC

Proposed IEM Work Scope
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This section describes the proposed work scope to be completed by the PWC’s
weatherization collaborative with assistance from its selected facilitator.

Task 1:

Conduct a Situation Analysis

Before embarking on a new program design, it is essential that the PWC has a solid
understanding of the current status of residential weatherization programs throughout the
state. Therefore, the IEM will complete the following two tasks, which are described next:
Task 1.1

Review Current Weatherization Program Designs

As Commission Order No. 7 described, the seven investor-owned utilities are relying on
multiple approaches to reach the various sectors within the residential weatherization market.
While all the utilities are currently participating in the Arkansas Weatherization Program
(AWP) it faces numerous barriers and challenges (pp. 68-69 of 91). These challenges have
led to uneven service delivery and cost-effectiveness results for the funding utilities, and
require the PWC to actively participate in its reorganization (p. 82 of 91).
Other weatherization programs, targeting residential customers, have met with moderate
success including the HEAL program, and this could serve as a “model” for financing and
cross-fuel programs (p. 71 of 91).
AOG and OG&E’s joint weatherization program is another program model that has achieved
remarkable success. Therefore, the PWC could benefit from the lessons learned from this
successful joint-utility funding model.
EAI’s Energy Home Solutions (HES) program has also achieved its goal in reaching its
energy targets, and includes strong contractor training requirements (p. 74 of 91).
SWEPCO’s program, Residential Standard Offer (RSOP) also encourages residential
customers to make weatherization improvements through rebates and incentives. This
program, based on the EPA’s ‘whole house approach.’ which offers customer a
comprehensive audit combined with rebates to encourage the installation of energy
efficiency measures. SWEPCO is now partnering with the HEAL program.
Therefore, all of the PWC members have differing levels of experience and perspectives
regarding the current status of residential weatherization programs in Arkansas. As a first
step, the IEM team members would complete a review comparing each of the key program
characteristics across all of the current program models. This review would focus on the
following key features, as identified in the PWC’s proposed work plan:




Current funding levels by:
o Initial funding contributions by utilities
o Current level of services provided by funding (i.e., audits, training, measure
installations, rebates, incentives)
o Measure costs for heating, cooling, and insulation costs in accordance with the
TRM
Current technical standards and program requirements
o Installation requirements for health/safety
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o Pre and post testing for energy savings estimates
o Audit standards and practices
Alternative financing approaches currently used
Current marketing and outreach activities
o Contractor/trade ally marketing and outreach
o Customer recruitment, awareness, and marketing activities
Program tracking and reporting systems
o Current energy software/auditing tools
o Linkages to the program database and reporting
Program Administration and Oversight

To complete this review, the IEM team members, led by Dr. Johnson, will
previous evaluation reports documenting these program features. In addition,
members may conducted follow-up interviews with program staff and
implementers as a way to ensure that we have a complete understanding of
operational status of each Arkansas residential weatherization program.

summarize
IEM team
third-party
the current

The results of this review will be provided to the PWC members in a summary report by
December 1, 2013.
Task 1.2

Conduct a Gap Analysis

The second critical piece will be to use the findings from this initial review to conduct a gap
analysis. The focus of this gap analysis will be to specifically address those issues identified by
both the Commission and the PWC’s weatherization collaborative, as barriers to developing or
implementing a unified statewide weatherization approach. Specifically, this gap analysis will
explore the following critical issues:







Gaps or limitations in current funding for weatherization programs
Disparities in incentive levels for measures, which could create contractor and customer
confusion
Differences in training requirements, certification, and technical standards
Gaps in the current measure mix of TRM-approved measures
Variations in cost-effectiveness calculations for fuel-neutral measure installations, such
as insulation
Uneven participation rates across residential weatherization sectors.

As a way to further inform this gap analysis, the IEM will also research these issues identify any
“best practices” that may be appropriate for the PWC to consider. The gap analysis will be
completed December 20, 2013.
Task 1.3 Convene a Meeting of Residential Weatherization Stakeholders
The third element of this situation analysis will be to convene a statewide meeting of critical
AWP stakeholders. This meeting would include program administrators and staff from the AWP
program, statewide WAP contractors, AOG/OG&E dual fuel weatherization program, the HEAL
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Program Partnership, PWC members, program implementers, EM&V evaluators, and any other
key stakeholders or experts that the PWC members believe would add value to this discussion.
The goal of this statewide meeting would be to identify address the gaps identified in Task 1.2,
and specifically address the following critical issues:









Cross-fuel coordination
Budgets and goals
Elimination of duplication in current utility and DOE WAP and/or LIHEAP funded
programs to avoid confusing customers, implementers and trade allies
Measure specifics, including non-energy health and safety measures (eg., CO monitors)
Delivery structure
Discussion of whether to apply a statewide or utility-specific cost benefit analysis
Examine the potential impact of a unified weatherization program on utility individual
goal achievement and net benefits as compared to existing program performance
Potential program designs or scenarios that provide the reasonable opportunity to
maintain or expand existing weatherization cost effective EE savings achievements

The IEM will identify potential meeting dates, which will be finalized based on the doodle
poll to determine most convenient times for the majority of all meeting attendees. The
meeting notice will be sent out three weeks in advance, followed by an agenda and draft
discussion guide for review and comment by the PWC. The IEM anticipates this will be a
one-day meeting held in Little Rock, Arkansas in early January 2014. This meeting will
likely be in conjunction with any other PWC meetings planned for early January to address
other issues facing the PWC.
The meeting will be facilitated by the IEM team members and will include specific segments
on program funding, implementation and delivery, cost-effectiveness, budgets, and program
standards. The meeting summary will be recorded and provided to the PWC members and
Staff within one week of the meeting.

Task 2:
Develop a Straw man Approach for Developing a
Unified Weatherization Program
The next step will be to synthesize the findings from Task 1 into a draft weatherization
program plan. This plan will include the following sections:
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!.

Executive Summary

II.

Weatherization Program Strategy
a. Program Description
b. Program Objectives

III.

Summary of Current Residential Weatherization Models (Market Analysis)
a.
b.
c.

IV.

Summary from Review of Arkansas Programs
Summary of Gap Analysis
Summary of Statewide Weatherization Stakeholder Meeting

Recommended Approach
A. Management Structure (Joint funding approach)
1. Administration and coordination for federal programs
2. Administrative structure for non federal programs
B. Implementation/Delivery Plan
1. Approved measures (both low-cost/no cost and tiered approaches)
2. Technical standards
I.
Training requirements
II.
Educational requirements
III.
Certification requirements
3. Auditing approach and standards
I.
Quality control, inspection
II.
Auditing software program requirements
4. Uniform incentive levels
C. Marketing Plan
1. Product Descriptions for residential sectors
2. Incentive/Financing offerings
I.
Proposed financing mechanisms for WAP customers
II.
Proposed financing mechanisms for non-WAP customers (e.g.
HEAL Program, other options)
3. Channel strategies to provide a uniform marketing strategy
4. Promotional/incentives as appropriate
D. Cost-Effectiveness Issues

Since it will be important for the PWC weatherization collaborative to agree upon the major
goals and objectives of the proposed unified statewide weatherization program, the IEM will
prepare this first document for discussion and deliberation among the PWC weatherization
collaborative members by January 30, 2014.
The IEM will solicit feedback from PWC members, stakeholders, and other key participants
to ensure that all parties have an opportunity to provide input into this program design. The
IEM will provide a revised straw man for PWC review by February 21, 2014.
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Task 3:

Develop Tracking System

In order to document program success, the IEM will work with the PWC to identify the key
metrics to measure success, document program outcomes (such as program drop off rates,
measure installation rates, etc.) The program database will be set up in accordance with
EM&V Protocol A to ensure it also will capture the information required to conduct annual
program evaluations.
This tracking system will document the savings estimates, financing, cost allocation,
reporting, and other appropriate metrics prior to paying rebates, incentives, approving loans,
or any other related financing activity.
The tracking system will also be designed to capture non-energy benefits, as approved by the
Commission.
The data tracking specifications and requirements will be provided in draft form to the PWC
weatherization collaborative by March 1, 2014.

Task 4:
Assist the PWC in Filing the Proposed Unified
Weatherization Program
The IEM will work with both the Staff and the PWC to prepare the final filing, supporting
testimony and additional materials as required in Commission Order No. 7. The proposed
filing will be available for review by the PWC members by March 14, 2014; the filing will
be completed by March 28, 2014.
Task 4.1

Develop an RFP for Program Implementer (Optional Task)

Depending upon the organizational structure agreed upon in Task 2, the PWC may need to solicit
proposals from qualified weatherization program implementers to deploy a statewide program. If
this task is needed, then the IEM would assist the PWC weatherization collaborative in
developing a RFP that will ensure that the agreed upon implementation plan will be ready for
execution by January 1, 2015.
The IEM will then work with the PWC to develop a RFP for program implementers. The PWC
members will ultimately make the vendor selection, however the IEM will help to facilitate these
discussions as needed from April 15 through June 30, 2014.

Task 5:

Reporting and Management

The IEM will follow all reporting procedures and polices currently in place for the PWC
including timely meeting notices, allowance of input from all parties, and provide ample
opportunities for discussion and input. The IEM will provide the following logical support
throughout the process,
a.
b.
c.

meeting dates and frequency of meetings
agendas
weatherization collaborative processes
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d.
meeting summaries and agreements reached as well as documenting
dissenting opinions expressed by PWC weatherization collaborative members
The IEM will also develop a separate weatherization collaborative password protected
project dashboard that will include all related planning documents. All PWC weatherization
collaboration meetings will be accessible to all stakeholders via web-based teleconferencing.
Task 5.1: Statewide Evaluation RFP
Although the PWC work statement specified that a statewide evaluation should be
conducted, it is not appropriate for the IEM to conduct this study. Therefore, the IEM will
work with the PWC weatherization collaborative to draft a RFP to conduct a full process and
impact evaluation of this statewide evaluation in PY 2016. The level of effort for subsequent
evaluations will depend upon the findings from the PY2016 results and the guidance
provided by the Commission.
Therefore, the IEM will draft a statewide evaluation RFP for review and comment by
September 1, 2014 and will assist in the issuance and management of this RFP as directed by
the PWC throughout the fourth quarter of 2014.

Proposed Budget:
The IEM will complete all the tasks in this proposed work scope on a time and materials
basis not to exceed $
. To the extent that there are unspent funds allocated to the
IEM in 2013, these funds will be applied this project until they are exhausted. This proposal
also assumes that the travel costs will be leveraged with other planned meetings to Arkansas
to support the PWC.
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Task 1: Conduct a Situation Analysis

Team Member and Role
Dr. Katherine Johnson, Project Manager
Mr. Scott Dimestrosky, Cost-Effectiveness
Lead
Dr. Jim Bradford,Lead for Building Science
Mr. Gary Ambach, Lead for
Marketing/Contractor Outreach
Mr. Michael Volker, Residential Financing
Subject Matter Expert
Ms. Katie Parkinson, Project Analyst
Mr. Mike Frischman, Project Support
Ms. Corine Mahon, Project Coordinator
Total per Task
*Travel: assumes two trips to Little Rock
*will be billed at cost

Hourly Rate

Task 1.1 Review
Current
Weatherization
Programs
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Weatherization
Stakeholder
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Task 2

Task 3
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Task 4: File Plan

Task 4.1 File
Plan
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Task 5: Reporting and Management

Task 5.1
Reporting and
Mgmt

Task 5.2: Develop
Evaluation RFP

Total Hours

Total Cost
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Dr. Katherine Johnson
1033 Lindfield Drive, Frederick, MD 21702
301.461.4865, kjohnson@johnsonconsults.com

SUMMARY
Dr. Katherine Johnson is President of Johnson Consulting Group, a woman-owned consulting firm
specializing in the energy efficiency field. For more than 20 years, Katherine has conducted marketing
analysis activities to determine technical and market potential for a variety of energy efficient
technologies. She has also designed, launched, implemented, and evaluated marketing and program
activities for energy organizations throughout the United States. As the Marketing and Finance Manager
for the Geothermal Heat Pump Consortium, Katherine managed a $3 million initiative to develop and
implement a national branding strategy for an energy efficient technology. She has a Masters in
Business Administration from Rollins College with concentrations in Marketing and Finance, an
undergraduate degree in Business-Journalism from Indiana University. She was awarded a Doctorate in
Business Administration from the University of Southern Queensland, Australia in July 2010.

EXPERIENCE
Two decades of experience in strategic planning, marketing, management and financial consulting for
energy utilities and telecommunications firm throughout the United States. Launched new energy
efficient technologies in the marketplace. Directed complex, large-scale market research studies for
utilities, nonprofits, and government organizations. Conducted extensive cost-benefit analysis for
energy efficient technologies.
President, Johnson Consulting Group, Frederick, MD: 2008-: A woman-owned strategic consulting
headquartered in Suburban Washington D.C


Arkansas Public Service Commission: Developed Arkansas’ first EM&V Protocols that will be used to
provide guidance and direction for evaluating the state’s energy efficiency programs delivered by
seven utilities. Developed a streamlined Technical Reference Manual (TRM) to assist the Parties
Working Collaboratively with estimating savings impacts for the energy efficiency programs.



Central Hudson Gas & Electric: Katherine led the process evaluations for both the Residential and
Small Business Efficiency Programs, marketed under the SavingsCentral Brand. As a subcontractor to
Applied Energy Group, Katherine is leading process evaluation activities that include identifying
ways to help Central Hudson launch a successful trade-ally program targeting both residential and
commercial customers. She is also advising them on developing a geothermal heat pump
component for its residential HVAC program.



Columbia Gas of Virginia: Directing the development and execution of the utility’s EM&V plans for
its $8 million energy efficiency program portfolio. Katherine will be involved in supervising all
aspects of the process and impact evaluation activities for this multi-year suite of programs.



Colorado Governor’s Office: Developed the market and technical potential for the Governor’s Office
to determine the feasibility of a statewide program for geothermal heat pumps. Also developed four
stand-alone case studies featuring GHP installations costs, savings, and benefits for installations in
four locations throughout Colorado.
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Energy Trust of Oregon- Conducted process evaluation of Clean Energy Works of Oregon’s on-bill
financing program for Energy Trust. This process evaluation focused on gathering feedback from
staff, third-party implementers, community bankers and utility funders, contractors and customers
regarding ways to enhance and streamline the overall program.



Hawaiian Electric Company: Completed two program evaluations of HECO’s innovative Solar Saver
Program, a tarriffed on-bill-financing program modeled after the PAYS concept. She has completed
interviews with program staff, contractors, and customers as well as developed program process
flows.



Home Performance with Energy Star: Developed comprehensive compendium of current home
performance programs including documenting marketing materials, metrics, and contractor
outreach plans. Details are available at www.johnsonconsults.com/HPWEScompendium2008.html.



Hydro One: Completed two process evaluations and program logic models for Ontario Hydro’s
award-winning “Double Return” Program. Katherine completed in-depth process evaluations of
both program years, talking with program staff, contractors, and industrial decision-makers as part
of her subcontract with Summit Blue.



Midwest Energy: Developed five business cases on the following topics, which included developing
marketing plans, budgets, and schedules: Residential lighting (CFL Fund Raiser); How$mart Energy
Program Expansion (Residential whole-house energy efficiency): Geothermal Heat Pump Program,
Commercial Lighting Program, and Energy Efficient Motors Program.



NYSERDA: Developed the Process Evaluation Protocols for New York State on behalf of the
Evaluation Advisory Group. Recently completed a review of all process evaluations conducted in
New York State during the past three years.



Northern California Municipal Power Authority: Katherine led the process evaluation activities for
12 municipal utilities in Northern California. As part of the Summit Blue team, Katherine developed
the process evaluation plans and completed evaluations to document program operations and areas
for improvement in residential, commercial, and institutional offerings. Her clients ranged from
small municipal utilities such as Lompoc to Silicon Valley Power.



Washington Gas Light: Developed the three year EM&V Plans for their energy efficiency program
portfolio, which includes a Home Performance Program. Will be leading the process and impact
evaluations for the utility for the next three years.



Western Area Power Administration: Johnson Consulting Group continues to support Western Area
Power Administration and its members in providing technically-oriented workshops designed to
educate utility staff. During 2009, JCG completed workshops on heat pump technologies and motors
and conducted additional workshops on water heating technologies in 2010 throughout the
Midwest. Also developed GHP calculator to aid utilities and customers in determining the best
financing options for geothermal heat pumps.

Principal, KJ Consulting, Frederick, MD (1997-2006): A woman owned marketing and
management firm headquartered in Metropolitan Washington, D.C.


Consortium for Energy Efficiency: As lead contractor, Katherine provided assistance in refining and
deploying EPA’s Energy Star Purchasing Tool Kit targeting state and local government procurement
officials. She also wrote case studies highlighting effective strategies used by municipal governments
to adopt energy efficient equipment.



Colorado Springs Utilities: Completed an economic, market, and technical potential study for this
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municipal utility to determine the feasibility of developing a geothermal heat pump incentive
program targeting residential and commercial customers. This work included conducting economic
tests to quantify the benefits to the customer and the utility from offering this program, as well as to
determine the current competitive market conditions.


Delta-Montrose Electric Association: Conducted a program evaluation of its CO-Z Loan Program,
developed program loan procedures; conducted a market assessment and loan program offering for
Solar CO-Z loan targeting residential customers. Conducted cost-effectiveness analysis and energy
savings analyses and financial calculators to determine the overall savings of these programs for
both customers and the sponsoring utility.



Department of Energy: Assisted in a comprehensive analysis of the Commercial Building Sector,
identifying key trends in market development, consumer attitudes and behaviors that will influence
how commercial buildings operate. This ground-breaking study identified the likely effects that
improvements in communications, technology, and materials will have on how various commercial
segments use commercial building space. This report has major implications for energy usage and
consumption characteristics. It is currently being updated with interviews of chief energy
stakeholders and decision-makers throughout the commercial buildings market.

Marketing and Finance Manager, Geothermal Heat Pump Consortium, Inc., Washington, D.C.
(1995-1996)


Managed marketing and financing initiatives for a $100 million six-year industry/government
collaborative to increase installations of an alternative energy technology.



Worked with 120 member utilities to develop innovative marketing and financing strategies to
promote geothermal systems. Directed $3.2 million in marketing and financing projects at member
utilities, including a $750,000 national awareness campaign.



Identified and promoted alternative financing options to utilities, lenders, governmental agencies,
and trade associations. Facilitated the development of partnerships between utilities and national
financing organizations.

Associate, Barakat & Chamberlin, Washington D.C. (1993-1995)


Team leader for consulting engagements for investor-owned utilities. Provided strategic
recommendations for program improvement, assisted in new product development, market
potential, and competitive assessment studies.



Project manager for engagements targeting the residential and commercial totaling more than $1
million. Projects included the following:



Consolidated Edison: Katherine led the evaluation activities of this comprehensive, three-year
program analysis of Consolidated Edison’s Low-Income Energy Efficiency Program. Her work
included conducting focus groups with landlords, building owners, and supervising the
implementation of tenant questionnaires. Her analysis identified new ways to deliver effective
customer education and increase measure persistence among participating customers.



Delmarva Power: Katherine was the on-site project manager for eight program evaluations. Ms.
Johnson was responsible for questionnaire development, design and analysis for commercial,
industrial and residential energy conservation programs. She prepared summary reports and
provided recommendations to company management.



New England Electric System: Katherine was the project manager and key researcher on projects
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regarding adoption rates and trends for energy efficient motors among commercial and industrial
customers. Her responsibilities included conducting key interviews, program evaluation, interview
design and analysis.


Potomac Edison Electric Corporation: Areas of responsibilities included questionnaire development
and analysis of the success rates of various residential energy conservation programs. Katherine also
identified key barriers to technology adoption, determined measure persistence and recommended
strategies for future program design, including an analysis of the most effective technologies to
include in future programs.

Research Director, The Corps Group, St. Louis, MO. (1992-1993)


Co-authored a white paper describing the key issues facing the telecommunications and electric
utility industries after deregulation.



Conducted focus groups with customers and staff members to determine the appropriate strategies
to install customer-friendly automated voice-response systems. Designed customer satisfaction
surveys and tracked long-term performance of this voice-response system. Succeeded in increasing
customer satisfaction 95% in just three months.



Developed and implemented complex sampling designs and determined appropriate segmentation
studies for utility marketing programs in Northern California.

Project Manager, Aragon Consulting Group, St. Louis, MO. (1991-1992)


Improved customer satisfaction at a major utility as part of a $3 million research study.



Performed in-depth analysis of energy efficiency products and services for a major utility company.
Identified market potential and sales revenue projections for residential, commercial, and industrial
products and services.



Supervised ongoing marketing tracking studies, mystery shopping, and consumer panels for Fortune
500 firms specializing in the residential market.

EDUCATION
Doctor of Business Administration (July 2010)
University of Southern Queensland, Toowoomba, Australia
Masters of Business Administration (Dean’s List: 1990)
Rollins College, Roy E. Crummer Graduate School of Business, Winter Park, FL
Bachelor of Science in Business and Journalism (Dean’s List: 1983)
Indiana University School of Business, Bloomington, IN
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS AND CONFERENCE PAPERS
Johnson, K. 2010. Geo Heat Pumps: Leading Energy Utility Marketing Programs. Fifth Edition, Johnson
Consulting Group, Frederick, MD.
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Reed, J. & Johnson, K. 2004, “Who Plays and Who Decides: The Structure and Operation of the
Commercial Building Market, A Report Prepared for the U. S. Department of Energy, Office of Building
Technology, State and Community Programs, Washington, D.C. March
Johnson, K. 2007. Geothermal Heat Pump Chapter, Technical Handbook for the National Renewable
Energy Laboratory, January.
Johnson, K. Willoughby, G., Shimoda, W. & Volker, 2010. Lessons Learned from the Field: Key Strategies
for Implementing Successful On-the-bill Financing Programs, IEPEC Conference, Paris, France. June.
Johnson, K., Hendershot, D., Naleway, R., Pope, M., Willoughby, G. & Webster, E. 2010. Staying Out of
Hot Water, ACEEE Summer Study, Pacific Grove, CA
Reynolds, D, Johnson, K. & Cullen, G. 2009. E, M &V Best Practices: Lessons Learned from California
Municipal Utilities, Association of Energy Services Professionals Annual Conference, San Diego, CA. 2009
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Scott Dimetrosky
1717 Bluebell Avenue
Boulder, CO 80302
(303)975-6054
scottd@apexanalyticsllc.com

Experience
Apex Analytics
President (2011)
Design and evaluate energy efficiency and demand response programs for utilities, utility consortiums,
and state agencies. Design services include creating new programs, refining existing programs, and
preparing regulatory filings and testimony. Evaluation services include process, impact, and market
characterization/assessment evaluations of resource acquisition and market transformation programs.
Opinion Dynamics Corporation
Vice-President (2010-2011)
Directed market research and program evaluation of energy efficiency and demand response projects,
including all aspects of project management, including staff/budget management, client relations, and
overall quality control. Responsibilities included developing project methodologies and approaches,
devising questionnaires and discussion guides, selecting and overseeing all data analysis, writing reports,
maintaining client contact, managing project budgets, interpreting results, and presenting results and
recommendations to clients and stakeholder groups. Core projects focused on both process and impact
evaluation of energy efficiency and demand response programs, marketing strategies, communications
efforts, market structure and function, program theories and logic models, and program design and
planning.
The Cadmus Group, Inc. (formerly Quantec, LLC)
Principal (1998-2010)
Founding member and Principal of Quantec, LLC, a demand side management (DSM ) consulting firm,
specializing in the planning and evaluation of energy efficiency and demand response programs. Grew
firm from three employees in 1998 to over 50 employees (and $10 million in revenue) in 2008, at which
time firm was sold to Cadmus. Managed all aspects of DSM projects, including assessing potentials for
energy efficiency and demand response in Arizona, Illinois, and Iowa; designing, preparing regulatory
filing, and testifying for DSM plans for utilities in Colorado and Iowa; leading impact and market
characterization and assessment evaluations for DSM portfolios in California, Illinois Missouri,
Maryland, and Oregon.
Barakat & Chamberlain, Inc.
Associate (1992 to 1997)
Conducted impact and process evaluations for utility- and consortium-sponsored energy efficiency,
market transformation, and demand response programs. Developed and implemented all aspects of
research methodology: designed survey instruments; created sampling plans; and analyzed billing,
metering, and survey data. Evaluated efficacy of regional market transformation programs by assessing
changes in market indicators.
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Response Analysis Corporation (Roper Corporation)
Analyst/Programmer (1991 to 1992)
Evaluated the impacts of energy-efficiency programs for low-income households through survey and
billing data analysis. Prepared survey of utility arrearages, bad debt, and service terminations for 1991
LIHEAP Report to Congress. Identified the eligible population for the Weatherization Assistance
Program (WAP) using data from the Residential Energy Consumption Study (RECS).
ICR Survey Research, Inc.
Project Director/Programmer (1987 to 1989)
Supervised all aspects of market research studies, including questionnaire design, sampling, interviewing,
and analysis. Developed tracking database for national demographic census. Programmed software
specifications for EXCEL, a national marketing and opinion poll interviewing 2000 people weekly, using
CFMC CATI system.

Education
M.B.A. Marketing Research & Quantitative Methods, Cornell University. Developed and programmed
logistic regression model for National Institute of Health (NIH) micro simulation model.
B.A. Sociology, May 1987, University of Michigan, Magna Cum Laude. Honors thesis, “Parental Coping
with Childhood Cancer: The Role of Self- Help Groups,” with the Institute for Social Research (ISR).

Technical Qualifications
SAS (Base, STAT, GRAPH, ETS), SPSS

Publications
“Filling Gaps In The Story Of Energy Efficiency Program Success: Evaluating the Availability of Market
Share Tracking Data for the Residential Sector.” AESP White Paper with C. Bicknell and E. Titus, 2007.
“Best Practices for Online Survey Research.” Quirks Marketing Research, January, 2001.
“Business Case for Fast Charging of Industrial Lift Truck Fleets, a Life Cycle Cost Model.” EPRI
Technical Report. With G. Krein, M. Khawaja, and J. Shinn, September 2000.

Conference Papers
“Can Market Effects from CFL Programs be Measured? Let Us Count the Ways…” International Energy
Program Evaluation Conference, Boston, MA, August 2011.
“EISA: The End of CFL Programs? An Evaluation Perspective.” AESP Spring Marketing and
Implementation Conference, Atlanta, GA, May 2011.
“Where are CFLs Going? Where Are They Taking Energy Efficiency Programs?” AESP National Energy
Services Conference, Tucson, AZ, February 2010
“Finding the Low Hanging Fruit: Efficiency Supply Curves as a Means to Understanding and Targeting
Efficiency Savings.” AESP National Energy Services Conference, San Diego, CA, January 2009.
“Evaluating the Availability of Market Share Tracking Data for the Residential Sector.” ACEEE Market
Transformation Conference, Washington, D.C., March 2007.
“A Comparison of the Practices Used to Track ENERGY STAR Market Share.” AESP National Energy
Services Conference, Las Vegas, NV, January 2007.
Independent Evaluation Monitor (IEM) 2013
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“A Comparison of the Practices Used to Track ENERGY STAR Market Share.” ACEEE Summer Study
on Energy Efficiency in Buildings, Pacific Grove, CA, August 2006.
“Assessing Impacts from Energy Efficiency Investments.” United States Association for Energy
Economics/International Association for Energy Economics North American Conference, Denver,
Colorado, September, 2005.
“Leveraging National ENERGY STAR® Survey Data for State-Level Evaluation.” The International
Energy Program Evaluation Conference, New York, NY, August 2005.
“Measuring the Energy Savings from PC Power Management.” ACEEE Summer Study on Energy
Efficiency in Buildings, Pacific Grove, CA, August 2004.
“Market Transformation and Awareness: The Best Program May Be the One Nobody’s Heard Of!” The
International Energy Program Evaluation Conference, Salt Lake City, UT, August 2001.
“Multi-Level Evaluation of a Residential Windows Market Transformation Project.” The International
Energy Program Evaluation Conference, Denver, CO, August 1999.
“Turning Back the Thermostat: Identifying Impacts from a Residential TOU Rate.” The International
Energy Program Evaluation Conference, Chicago, IL, August 1995.

Training and Workshops Conducted
“Using SAS to Analyze Clinical Trial Data.” Boulder, CO, July 2002.
“Using SPSS to Conduct Impact Analysis of Energy Billing Data.” Kingston, Jamaica, June 1998.

Professional Association Memberships
Association of Energy Services Professionals

United States Association for Energy Economics
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Dr. Jim Bradford
Mesa Point, Inc.
jbradford@mesapointenergy.com
720.232.9634
Jim Bradford has over 24 years of experience providing energy efficiency services and developing,
managing and evaluating energy-efficiency projects and programs. Prior to founding Mesa Point, Inc.,
Jim led Nexant Inc’s Energy and Carbon Management (ECM) Division with over 250 staff located in 17
offices around the United States.
Jim has substantial expertise in the design and commissioning of HVAC systems, and the simulation,
monitoring and evaluation of C&I energy using systems and programs. His expertise includes advanced
eneering algorithms and techniques. He has designed and overseen the implementation and evaluation of
numerous energy performance-contract and performance measurement and verification programs for both
public and private entities.
Jim provides comprensive services primary client contact, detailed technical analysis, litigation support,
project management and oversight.
Areas of Expertise



Measurement and Verification: Co-author of the Federal Energy Management Program (FEMP)
M&V Guidelines, Version 3.0, 2008. Development of M&V methods and techniques for the
measurement and verification of energy savings for performance contracts. Design and
implementation of M&V plans for many large projects. One example includes the M&V of energy
performance of the Pentagon Renovation Project.



Energy Program Design and Evaluation: Design, implementation and evaluation of energy
efficiency, DSM and energy cost reduction programs for utilities, units of government, DSM program
administrators, and end users. Some example clients include Xcel Energy, CenterPoint Energy,
Oncor, PacifiCorp, NYSERDA, MidAmerican Energy Company.



Energy Analysis: Development of computer simulation models of building energy consumption;
provide metering, measurement, and verification of system and measure-specific energy/demand
savings; analyze and estimate building and process loads; conducting cost-benefit analyses of energy
conservation measures.



Engineering: Designing, implementing, and assessing industrial mechanical systems and HVAC
technologies; evaluating generation and cogeneration systems; commissioning buildings and controls
systems; monitoring power systems and devices; performing technical feasibility studies and assess
new technologies.
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Representative Project Experience
PacifiCorp - Cool Cash Incentive Program (2002 – 2010)

Dr. Bradford assisted in providing turnkey services to PacifiCorp for a three-year residential
energy efficiency program targeting cooling equipment within the Utah Power service territory.
The work initially provided a market characterization and assessment of potential savings
opportunities associated with this technology sector. We then leveraged these findings to design
a comprehensive incentive program (termed “Cool Cash”) for the entire Utah Power residential
air conditioning market. Under Dr. Bradford’s executive management, his former employer
provided all implementation and management oversight for this program offering, including duediligence reviews, trade ally relations, customer service, program marketing, and incentive
processing. This multi-year program is targeting more than 25,000 installations. To assist with
program tracking and administration, all project submittals; reviews and customer
correspondence were managed using a proprietary database application.
PacifiCorp - High Efficiency Residential Cooling Equipment Program (2002 – present)

Dr. Bradford helped to provide turnkey program management services for PacifiCorp’s
residential high efficiency cooling equipment incentive program. The program targets
installation of high efficiency central and evaporative cooling equipment. Additional bestpractice components such as proper equipment sizing are also included in the program.
Responsibilities included initial market characterization, program design, due-diligence review
of program applications, quantification of savings impacts, marketing, organization and
maintenance of a trade ally network of over 300 dealers, tracking and reporting, customer
service, and incentive processing activities. The multi-year program is targeting over 25,000
installations.
Questar Home Energy Audit and Weatherization Program (2006 -2010)

At his place of prior employement Dr. Bradofrd participated providing program assistance to
Questar with their Home Energy Audit and Weatherization Program. As part of the design
process, a mail-in and electronic home audit process for Questar audit technicians and customers
to utilize to assess their home’s energy efficiency was developed. Additional responsibilities
have included program design, delivery & implementation, coordinating program marketing,
engineering analysis, and program tracking and reporting.
MidAmerican Energy, CenterPoint Energy, TXU Electric Delivery, NYSERDA, and others, Utility
Program Support, (1998-2011)
Jim provided engineering management, regulatory, and strategic support for program identification,
design, administration, and implementation for multiple utility clients around the country. Projects
include commercial and industrial bidding programs, industrial technical support programs, standard offer
programs and other rebate programs designed to reduce peak electrical demand and reduce energy use.
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Colorado Office of Energy Management and Conservation - Residential New Construction Savings
Assessment (2006)

To support the Colorado Office of Energy Management and Conservation (OEMC) enact recent
state legislation providing increased funding and savings goals, Dr. Bradford help provide an
assessment of the Residential New Construction market. Specifically, efforts focused on
identifying cost effective energy efficiency measures targeted at residential new construction
practices. Evaluated technologies included advanced building techniques, increased insulation
levels, high performance windows, efficiency HVAC systems, and Energy Star® appliances.
Incremental costs and savings of the evaluated measures in comparison to local building codes
and current industry practices were identified and used to design a new targeted efficiency
program.
PacifiCorp - Residential Cooling Equipment and Installation Practices Assessment (2005 – 2006)

In preparation for new Federal minimum equipment efficiency standards for central AC
equipment that become effective in January of 2006, and corresponding proposed changes to the
corresponding ENERGYSTAR® standards, Dr. Bradford helped complete a comprehensive
assessment of savings potential and program design alternatives for efforts targeting the
residential cooling equipment market sector. A cooperative process included the utility, public
advocate groups, equipment manufacturers, distributors, and dealers. Measures evaluated for
cost-effective savings potential and program delivery included evaporative cooling, high
efficiency central AC equipment, programmable thermostats, and HVAC installation practices
including proper sizing, refrigerant charging, and airflow. Results of this work were used to
determine the overall savings potential and cost-effectiveness of a new program delivery model.
Representative Publications
Bradford, J.D., Lindemann, S., Parry, D. Delivering a Quality Performance Contract and Energy
Efficinecy Project, 5-part webinar sponsored by the National Association of Energy Service Companies
(NAESCO), October 2011 – February 2012
Franconi, E., and Bradford, J.D. “Ventilation and Air Handling Systems,” a chapter in the Handbook of
Heating Ventilatin and Air Conditioning, Jan Kreider, Editor, CRC Press LLC, 2001.
Schroeder, C., and Bradford, J.D., 2000. Model-independent fault detection and diagnostics for VAV
terminal unit, Proceedings of the American Council for an Energy Efficient Economy (ACEEE) 2000
Summer Study on Energy Efficiency in Buildings, August 20 – August 25, 2000.
Bradford, J.D., Zarske, J., Schroeder, C., and Brandemuehl, M., 2000. First Principles Model for
Integrated Cooling Systems, Proceedings of the American Council for an Energy Efficient Economy
(ACEEE) 2000 Summer Study on Energy Efficiency in Buildings, August 20-August 25, 2000.
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Gary Ambach

Gary L. Ambach
Director of Energy Programs

Professional Experience
Energy Marketing




Designed, developed, and implemented all aspects of
DSM within a utility setting
Directed all aspects of customer efficiency programs for residential, commercial & industrial, and
institutional customers
Developed strategic plans for entry into both emerging and established markets



Identified and developed new products to match company goals with customer needs



Experienced in managing regulatory relations for strategic benefit



Selected Projects


Alliant Energy, Cedar Rapids, Iowa: Provided the design and assists with the launch and ongoing marketing and program management of Alliant’s RetroCommissioning program. This
program design and on-going support delivers cost effective results, end user service and
incorporates measurement and verification.



Alliant Energy, Madison, Wisconsin: Small commercial new construction program
design and development for Iowa customers



Central Iowa Power Cooperative, Cedar Rapids, Iowa: Provided the design and assists
with the launch and on-going marketing and program management of CIPCO’s
RetroCommissioning program. This program design and on-going support delivers cost
effective results, end user service and incorporates measurement and verification.



City of La Quinta, California: Worked with the City to develop an energy strategy including
evaluation of energy use, prioritization, and assessment of City facilities for energy savings and
carbon footprint reduction. Evaluation of renewable energy potential. Established prioritized
actions for City including energy savings at facilities, renewable energy opportunities, and
community and business outreach.



City of Imperial, California: Worked with the City to develop an energy strategy including
evaluation of energy use, prioritization, and assessment of City facilities for energy savings and
carbon footprint reduction. Evaluation of renewable energy potential. Established prioritized
actions for the City including energy savings at facilities.



Imperial Irrigation District: Directed and ensured the application of District policies
pertaining to demand side management that are designed to influence customer (residential,
small and large commercial/industrial) use of electricity in ways that will produce desired
changes in the utility’s load shape, including energy efficiency, renewable energy, direct load
control, load shifting, and conservation.
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Hawaiian Electric Company: Directed DSM programs for residential, commercial and
industrial customers including marketing, customer contact, technical support and
fulfillment.



Alliant Energy, Madison, Wisconsin: Managed marketing for Demand Side Management
including developing and delivering energy efficiency, energy, and other products/programs
for all customer segments. Responsible for attainment of regulatory energy efficiency goals.



Alliant Energy, Madison, Wisconsin: Managed commercial and industrial marketing
including developing and delivering products and services for large customers ranging in size
from $35,000 to $20 million in annual energy revenues.
Alliant Energy, Madison, Wisconsin: As an Industrial Power Engineer, provided technical
support for energy efficiency sales efforts and managed the relationship with regulatory staff.




Alliant Energy, Madison, Wisconsin: Developed utility program applying energy
management control systems (EMCS) to save energy and facilitate load management in
customer facilities.

Presentations


2011 Energy Solutions Center Technology and Market Assessment Forum,
Rosemount, Illinois: Building Commissioning, Retro-Commissioning and Audits



2009 California Energy Commission: Imperial Irrigation District New Program
Development and ARRA Grant Applications



2008 California Energy Commission: Imperial Irrigation District Energy Efficiency
Enhancements



2008 American Public Power Association: Thermal Energy Storage Technology Evaluation
and Time Use Rate Design



2008 Coachella Valley Association of Governments: Renewable Energy at the Imperial
Irrigation District



2007 California Green Builder, Desert Chapter: Energy Efficiency, Beating title 24 by 15%

Publications


Ambach, G., S. Weitner and S. Kihm. 2012. “Energy Efficiency Investment: Turning Utilities
from Reluctant to Eager.” Paper presented at ACEEE Summer Study on Energy Efficiency in
Buildings, Pacific Grove, Ca., August 12-17.



Ambach, G. 2011. “Energy Efficiency Financing that Delivers Results for Businesses.” Paper
presented at ACEEE Summer Study on Energy Efficiency in Buildings, Niagara Falls, Ny., July
26-29.
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Employment History


40 years experience



Director of Energy Programs, Energy Division – Michaels Energy



Superintendent of Demand Side Management – Imperial Irrigation District, Imperial, California



Director of Customer Efficiency Programs – Hawaiian Electric Company, Honolulu, Hawaii



Manager of Marketing for Demand Side Management; Manager of Commercial & Industrial
Marketing; Industrial Power Engineer; Industrial Services Engineer – Alliant Energy, Madison,
Wisconsin

Education


Bachelor of Science, Chemical Engineering – University of Wisconsin, Madison



US Army Command and General Staff College
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Michael Frischmann

Michael T. Frischmann, E.I.T.
Managing Engineer – Evaluation

Professional Experience
Energy Analysis and Studies


Custom energy model development and troubleshooting for industrial systems and processes



Energy analysis to determine potential energy saving and energy cost saving projects for
commercial, industrial, and institutional buildings



Measurement and verification of energy efficiency projects with metering and calculation
review



Peer review energy conservation project calculations



Report writing, including utility reporting to customers and regulators



System investigation and construction document review to identify energy saving
opportunities

Selected Projects


Alliant Energy, Madison, Wisconsin: Demand Side Management technical support for
utilities serving Iowa, Minnesota and Wisconsin, including energy analysis, program support, and
reporting



ECONorthwest, Portland, Oregon: Evaluation of Hawaiian Electric Company’s residential,
commercial and industrial electric programs



ECONorthwest, Portland, Oregon: Evaluation measurement and verification of savings
persistence for APS Energy Services for measures completed at educational, healthcare and
correctional facilities in California, Nevada and Arizona



ECONorthwest, Portland, Oregon: Evaluation of Investor Owned Utility programs for
the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio, including review and update of the Ohio statewide
TRM



ECONorthwest, Portland, Oregon: Evaluation of California’s Investor-Owned Utilities’ Low
Income Energy Efficiency programs



Energy Market Innovations, Seattle, Washington: Evaluation of Consumers Energy’s
custom and prescriptive programs for commercial and industrial facilities



Johnson Consulting Group, Frederick, Maryland: Independent Evaluation Monitor for
Portfolio Evaluations of Arkansas’ Investor-Owned Utility programs, including TRM review



Opinion Dynamics Corporation, Waltham, Massachusetts: Evaluation of the Ameren
Illinois Utilities’ Act on Energy custom and prescriptive programs for commercial and
industrial facilities and compressed air retrocommissioning
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Tetra Tech, Madison, Wisconsin: Evaluation, measurement and verification of Black Hills
Energy residential and non-residential programs in its Colorado and Iowa natural gas
service territories



Tetra Tech, Madison, Wisconsin: Process and impact evaluations of Xcel Energy’s business
programs, including the Efficiency Controls program offered in Minnesota, the Motor and Drive
Efficiency Program in Colorado, and the Recommissioning Programs in both Colorado and
Minnesota



Tetra Tech, Madison, Wisconsin: Process and impact evaluation of MidAmerican
Energy’s Non-Residential Portfolio for Illinois, Iowa, and South Dakota



Navigant Consulting, Boulder, Colorado: Evaluation of the Commonwealth Edison
Company Residential HVAC Diagnostics and Tune-Up program
Navigant Consulting, Boulder, Colorado: Evaluation of the Commonwealth Edison
Company SmartIdeas for Your Business custom and prescriptive programs for commercial and
industrial facilities





Navigant Consulting, Boulder, Colorado: Evaluation of the Commonwealth Edison
SmartIdeas for your Home residential lighting program



Navigant Consulting, Boulder, Colorado: Evaluation of the Commonwealth Edison
Company Department of Commerce Office of Economic Opportunity custom and
prescriptive programs for commercial facilities



Union Gas Limited, Toronto, Ontario, Canada: Evaluation of large commercial and industrial
custom projects



Wisconsin Energy Conservation Corporation, Madison, Wisconsin: Energy efficient
new construction design assistance for commercial and industrial end users, including
building simulations



Xcel Energy, Minneapolis, Minnesota: Data logging for large commercial and industrial
customers

Presentations


Iowa Association for Energy Efficiency 2012 Energy Summit, Des Moines, Iowa,
2012: On-site Measurement and Verification versus Project File Desk Review



2012 International Energy Program Evaluation Conference, Rome Italy, 2012:
On-site Measurement and Verification versus Project File Desk Review



3rd International Conference of the IIR on Magnetic Refrigeration at Room
Temperature (Thermag III), Des Moines, Iowa, 2009: Measuring Nusselt Number
using a Single – Blow Regenerator Facility



12th International Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Conference, Purdue University,
West Lafayette, Indiana, 2008: Heat Transfer Coefficient in a Packed Sphere Regenerator
for use in Active Magnetic Regenerative Refrigeration
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Publications


Frischmann, M. and R. Kroll. 2012. “On-site Measurement and Verification versus Project File
Desk Review.” Paper presented at International Energy Program Evaluation Conference, Rome,
Italy, June 1214, and at Iowa Association for Energy Efficiency 2012 Energy Summit, Des Moines,
Iowa, November 7-8.



Frischmann, M., Heat Transfer Coefficient Using Liquid Heat Transfer Fluids for use in Active
Magnetic Regenerative Refrigeration, Mechanical Engineering Master of Science Thesis,
University of Wisconsin, Madison, 2009



Frischmann, M., G. Nellis, S. Klein, “Measuring Nusselt Number using a Single – Blow
Regenerator Facility” presented at the 3rd International Conference of the IIR on Magnetic
Refrigeration at Room Temperature (Thermag III), Des Moines, Iowa, 2009



Frischmann, M., K. Engelbrecht, G. Nellis, S. Klein, “Heat Transfer Coefficient in a Packed
Sphere Regenerator for use in Active Magnetic Regenerative Refrigeration,” presented at the
12th International Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Conference, Purdue University, West
Lafayette, Indiana

Employment History


4 years experience



Managing Engineer – Evaluation



Energy Analyst – Michaels Energy

Education


Master of Science, Mechanical Engineering – University of Wisconsin, Madison



Bachelor of Science, Mechanical Engineering – University of Wisconsin, Madison
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Katie Parkinson
Education and Certifications
B.A., Economics, University of California at Santa Cruz
B.A., Environmental Studies, University of California at Santa Cruz

Professional Experience and Qualifications
As an associate at Apex Analytics, Katie Parkinson manages evaluation projects and conducts
quantitative and qualitative data analysis and for a broad range of projects including program evaluations,
market characterization studies, and potentials assessments. She specializes in residential impact
evaluations, but has collaborated on market effects evaluations, process evaluations, utility filings, and
potential studies.

Examples of Relevant Experience
Project Management and Research Design
Ms. Parkinson managed the impact and process evaluation of the 2009-2010 Home Energy Savings
program for Pacificorp's Pacific Power and Rocky Mountain Power Service territories in WY, WA, CA,
UT, and ID. Ms. Parkinson’s role in the EmPOWER Maryland Lighting and Appliances multi-year
process and impact evaluation included creating participant, non-participant and trade ally surveys, data
collection and analysis, staff oversight, net-to-gross analysis, budget tracking, report writing and progress
communications. Ms. Parkinson was responsible for the day-to-day management of three single family
and multifamily programs within the Residential Retrofit project for the California Public Utility
Commission. She also creates verification and evaluation plans for energy-efficiency evaluations.

Data Analysis
Ms. Parkinson is experienced in primary data collection analysis, such as interpreting survey and site visit
data and performing statistical analysis for impact evaluation projects. For example, the PacifiCorp
evaluation included analysis of over 4 million program incented CFLs as well as residential HVAC,
appliance, envelope, and new construction measures in all 5 states. Ms. Parkinson is also experienced in
analyzing cost-effectiveness for utility energy-efficiency filings, such as the MidAmerican Energy
Company’s filings for Iowa and South Dakota territories.

Data Collection Activities
Ms. Parkinson has created telephone, on-site, and shelf stocking surveys, written on-site procedure
manuals, and trained and managed field staff. She has conducted interviews with trade allies and program
implementers for numerous impact, potential, and process evaluations for clients such as the California
Public Utility Commission, Pacific Gas & Electric, Massachusetts Program Administrators, and
MidAmerican Energy Company.
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Program Planning
Ms. Parkinson has contributed to the creation of request for proposals, requests for information, and
monitoring and evaluation plans. She has also contributed to utility filings, such as the MidAmerican
Energy Company 2009-2013 Energy Efficiency Plan.

Recent Publications and Presentations
Co-Author: True Stories from the Trenches: Do’s and Don’ts of Quality Site Visits. IEPEC Conference,
2011
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Michael J. Volker
504 West 40th Street, Hays, KS 67601
Mobile: 785. 628-2692, Work telephone: 785. 625-1476
mvolker@mwenergy.com
______________________________________________________________________________
SUMMARY
Strong combination of leadership and analytical skills developed through twenty-five plus years
of energy industry experience combined with a solid academic background.
EXPERIENCE
Midwest Energy, Inc. - Director of Regulatory and Energy Services

1999-Current

MAJOR RESPONSIBILITIES:
Direct the energy efficiency, demand response, regulatory, rates, forecasting, load research, and
market research activities of the Company. Manage eight employees (including four direct
reports).
MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS:






Successfully designed and implemented award-winning EE and DR programs (including the
nationally acclaimed How$mart® efficiency investment program and the Pump$mart demand
response program).
Provided and defended expert witness testimony on innovative electric and gas rate designs
before State and Federal regulators including inverted block designs, formula rates, and
revenue decoupling mechanisms.
Creation of comprehensive service area forecasting process including service area
demographics, sales, revenue, and peak demand forecasts.
Creation of customer satisfaction measurement and improvement process.
Support analysis of renewable energy options which have exceeded Renewable Portfolio
Standard requirements and made Midwest Energy one of the leading purchasers of wind
energy.

Fort Hays State University - Adjunct Professor of Economics

1999-Current

Major Responsibilities: Part-time instructor of Micro and Macro Economics for the Department
of Economics and Finance at Fort Hays State University in Hays, Kansas.
Boston Consulting Group – Researcher Energy & Utilities Practice

1998-99

Major Responsibilities: Lead all aspects of market intelligence for the Energy & Utilities
practice in the Americas including data gathering, analysis, and reporting. Advise the Vice
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President of Energy & Utilities on strategies for managing growth, organization, and competition
for clients.
Carolina Power & Light Company

1985-98

Director, Market Research (1995-98)
Major Responsibilities: Manage the market research/intelligence budget, staff, and vendors of
out-sourced projects. Collaborate with staff and venders to analyze study results and report
information. Maximize the value of secondary and collaborative research sources.
Project Analyst

1989-95

Major Responsibilities: Lead economic and forecasting analyst. Perform analysis and write
white papers on deregulation proposals. Monitor all aspects of regulatory environment and make
plausible sales forecast scenarios. Forecast area employment, market, prices, population,
income, and stock of energy consuming appliances. Analyze cross fuel competition.
Research Analyst (1985-89)
Major Responsibilities: Conduct cost-of-service and cost-allocation studies in support of retail
rate and fuel filings before North and South Carolina regulatory bodies. This included
successfully incorporating the Shearon Harris Nuclear plant into rate base.
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission – Economic Analyst

1984-85

Major Responsibilities: Analyze short-term contracts for the transportation of natural gas by
interstate pipeline companies. This position was the first graduate cooperative student at the
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.
EDUCATION
Master of Economics (Statistics Minor) (Class of 1992)
North Carolina State University
Bachelor of Science - Mineral Economics (Class of 1984)
Pennsylvania State University
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12766 S. W. Bugle Court, Tigard, OR 97224
503.747.4817, Email: cmahon@johnsonconsults.com
SUMMARY
Corine Mahon is Project Manager with Johnson Consulting Group responsible for editorial review,
online material support, and logistical support for JCG. She has a Bachelor of Arts degree with a major in
Communications from California State University, Fullerton, CA.

EXPERIENCE
More than 15 years’ experience in various phases of marketing both print and Internet, website creation
and maintenance, and technical support for small to medium-sized companies.
Johnson Consulting Group, MD (2008 – present) Provides logistical support to JCG, maintains the website
and sites for events and organizations controlled by the Johnson Consulting Group. Duties include
coordination of corporate communications/publications.
Market Development Group, CO (2006-2008) Project Coordinator. Handled four websites, created
marketing pieces for print or Internet, webinars/workshops, and other publications.
Freelance work, CA (2000-2006) Provided website support for Association of Energy Service
Professionals, Utility Communicators International, Peak Load Management Alliance, Delta-Montrose
Electric Association, and Intermountain. Supported the creation and publication of the "Leading Energy
Utility Marketing Programs" and its Reports: Home Energy Audits, Home Energy Loans, and Geo Heat
Pumps.
Volt VIEWtech, Anaheim, CA (1993-2000) Technical Support Specialist responsible for assisting in the
launch of one of the first on-line Home Energy Audits, creating its resident Help function.
Carter Hawley Hale, Anaheim, CA (1990-1992) Executive Assistant to the Vice President of Security in
charge of employee identification/security in a database of 500 employees.
Southern California Training Council, Newport Beach, CA (1988-1989) Associate Project Manager for
government subsidized training.
Docutel-Olivetti, Newport Beach, CA (1983-1985) Account Consultant for automated teller machine
manufacturer. Responsible for technical training of client bank staff, coordination of physical
construction of ATMs, and coordination of promotional campaigns.

EDUCATION
Bachelor of Arts with a major in Communications, 1988, California State University, Fullerton, CA
Associate in Arts Degree, Banking and Finance, (Dean's List honors), 1986, Fullerton Community College,
Fullerton, CA

AFFILIATIONS
Member of AESP (Association of Energy Services Professionals)
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Appendix B: Work Samples


Lessons Learned from the Field: Key Strategies for Implementing Successful On-The-Bill
Financing Programs



White Paper: At-Risk Customer Initiative



AGA/EEI Utility At-Risk Customer Program Snapshots – DTE Energy



AGA/EEI Utility At-Risk Customer Program Snapshots – Integrys Energy Services



AGA/EEI Utility At-Risk Customer Program Snapshots – Kansas City Power & Light (KCP&L)



AGA/EEI Utility At-Risk Customer Program Snapshots – We Energies
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Implementing Successful On-The-Bill Financing Programs

Dr. Katherine Johnson, Johnson Consulting Group, Frederick, MD,
Phone: 301 461 4865, email: kjohnson@johnsonconsults.com
Dr. George Willoughby, Hawaiian Electric Company, Honolulu, HI
Wade Shimoda, Hawaiian Electric Company, Honolulu, HI
Michael Volker, Midwest Energy, Hayes, KS

KEY WORDS: On-the-bill financing, energy efficiency, rental market,

ABSTRACT
On-the-bill financing programs have generated interest among utility program designers as a way to reduce the
upfront cost associated with installing energy efficiency measures. This paper highlights the key lessons learned from
program evaluations completed for two diverse programs: Midwest Energy and Hawaiian Electric Company (HECO).
This paper also documents the ways in which these utilities designed and implemented these innovative
programs designed to promote installations of energy efficiency measures in the residential market. These programs will
also describe the internal challenges faced by these utilities in developing the internal systems and resources necessary to
manage the applications, billing records, and documentation required to manage these program activities.
This paper also compares the approaches used by Midwest Energy and Hawaiian Electric based on two recently
completed process evaluations. Midwest Energy debuted its How$mart Program in 2007 to provide renters and landlords
a mechanism to pay for a variety of energy efficiency improvements. Full program implementation began in 2008.
Hawaii Electric developed the SolarSaver Pilot Program in 2007 to encourage installations of solar water heaters and has
now been operational for two years.
In both programs, the utility provides the upfront capital as a way to encourage the investment in these energy
efficiency improvements. This paper compares the results from both programs based on their second year of program
operations. This paper will identify some “best practices” to consider for this type of program as well as learn more about
benefits provided by these unique on-the-bill-financing programs.

Introduction
The rental market is a difficult segment to target for residential energy efficiency improvements. This is primarily
due to the “split-incentive” issue—that is the beneficiary of the energy efficiency improvement may not be responsible
for paying the energy bill. In the rental market, the landlord has little interest in paying for energy efficiency
improvements because the tenant pays the utility bills. However, that is changing since several utilities have implemented
on-the-bill financing programs, patterned after the Pay-As-You-Save® Program Model. Two utilities, Hawaiian Electric
Company (HECO) and Midwest Energy Inc. (Midwest Energy) have pioneered the development and deployment of these
programs. While both utilities have experienced some challenges in implementing these programs, the overall
conclusions are that: this approach is an effective way to reduce market barriers in the rental housing market, encourage
customers to invest in high efficiency energy improvements, and expand the reach of traditional energy efficiency
programs beyond home owners. These programs are designed to help “close the loop” between tenants and landlords by
providing them strategies that encourage the installation of long-term energy efficiency measures. This paper summarizes
the approaches used by these utilities and also illustrates the “lessons learned” during the first two years of program
implementation.
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HECO and its subsidiaries, Maui Electric Company, Ltd. (MECO), and Hawaii Electric Light Company, Inc.
(HELCO), serve 95% of the state’s 1.2 million residents on the islands of O`ahu, Maui, Hawai`i Island, Lana`i and
Moloka`i. This paper summarizes the company’s efforts to promote the installation of residential solar water heaters
(SWH) through its SolarSaver Pilot Program (SSP).

Midwest Energy
Midwest Energy is an electric and gas cooperative that serves 48,000 electric and 42,000 gas customers in central
and western Kansas. Midwest Energy is vertically integrated in that it has its own transmission system and generates
electricity either from company-owned resources or procures it contractually for its members. The largest city served is
Hays, Kansas with a population of approximately 20,000. The service area population is expected to stabilize after
declining for the past few years.

Description of On-The-Bill Financing Programs
The concept of on-the-bill financing was formalized in the Pay-As-You-Save® Program Model developed by the
Energy Efficiency Institute (EEI). A particularly appealing aspect of this model is that it focuses on reducing a common
market barrier: split incentives for landlords and property developers. The program theory is summarized as follows:
PAYS products eliminate any disincentive to invest in energy efficiency for developers and landlords who do not
pay the energy bills. With PAYS products, these decision makers can approve installation of measures they know
improve the value of their buildings and that will reduce occupants’ energy bills without incurring any financial
obligation themselves © 2001, Energy Efficiency Institute, Colchester, VT
(Source:
http://www.paysamerica.org/PAYSFiling_Final_.2.pdf)
Table 1 compares the HECO and Midwest Energy program approaches for on-the-bill financing programs.
Table1: Comparison of Utility Program Approaches
Targeted Equipment
Marketing Approach
No Customer Down Payment
On-the-Bill Financing of Efficiency Improvements
Utility Tariff Service
Installation Tied to Location
Implemented thru Approved Contractors
Required Post Inspection/Verification
Term of Loan (Maximum)
Additional Features

HECO
Solar Water Heaters
Contractor Driven
√
√
√
√
√
√
12 years
 $1,000 rebate
 Equipment Warranty
 Free Maintenance

Midwest Energy
Space and Water Efficiency Measures
Customer Driven
√
√
√
√
√
√
15 years
 Comprehensive Energy Audit
 Economic Analysis
 Contractor Management

HECO’s Program
HECO’s SSP Program is a three-year pilot program (June 30, 2007 - June 30, 2010) designed to overcome the
barrier of up-front costs in the residential solar water heating market. The original focus of this program was on the rental
market. This program was implemented across its subsidiaries: HECO, MECO, and HELCO and the pilot focused on the
islands of O'ahu, Maui and, Hawai’i Island (Big Island). The program targets the electric water heating market, a
significant end use for this utility.
The program is marketed through approved residential water heater contractors, who already specialize in installing
solar water heating. Hawaii’s climate and location make solar water heating a cost-effective option for residential
customers. Participating customers incur no upfront cost but rather are able to finance the cost of a solar water heater on
their monthly bill. However, the energy savings from this installation more than offset the monthly fee. Participants also
receive a $1,000 rebate for participating in HECO’s Residential Water Heating Program, free maintenance and insurance
on the solar water heater, and 12 year warranty.
The SSP Program was a direct result of the Hawaiian State Legislature’s desire to use this approach to reduce the
upfront cost associated with the installation of solar water heaters for tenants and home owners who needed to replace
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renewable energy technologies income tax credits and electric utility rebates had not been sufficient to increase
installations of this technology. This was especially true for those customers living in rental housing and homes needing
1
retrofits (Commission Docket, June 2007). While HECO complied with this modification, it wanted to focus only on
tenants and those home owners who had previously considered SWH installations. However, the legislature opened this
program up to all home owners, without setting any income qualifications or requirements. Instead, a customer only had
to be in “good standing” with the utility and have six months of good payment history in order to qualify for the program.
Given the nature of the program, in that it focused on financing a solar water heater for a term of 12 years, HECO
had to rely on internal funds to cover the financing portion of this program. There- fore, HECO had to “become a bank”
and develop the internal forms and processes to manage these long-term loans.
The
program
required
property
owner.

program requirements also meant that HECO had to develop internally all of the forms, documents, and
information to be sure that the program satisfied all necessary legal requirements. The legislative order also
that the utility properly document the installation on the deed. While this notation would not prevent the
from being sold, it did tie the installation of the solar water heater to the property rather than to a property

The two program evaluations identified some of the challenges that HECO faced as it tried to comply with the
required program elements while also developing a program “from scratch” as well as documented how HECO was able
to successfully overcome these challenges.

Midwest Energy’s Program
SM

How$mart began in August of 2007 as a pilot program offered in four counties. Midwest Energy has made minor
adjustments to the program and has begun its first marketing efforts to the full 41 counties. There has been strong interest
in this program from several landlords who view this program as a way to improve their rental properties without raising
rent to their tenants. Most of these units are small multi-family buildings with two to four units.
SM

Midwest Energy’s How$mart program ties investments in energy efficiency to basic utility service. Unlike HECO
and the pilot programs in New Hampshire (which were required to implement the program), Midwest Energy is the first
utility in the world to voluntarily adopt the Pay-As-You-Save® concept; however it has been tailored to fit Midwest
Energy’s unique service area characteristics. The company has allowed investment in efficiency measures that result in
SM
How$mart charges equal to 90 percent of the estimated savings rather than just 75 percent under PAYS ® or 80 percent
in the HECO’s program. Midwest Energy only allows efficiency measures that are permanently attached to the
foundation meaning virtually all the improvements are related to space or water conditioning.
Customers find out about the program through contacts with bill concerns or complaints. Contractors and social
service agencies also often refer customers to the program, especially when financing high efficiency equipment has been
SM
an issue. After the initial contact, the customers receive a description of the How$mart program and a high-level
screening of energy usage. In most cases, this leads to a comprehensive onsite audit.
The audit results lead to the development of a preliminary Conservation Plan which includes recommended
efficiency improvements, estimated costs of those improvements, and energy savings. Customers solicit participating
contractors to provide binding bids for recommended improvements in the preliminary Conservation Plan. Once
estimates are received, the Conservation Plan is finalized with total costs of the improvements, estimated utility bill
SM
savings, and the required How$mart monthly charge to be added to the utility bill.
Upon completion of the prescribed work, the building owners and tenants must sign off on the completed work.
SM
These forms include required notification of new tenants or owners that How$mart charges exist and they will be
included on their utility bill. The selected contractor must also be in good standing and have a signed Master Contractor
Agreement on file with the Company. Midwest Energy pays the contractor upon sign-off by the customer that work has
been satisfactorily completed.

1

Commission Docket 2006-0425, June 29, 2007. p. 2.
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The evaluation activities were more formalized for HECO relative to Midwest Energy. For the SSP pilot program,
the second year program evaluation consisted of the following activities:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Review the program database to quantify key metrics for the second year of operation;
Review the recommendations from the Year 1 Process Evaluation Report to determine if they were
acted upon;
Identify areas for program modifications and improvement, regarding both the design and
implementation;
Gather more in-depth information regarding program participation among MECO customers, since this group
was under-represented in the PY1 process evaluation.

For Midwest Energy’s How$mart
1.
2.
3.

SM

Program, the evaluation activities included:

Completing an impact evaluation of estimated savings for measures
Document review of the pilot program
Provide on-going assessment of program progress based on feedback from staff and participating contractors.

Key Findings from HECO
This section summarizes the key findings from the program evaluation completed after the first and second years of
program operation.

Program Participation
Program Year 2 (PY2) was a very successful year for the SSP Program with the program receiving a total of 413
applications, exceeding goals by 15 percent. A total of 328 applications were approved and 299 were processed after 29
were cancelled. This is a significant increase in overall application volume compared to Program Year 1.
To accommodate the increased demand for the program, both HECO and HELCO received permission to tap into
PY3 funding. This accelerated the spending of Program Year 3 funds so the program ran out of money in August 2009 in
2
these two utility service territories.
Since a critical component of this program design was to encourage renters and landlords to apply to the SSP, this
metric is also tracked in the program database. In PY2, for example, 94 percent of all applications were from owner
occupants. This is consistent with the rate in PY1, where 96 percent of all applications were from owner occupants.

Program Administration
Developing the application process was a challenge for HECO staff. This process required the utility to also develop
systems and responses to handle all aspects of loan financing and defaults, which were unfamiliar territory for this
program staff. However, the HECO staff was successful in developing an internal system that accurately tracked the
current status of all applications and addresses other billing issues such as “transferring” the account from one customer
to another when there is a change in the residence. This process begins at the individual utility, such as Maui Electric,
HECO or HELCO, and then is merged into a common billing approach at the company headquarters on Oahu. Figure 1
provides a simplified view of this program’s operation.

2

On June 10, 2009, HELCO requested approval to carryover unspent PY2 funds to PY3 and to reallocate funds
between budget line items to allow systems approved but unable to be installed in PY2 to be installed and paid for
in PY3. The request was approved by the Commission.
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Figure 1: Simplified Flow Chart for SSP Program Application Processing
The PY1 process evaluation described the difficulties associated with developing this application process “from
scratch.” The SSP application process must be coordinated among several entities: the utility, the customer, the
contractor, the notary public, the State Bureau of Conveyances and in some cases, the Department of Hawaiian Home
Lands and/or other government assisted housing agencies. Even satisfied customers complained about the lengthy
processing time. Moreover, applicants who are most likely to be living in government-owned low income housing have
the biggest administrative burden when participating in the SSP Program.
However, most of the administrative difficulties identified in the PY1 process evaluation have been resolved, as the
program staff and implementation team have become more comfortable with the process. Application processing is still a
labor-intensive process as the major focus on program administration has shifted from processing new applications to
managing existing ones. Currently, there are 477 SSP existing loan portfolios that must be reviewed, tracked, and
matched up each month with the billing cycles. This continues to be an administrative burden for program staff.
The utility is also starting to transition away from dedicated full-time SSP and Residential Efficient Water Heating
(REWH) Program manager in anticipation of the decreased level of SSP Program activity in PY3 and the transition of the
REWH Program to non-utility administration.

Program Billing and Collections
The amount of time spent on billing and collections is expected to increase in PY3 as the program’s focus shifts from
processing new applications to monitoring or changing the status of existing participants. Along with fee payment
monitoring and collections, during PY2 several loans were either paid off early or subjected to loan subordination, so the
utility staff anticipates an increase in the need for clerical support during the remaining years of the loan period.
However, there is no easy way to streamline the billing process. This is a challenge for customers who have enrolled
in automatic bill payment services for their light and power bill who “forget” to pay their separate SSP monthly bill as
well as for program staff. This continues to be a labor-intensive process since the billing staff has to manually track the
status and timing of each of the more than 475 SSP loan applications for the life of the loans.
Program collections have not yet become an issue for this program, as only a few customers were delinquent in their
SSP accounts. But, it was difficult to develop a proper way to identify and manage those few customers. One obstacle
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not pay the separate SSP bill which has been mailed to them. However, because the total amounts of these delinquent
bills were usually less than $100; these were not high priority issues for the collections department. However, as the
program continues, collections may become a larger issue for the program even though the delinquent amounts due may
be relatively low.
This is expected to remain an issue going forward as these loans are transferred to new electric account holders. The
utility staff is concerned that they may not have enough resources in place to process these collections for SSP
applications, especially when the pilot program concludes.

Customer/Contractor Satisfaction
Consistent with the program evaluation results from PY1, the participating customers reported a high degree of
satisfaction with both the utility and the SSP Program. Program staff from all three utility companies also reported that
they did not receive any customer complaints during PY2.
The number of participating contractors also stabilized during PY2, according to program staff. Overall, these
contractors were pleased with the SSP program operations in PY2, although they were disappointed that the program
may be discontinued in the future.

Free Ridership
A way to gauge free ridership is to examine customers’ intentions. Therefore, the survey asked several questions to
determine if they had considered purchasing a SWH prior to participating in this program. Sixty-three percent of these
respondents said they did not consider purchasing a SWH system earlier, while 38% said they did. However, the major
reason that prevented these customers from making this purchase was that they did not have the money at the time (89%).
Other reasons mentioned by these customers included not thinking the program would save money (33%), they did not
want to take a loan out (11%), or they could not find a qualified contractor (11%).
Furthermore, most customers (66%) did not receiving a previous bid from the program, which further suggests that
free ridership for the SSP Program is low.

Barriers to Program Participation
The major barrier to participation continues to be a lack of awareness of the program. While the survey
respondents suggested that the utility should increase overall program awareness, this may not be feasible as the
program winds down. Few tenants and landlords participate in the program. A major recommendation from PY1 was
to expand outreach to the low income and rental communities. While the utility staff reported they increased
awareness among these groups following the request for additional funding to expand the utilities’ outreach, once the
request for expansion of the program was denied, the utilities scaled back their efforts. Moreover, the funding
constraints made it difficult to develop a separate outreach activity just for this community.

Key Findings from Midwest Energy
This section summarizes the findings from Midwest Energy’s on-bill financing program. To date, the majority of the
applicants have been home owners (88%) compared with landlords/renters (12%).

Program Participation
Midwest Energy has invested $464,000 toward the installed efficiency measures (not including program fees). Total
cost of the projects completed including the customer contribution to the project cost (but not including program fees) is
over $595,000. The total number of projects completed to date is 185.
Midwest Energy has been successful in attracting participating tenants and landlords 14 percent of the completed
jobs for Midwest Energy are rental homes. While this may seem low, it is consistent with the demographic make-up of
the service area where approximately 14.6 percent of customers rent their homes (Midwest Energy Customer Satisfaction
Study, 2008)

Program Administration
The program is delivered to all 41 counties of the service area by five employees. All five are certified energy raters
SM
who complete roughly three How$mart energy audits and the accompanying Conservation Plan each week. These
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audit fees for program participants.

Free Ridership
The free ridership potential is high and comprehensive energy audits are expensive. Currently, Midwest Energy
provides walk-thru audits free of charge, but the utility charges for more comprehensive analysis such as air infiltration
tests or infrared scans. To minimize the potential for free ridership for the more comprehensive audits yet not discourage
customers that are serious about making energy efficiency improvements, a limited audit charge policy has been adopted.
If the customer follows-up on the audit and participates in the program, there is no audit fee. If Midwest Energy cannot
find improvements that result in a net lower bill with no upfront capital required, no audit fee is charged.

Contractor Satisfaction
SM

The How$mart program is well accepted among contractors. The company’s marketing efforts have focused on
contractor training and education. For the most part, contractors have sold the program for the company. Midwest Energy
is continuing to nurture relationships with trade allies.

Customer Satisfaction
Overall, customer satisfaction is high, especially among the primary target market-landlords. To date, the 13
SM
How$mart rental properties are owned by nine different landlords. Each landlord has multiple properties increasing the
potential for more rental projects. A few of the landlords have become ambassadors for the program by completing
projects on their personal properties as well. In general, landlords have indicated that the program is appealing to them
because it allows them to preserve their own capital while improving their property as the motivating factor for them to
participate in the program.

Program Cost-Effectiveness
The program focuses on financing cost-effective improvements for the customer. However, Midwest Energy has
gone one step further and is now using this program to “leverage” additional dollars for energy efficiency improvements.
The company does allow for contributions by building owners to the overall cost of the project if the improvement is not
deemed “economic.” For example, the replacement of a 60 percent efficient furnace with 96 percent efficient furnace
may not be paid for completely by the energy savings in a particular application. But, if the building owner contributes
additional funds, then the savings on the energy bill can become at least 10 percent greater than the required How$mart SM
charge. This approach has proven successful in convincing building owners to upgrade their equipment to high efficiency
HVAC rather than simply replacing installations with standard efficiency equipment. Of the 95 projects completed
through November 30, 2008, building owners on average had contributed approximately 22 percent toward the total cost
of the efficiency measures.

Barriers to Participation
SM

Initially, the company had a policy discouraging early payoff of How$mart obligations by including an interest
penalty for early payoff. The company simply did not anticipate landlords (or other customers) would want to pay off
early when the interest rate embedded in the How$martSM charge was favorable (currently 4 percent). The company has
addressed the challenges with the billing system issue and now allows customers to pay off the principal balance at any
time without interest penalty. As a result, more landlords are willing to participate.

Program Recommendations
Midwest Energy found also learned during the first two years of program operations, that customers who own
SM
properties with How$mart obligations are not likely to provide notification of the obligation to the succeeding owner
of the property. Often the obligation is not discovered until the utilities are transferred to the buyer. Midwest Energy is
also required to provide notification to the buyer that the obligation exists. To address this issue, Midwest Energy has
taken the following actions: Uniform Commercial Codes (UCCs) are being filed with the local County Register of Deeds.
SM
In this way, when a title search is done on a How$mart property, notification of the obligation will be recognized
before completion of the sale. Now, Customer Service Representatives (CSRs) will immediately recognize that a
SM
property has a How$mart obligation. In addition, the program forms have been updated so the company has the right to
SM
share How$mart obligation information when it is allowed to share other utility data with interested parties. Finally, the
company has worked with local and state realtor organizations to change their Seller Disclosure Forms to include
SM
How$mart information.
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Summary of Evaluation Results
Both programs have led to substantial energy savings reductions for participating customers, as shown in Table 3.
Midwest Energy can claim energy reductions beyond electricity since they target heating equipment which may use
natural gas or propane. HECO’s program is only focused on electric savings.
Table 1: Comparison of HECO and Midwest Energy Programs
2007-2009 Cumulative Program Year Results
HECO

Midwest Energy

Number of customers reached

484

350

Value of home improvements

$2,130,377

$2,288,664

Estimated energy savings(kWh)

1,189,188

637,000

NA

8,806

$463,783

$200,000

Mmbtu Gas/propane
Estimated Annual Energy Savings3

Midwest Energy developed this program as a way to expand both its overall market reach and to renovate the
existing housing market. The biggest appeal of these programs, for both utilities, was that on-the-bill financing programs
are to remove barriers in the rental housing market. Although both programs target the rental market, HECO has not been
as successful in reaching out to renters and landlords compared to Midwest Energy. To date, nearly all of the program
participants for HECO’s SSP program have been by home-owners in single family homes, even though the only slightly
4
more than half of all Hawaii residents (57%) own their own homes . Moreover, Hawaii is known for its high cost of
living and relatively low annual household incomes, making these types of programs even more important for renters
who are not able to afford these types of energy efficiency improvements.
As these programs both illustrate, the rental market is slow to embrace these types of programs. For example,
Midwest Energy learned that many landlords in the service area invest and divest in rental properties relatively quickly.
SM
Customers wishing to pay off their How$mart balance early could do so but their payoff would be the monthly
payment amount times the remaining number of payments, not just the remaining principal.
Both HECO and Midwest Energy rely on their strong contractor relations to develop these on-the-bill financing
programs. HECO leveraged its network of existing water heating contractors, cultivated through its successful REWH
program, and further nurtured though its support of the solar industry trade groups throughout the Hawaiian Islands.
Midwest Energy has also developed strong relationships with contractors over time. The primary strategy in
developing relationship has been to offer local training opportunities, thereby increasing the competence of the contractor
as well as reducing training costs. Typically, Midwest Energy has brought in a well- known speaker for training on
specific topics such as the building envelope, building strategies, and furnace safety. Typically, these training sessions
are attended by 50-100 contractors. In addition to training, Midwest Energy has provided for at least three informational
SM
luncheons regarding the How$mart program in locations across the service area. Invitees include HVAC contractors,
SM
builders, housing inspectors, and other potential trade allies. By explaining the benefits of the How$mart program to
the allies, the company has not had much need to market the program directly to customers.

Lessons Learned
The experiences from both these utilities have led to the following “lessons learned” regarding the best way to
develop and implement these types of on-the-bill financing program.

3

Assumes an average of 39 cents per kWh for HECO customers

4

http://www.census.gov/hhes/www/housing/census/historic/ownerchar.html
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Keep the Focus on the Rental Housing Market
The original PAYS design was to offer a program that would reduce the high up-front cost of installing energy
efficiency improvements so that the energy savings would pay for the cost of the installation. However, this approach
becomes less effective as it tries to expand beyond the traditional rental housing market, or include measures that have
longer paybacks. As this paper shows, while both utilities developed successful programs, Midwest Energy has been
more successful in tapping into the rental market.
In contrast, HECO had to expand the program to include the entire existing housing market, which diluted its
original focus on the rental market. Therefore, one recommendation was to encourage tenants and landlords to participate
more fully in this program, by perhaps establishing some specific goals for this customer segment. In that way, this
program will achieve its original goal by offering financing to those customers who really need it — tenants.

Keep the Application Process Simple
Midwest Energy was able to leverage its existing skills and capabilities into the How$mart Program while HECO
had to develop this entire program from the ground up. This issue, combined with the unique nature of the housing
market in the Hawaiian Islands, added a layer of complexity for HECO to address. These programs are most successful
when the application process is simple and straightforward and the contractors receive prompt payment for their services.
Despite the challenges associated with the application processing, HECO has found ways to streamline its application
process and accelerate payments to the contractors. All of these are critical determinants for program success.

Voluntary Programs Offer More Flexibility and Increase the Potential for Long-Term Success
Another reason for Midwest Energy’s success is that it was a utility-initiated rather than a government-mandated
program. The utility saw this program as a way to improve the overall housing stock in its service territory, ultimately
benefiting both its customers and the utility. Since this was also a voluntary program, the utility had the flexibility to
determine the terms and conditions of this program rather than having to comply with outside rules or constraints. In
contrast, HECO spent a lot of time and effort getting the program “up and running,” which increased the overall program
costs.

Contractor Relationships Are Critical
These programs also demonstrate the importance and value that a strong contractor network has in delivering utility
programs. Both companies were able to successfully implement these programs because they worked within the
contractor community. Moreover, they demonstrated a strong sense of commitment to these contractors by offering them
training and by treating them an essential partner in this process. The utility needs the contractor to install the equipment
and the contractors benefited by being able to expand into a new customer group that may not have participated
previously- those customers who did not have the money for equipment installations and could not finance it on their
own. Moreover, because the program provides mutual benefits to both the contractor and the utility, this makes it easier
for utilities to require post-equipment installations.

Conclusion
Both utilities believe that the concept of the on-the-bill financing program is an effective one. The biggest challenge
with HECO’s SSP program is that it focused on an expensive energy efficiency measure, a solar water heater, with a long
payback—up to 12 years. It also did not focus on the rental housing market, but included home-owners—many of whom
could have afforded to install these measures on their own.
These programs are living up to the promise tearing down market barriers to energy efficiency. While HECO and
Midwest Energy were the first two utilities to implement these types of programs, it is clear that more utilities will start
considering them. For example, Midwest Energy has received more than 200 inquiries from every region of the country
while HECO’s program continues to be a model for utility-financed efficiency improvements and is serving as a
blueprint for other utilities to use. While the rental market can be hard to reach, these two utilities have demonstrated that
with innovative program design, patience, and the ability to make program adjustments as needed, the demand and
interest in these types of programs will continue to grow.
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Strategies and Initiatives to Proactively Respond
to a New Customer Demographic
by Katherine Johnson, Johnson Consulting Group

I. Introduction
A challenging economic outlook, rising energy bills, and a growing housing crisis have left more utility
customers facing significant challenges in making ends meet. As a result, the utility industry is seeing a steady
increase in customer with late payments, delinquencies, and an increasing number of those who cannot even
pay the utility bill. Where this customer class has traditionally included mostly low-income households, it has
since expanded to include a much broader group of customers at risk of being overwhelmed by growing
financial hardships, including those with fixed incomes, the working poor, families facing foreclosure, the
unemployed, and customers with medical conditions – all due to the combination of rising prices within the
utility industry and rising costs in all sectors of the economy.
This white paper summarizes the challenges facing the energy utilities, and identifies possible solutions that
utilities can use to address and even mitigate the effect of rising delinquency rates and cash-strapped
customers.

II. Situation Analysis
Across the country, utility customers are being squeezed between tight economic circumstances and higher
energy bills. Currently, the United States is facing a massive financial crisis and enormous uncertainty about
future economic prospects both here and abroad. However, even before the failure of a number of investment
banks, the plunge in the stock markets, and the legislative and regulatory actions to shore up the economy,
residential customers of gas and electric utilities had been facing increased pressure on their ability to afford
energy services. Figure 1 illustrates this downward spiral of our economy as it reels from these various
financial challenges.
Figure 1: A Summary of the Downward Spiral of our Current Economy
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Individuals receiving aid from the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) increased from 26,468,000
(2007) to 28,408,000 (2008), a 7.3% increase. Total program costs increased from $33,195,100,000 (2007) to
$37,656,300,000 (2008), a $4.46 billion dollar increase. (Source:www.fns.usda.gov/pd/SNAPsummary.htm)



Total Initial Claimants from Mass Layoffs (seasonally adjusted) numbered 183,038 in Feb 2008 and increased
to 295,477 in Feb 2009, a 61% increase in a year, or an average monthly increase of over 9,000amonth.
(Source:
http://data.bls.gov/PDQ/servlet/SurveyOutputServlet?data_tool=latest_numbers&series_id=mlsms00nn0
119005)



Total Bankruptcy Filings in 2007 numbered 850,912, while there were 1,117,771 filings in 2008, a 31.4 % increase.
The average monthly increase was over 22,000 cases. (Source:www.uscourts.gov/bnkrpctystats/statistics.htm#fiscal)



The Percent of All Loans Past Due (seasonally adjusted) increased from 4.67% (2006 Q3) to 6.99% (2008 Q3).
(Source: Mortgage Banker's Association: National Delinquency Survey, March 5, 2009:
http://www.mortgagebankers.org/NewsandMedia/PressCenter/68008.htm



There were 7,626,248 unemployment insurance claims in 2008 Q4, compared to 4,925,263 claims in 2007 Q4; a
55% increase.(Source: http://workforcesecurity.doleta.gov/unemploy/content/data.asp)



The number of unemployed actively seeking work (seasonally adjusted) rose from 6,112,000 in Feb 2008 to
10,839,000 in Feb 2009, a 77% increase. (Source:
http://data.bls.gov/PDQ/servlet/SurveyOutputServlet;jsessionid=f0303538b3ff$5C$3F$3



The unemployment rate is currently 8.1% (Feb, 2009), compared to 4.8% a year ago (Feb. 2008).
(Source:http://data.bls.gov/PDQ/servlet/SurveyOutputServlet?data tool=latest numbers&series id=LNS1400000 0)

While incomes are declining, the costs of home energy utilities have risen. According to the Energy
Information Administration (EIA), some utilities increased electricity rates beginning in July; more
increases are expected in the upcoming months. As of September, the average U.S. residential electricity
prices were projected to increase by 5.7 percent in 2008 over 2007, and by 9.5 percent in 2009 (U.S.
Residential Electricity Prices). As Figure 2 shows, prices for basic goods have risen dramatically in the
past five years.

Figure 2: Energy, Food and Raw Material Prices are Rising Dramatically
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Rising Prices Led to Increasing Arrearages
Not surprisingly, these rising prices have led to more utility customers falling behind on their bills
compared to previous years. This has led to an increase in aggregate arrearages and uncollectibles, and
more customers are being disconnected. Even more disturbing is that a smaller number of accounts is
being reconnected which suggests that more customers are going without service as a result of termination
and thus utilities are facing an erosion of their customer base.1
Residential electricity and gas customer payment difficulties have gotten worse. The National Energy
Assistance Director's Association (NEADA) reported in August 2008 more than 15 million households
were facing utility shutoffs because they could not pay their energy bill, an increase of nearly 10% over
the comparable period in 2007.2
Customers in Debt and Average Arrearages
Customer debt is affected by many factors, including customer income level and ability to pay, company
collection practices, and the size of customer bills. The percent of customers in debt is calculated by
dividing the number of customers in debt by the total number of residential customers. Average arrearage
is calculated by dividing the total dollars in debt by the number of customers in debt. The consumer must
pay or make arrangement to pay the debt or face termination. Larger average arrearages may take more
time for customers to pay. A company with a low percent of its residential customers in debt will
experience better cash flow than one with a high percent of its residential customers in debt. High average
arrearages pose more of an uncollectible risk than smaller average arrearages. Overall, the national data
find:



1 2008

22% of all electric customers were overdue as of May 1, 2008. This represents over 26.6 million
consumers nationally. These consumers owed an average arrearage of $157. This would indicate
that consumers owed their utility approximately 4.2 billion dollars for unpaid electric service.
20.8% of all gas consumers came out of winter (5/1/08) overdue in their bills. This would represent
approximately 12.4 million consumers. This is an increase from the 19.2% customers reported
overdue 10/1/07. The average arrearage at winter’s end was $362 as compared to $261 on 10/01/07.
That would mean that almost 4.5 billion dollars were overdue following the winter heating season
2007-08.3

National Summary Report On Utility Collections Data Prepared by the NARUC Consumer Affairs Subcommittee

Rooney, B. “Winter heat crisis looms, little relief seen: High fuel prices and the weak economy could make heating a luxury
this winter” CNNMoney.com, Sept. 2, 2008,
2

http://money.cnn.com/2008/08/29/news/economy/LIHEAP/index.htm?postversion=2008090205, last viewed 9-17-08.
3

2008 National Summary Report NARUC
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Termination and Reconnection of Service
Termination of utility service is the most serious consequence of customer nonpayment. It is also the
utility’s last resort when customers fail to meet their payment obligations.
Termination of service is of particular concern because it poses serious health and safety issues not only
for the individuals that are affected, but for the surrounding community. The termination rate is calculated
by dividing the number of terminations by the number of customers. Reconnection of service occurs when
a customer either pays his/her debt in full or makes a significant upfront payment. Nationally, the data
show:





Over 5.8 million electric households had their service terminated in 2007. This amounts to 4.8 %
of all electric customers or almost 1 in 20. Of those terminated, 33% or over 1.9 million
customers did not have their service restored in the reporting year.
3 million gas customers had their service terminated in 2007. This amounted to 5.1% of all gas
customers or 1 in 20 of all gas customers. Of those terminated 56% or almost 1.7 million
households were not able to have service restored.
The 2007 gas customer termination rate of 5.1% is significantly higher than the 2001 rate of
2.5%. Over twice as many consumers were terminated in 2007 than in 2001. Electric termination
rates had been stable over the same time period.
The termination rate in 2007 was 4.0% for customers who had both electric and gas service with the
same utility. Of those terminated 33% were not able to have service restored.4

However, as Figure 3 shows, this situation is likely to get worse in the near term.

Figure 3: Recent Trends Indicate A Rise in Both Poverty and Debt

4 2008

National Summary Report, NARUC
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Percentage of Gross Residential Billings Written Off as Uncollectible
The percentage of residential billings written off as uncollectible is the most commonly used longterm
measure of collections system performance. This measure is calculated by dividing the annual total gross
dollars written off for residential accounts by the annual total dollars of residential billings. For individual
consumers it generally reflects defaults when a consumer has not had service restored and the written off
dollars will be pursued through the collections process. The most recent national data show the following
trends:




Electric companies wrote off 1.3% of their revenue in 2007. Write offs remained stable from 2005
to 2007.
Nationally, natural gas companies were forced to write off 4.4% of their revenue in 2007; a
significant increase compared to 2005 when 2.65% of revenue was written off.
Customers having both services with one utility had the highest level of uncollectibles at 5.7%.
This level of uncollectibles is significantly higher than the 1.1% experienced by customers in 2005.
5
(Source: 2008 National Summary Report on Utility Collections Data Prepared by the NARUC
Consumer Affairs Subcommittee).

These findings suggest that the gap between bills and ability to pay will likely continue to grow.
This trend will lead to higher bills with consumer incomes that do not keep pace with inflation. As a result,
the gap between electricity bills and ability to pay will likely continue to grow. This also means that
arrearage problems are likely to get worse for energy companies.

III. Challenges of Identifying the New At-Risk Customer Demographic
This economic crisis has also led to the rise of a new customer class for energy companies. Traditionally, a
low-income household is defined as one that is 150% above the federal poverty level. “Struggling Customers”
are those with household incomes between 150% and 200% of the federal poverty guidelines. However, these
customers often qualify for weatherization assistance. The newest group is now the “At-Risk” customers with
household incomes above the 200% federal poverty level. As Figure 4 illustrates, this customer class is
growing at an alarming rate

5 2008

National Summary Report, NARUC
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Figure 4: The Emergence of New Customer Demographics

Many of these “At-Risk” customers are for the first time having difficulty paying their bills, and meeting
their household needs as they face growing rates of unemployment and credit issues. Often, these
households had relied on credit cards to help ease their financial burdens and have now become
overwhelmed with both credit and housing debt. Unfortunately, these households do not qualify for the
traditional low-income programs, or for financial payment assistance.
The emergence of this customer group is also having a negative impact on energy companies’ long-term
revenue. It is also often difficult to identify “Struggling and At-Risk” customers before they are terminated
for service.
At the recent Edison Electric Institute (EEI) Critical Issue Policy Forum,6 EEI members said they lack
many of the indicators that help to identify “At Risk” customers. Many of these customers do not ask for
help because they are uncomfortable or embarrassed. It is also difficult to differentiate those customers
who are truly in need from those that have historically taken advantage of the system. Furthermore, there is
often a lack of communication between the customer and the utility regarding payment options that may be
available.
Some of the challenges facing energy companies are summarized in the following examples, which
illustrate that the growth of “At Risk” customers affect energy companies across the United States.





6 EEI

Central Maine Power Company – 537,000 residential customers have not paid anything on their
bills – a 4% increase in unpaid accounts from 2007.
Wisconsin Public Service – 12%-15% of its 500,000 residential customers have past-due bills – up
5% from 2007.
Xcel Energy – 17%-19% of its 1.1 million Minnesota customers and 280,000 Wisconsin customers
are in arrears, with balances owed up 10% in Minnesota and up 20% in Wisconsin.
Northeast Utilities, which owns electric and gas utilities in New Hampshire, Massachusetts and
Connecticut, is carrying about $15 million of unpaid bills currently, up from about $11 million this
time last year and about $8 million in 2006.
Critical Issue Policy Forum was held October 1-2 in New Orleans, LA
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PECO Corp., a Philadelphia utility, racked up an additional $37 million of bad-debt expenses from
unpaid bills in its third quarter, compared with the third quarter of 2007, bringing its total unpaid
balance to $56 million.7
A record $40 million was owed by 226,670 delinquent customers of rate-regulated utilities in
Iowa.8

Utilities also face competing priorities. Utilities have to balance their responsibilities to its shareholders
with their concerns for customers who are struggling to pay their bills This is becoming even more difficult
as the number of utility service cut-offs continues to rise. So what used to be a mainly limited to a lowincome issue has now emerged as an overall customer service issue.
The government agencies, commissions, and legislatures are also facing resource constraints. As of now,
there has not been a comprehensive approach taken by either regulators or utilities that both balance the
utility’s need to operate a business while also address the problem of increasing numbers of customers who
cannot afford basic utility services. While political pressure has increased in some regions of the country to
solve this problem, fundamental barrier remains – where will the funds for additional programs come
from?

IV. Proactive Solutions for New Customer Demographics
Several energy companies have already started tackling this difficult problem. They have implemented a
combination of the following strategies to help reduce arrearages, limit disconnections, and also find a
longer-term solution to this growing crisis. These solutions are grouped around the following four
strategies:






1.

Education and Information
Promote Energy Efficiency
Cultivate New Partnerships
Leverage Existing Resources
Adapt Existing Programs
Invest in Valuable Partnerships
Provide Education and Information

The most important first step to develop an appropriate solution to meet the needs of these customers is to
first “listen and learn.” Several energy companies, such as Integrys are listening to their customers who
call in with “high bill complaints” and identifying them as “At Risk” customers. The call center
representatives can often identify newly at-risk customers by reviewing the timeliness of past payments.

Smith, R. “More Utility Bills Go Unpaid Consumers' Economic Struggles Spur More Power Shutoffs as Firms Step Up
Collections,” Wall Street Journal, November 3, 2008
7

8 Kean,

J. “Unpaid utility bills soar as economy sags,” USA Today, April 24, 2008.
/www.usatoday.com/money/industries/energy/2008-04-24-shutoff N.htm
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Going one step further, Integrys also conducted an outbound campaign to inform newly identified “AtRisk” customers about opportunities for flexible payment arrangements. The company targeted customers
who had begun to experience larger arrearages and who had not received federal assistance in the past. The
campaign included telephone calls, bill inserts, and online content.
WE Energies also uses customer education as a proactive ways to help their customers. The utility sent out
energy savings kits to customers late last year, and the company’s website features a “Managing Your
Costs” area that informs customers how they can take actions to lower their bills.
In general, all energy companies need to provide basic information about all available assistance programs.
For example, Entergy displays information about programs such as the Earned Income Tax Credit, which
can reduce their taxes and thus help them pay their bills, on its website, through bill inserts and by
providing flyers and bulletin board posters to 1,500 churches, senior centers, and nonprofit agencies in its
service territory.
2.

Promote Energy Efficiency to Reduce Energy Bills

Utilities and regulators can also work to provide customers with new tools to control their energy costs
(such as Demand Side Management (DSM) and Direct Response (DR) programs). This can be achieved by
utilities and regulatory agencies working together to craft policies that allow utilities to pursue energy
efficiency as long-term, sustainable businesses. Many studies have shown that end use efficiency can be a
less costly means to obtain electricity (and gas) end use benefits than production and delivery. Energy
efficiency also has the benefit of averting production of green house gas emissions. Energy efficiency
programs can provide strategies to help bridge the “affordability gap” and thus provide cost-effective
returns from these initiatives.9 Investments in energy efficiency programs help to address both the
immediate crisis facing payment-troubled households, and longer-term, will help close the gap between
utility bills and disposable income.10
However, energy efficiency programs and technologies still face substantial barriers. Table 1
summarizes the types of utility energy efficiency programs or initiatives that have been developed
to reduce or eliminate these market barriers.

9 Information on Pay As You Save ® at www.paysamerica.org
10 Summarized from Brockway, N, “Alternatives to utility administration of EE, National Regulatory Research Institute
Memorandum, Aug. 2008
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Table 1: Summary of Utility Energy Efficiency Strategies for Reducing Market Barriers
Energy Efficiency Programs/Initiatives

Intended Effect on Market Barrier(s)

Energy Efficiency Rebates and Grants

Reduce the first-cost premium for purchasing and installing
energy efficient equipment

Private loan placement services

Reduce borrowing hassles and improve access to financing

“Leasing” portable efficiency measures (such
as CFLs), with the “lease fee” on the bill.

Eliminate up-front cost, and allow customers to try out the new
efficiency measure before committing to paying full cost

Energy-Efficient Mortgages

Expand access to credit for efficiency investments in homes, lower
up-front cost of efficiency-treated homes, and make principal and
interest payments on such homes lower than otherwise.

On-the-bill financing of efficiency measures for any Eliminate a customer’s up-front investment and expand access
utility customer in good standing and installed in case to credit for efficiency purchases
of non-portable measures with:
Expand access to credit (both in amount of capital made
available by financial players and in types of customers who

no money down,
can take advantage of the offer),

measures selected such that customer
Eliminate need to take on new long-term debt,
enjoys net savings from the outset and pays
off the cost before the end of the life of the
Assure doubtful customers that savings will exceed
measure
payments,

no obligation to pay for non-portable
Allow utility customers to benefit from efficiency installed in
measures (e.g. high-efficiency furnace,
premises they may not be able to stay in long enough to enjoy
insulation) if (a) they do not function and
net savings [i.e., eliminate split incentives],
save energy as promised (and can’t be made
to work properly) or (b) customer is no longer Expand the pool of capital available on reasonable
in premises.
terms for efficiency.


Any remaining charges are not a debt to the
departing customer, but an obligation
attached to the meter, to be borne by the next
customer.
On-the-bill
financing for new construction –payment is
made to the builder/developer of new premises in
exchange for installing energy efficiency measures
(e.g. to produce premises rated Energy Star® or
better), the cost of which measures is added to the
utility bill and reimbursed through a monthly charge,
and the obligation to pay the monthly charge runs with
the meter,

Eliminate split incentive in new construction,
Assure that savings are enjoyed by occupant who pays for the
efficiency.
Reduce first-cost of more efficient new construction, without
raising mortgage, interest and utility bills relative to premises
without such measures.
Eliminate hassle for purchaser seeking more efficient new
construction.
Prevent lost opportunity to make most cost-effective efficiency
investments, at a time when premises are under construction
rather than having to go back and retrofit.
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3. Cultivate New Partnerships
Although, energy companies are not in the business of providing social services, they are important and
vital members of the communities in which they serve. The utility approaches vary. Some also include a
combination of energy efficiency and weatherization installation measures, flexible billing arrangements,
and education.
DTE Energy has incorporated the United Way’s 2-1-1 telephone service that informs callers about state
and local subsidy programs that are available to help utility customers experiencing difficulty paying their
bills. Since the company’s current technology will not allow a transfer outside the company, DTE Energy
now has 2-1-1 call center agents set up in the company’s contact center.
Another successful strategy that has been implemented by Entergy, Integrys, DTE Energy and others has
been to partner with local churches, social service agencies, and charitable organizations such as the
Salvation Army to provide a holistic response to meet “At-Risk” customers’ needs.
Entergy also formed a corporate-wide team called the Low-Income Champions, made up of Entergy
employees in all our states. This is similar to the approach used by DTE Energy, by staffing it with Entergy
employees who are already aware of the role and abilities of the low-income advocates and agencies that
serve our customers and who respected and appreciated their efforts.
In Minnesota, Integrys launched its Gas Affordability Program. This program, which is administered by
the Salvation Army and funds the forgiveness of bad debt through a surcharge and matching utility funds,
has collected nearly to $250,000.
The most effective programs will provide long-range support for newly “At-Risk” customer
groups—those that exist today and those that may exist in the future. Other utility approaches
include:





Hiring social workers to work with “At-Risk” customers
Working with social service agencies to help them distribute LIHEAP funds
Partnering with churches, civic groups, community leaders, and retailers.
Hosting workshops and expos to educate customers about these resources.

Community outreach activities also build trust between utilities and their customers. Integrys employees,
for example, volunteer to hold heating fairs in low-income neighborhoods and to meet with aldermen and
other community leaders.
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Kansas City Power & Light (KCP&L) has also used this economic crisis as an opportunity to expand its
relationships with other community organizations and develop new partnerships. Through a new pilot
program, KCP&L will offer targeted households an opportunity to receive minor repairs up to $5,000.
These minor repairs are household improvements that would not qualify for weatherization assistance and
will be available to households with slightly higher income levels - at 200% above the poverty level
instead of 150%. By making these repairs, then the weatherization measures become cost-effective and the
households will also receive those additional energy efficiency measures. KCP&L has teamed up with
local community organizations, including both traditional community action agencies as well as forging
new relationships with other organizations such as Local Incentives Support Corporation (www.lisc.org).
By collaborating with these organizations, KCP&L is able to leverage both weatherization dollars and also
hopes to bundle in other energy assistance grants as they become available from the Department of
Housing and Urban Development.
4. Leverage Internal Resources
Utilities are also having some success by leveraging their current resources to focus more directly at this
new customer group. For example, DTE Energy has expanded its innovative Case Management Group’s
responsibilities to focus on “At Risk” customers instead of just the traditional low-income group. This
group operates like a small social service agency within the company. The staff can make special payment
arrangements. They are also familiar with the other social service agencies and can refer customers to
those agencies when the need arises.
Several utilities are also focusing their internal research and analysis to better identify and understand the
specific needs of the “At Risk” customer group. Entergy conducted an exhaustive three year analysis of its
low-income customers to better understand the issues facing their low-income customers and trust.
5. Adapt Existing Programs
Integrating programs designed to assist newly at-risk customers into a utility’s customer strategy is
important for several reasons. By helping more customers respond to the economic crisis, companies can
achieve their objective of proactive customer service while simultaneously meeting shareholder
expectations and strengthening local economies.
Utilities can also develop programs similar to those in place for low-income customers. For example, these
programs can offer incentives to “At-Risk” customers, for example, for each month that a customer on a
payment plan pays in full, the last month’s payment is deducted.
Southern California Edison (SCE) just developed its California Alternate Rates for Energy (CARE) program
offers income-qualified customers a discount of 20% or more off their monthly electric bill. For families that
do not qualify for the CARE program, they may qualify for the Family Electric Rate Assistance program
(FERA). This plan offers a discounted rate on the monthly SCE bill for families of 3 or more who fall within
the income guidelines and exceed their baseline usage by 30% or more. This innovative approach not only
addresses traditional low-income households, but also extends to families that are 250% above the poverty
level. This two-tiered rate is summarized in Table 2
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Table 2: SCE Income Guidelines
Maximum Household Income
Total Combined Annual Income
CARE
FERA
up to $30,500
Not Eligible
up to $35,800
$35,801 – $44,800
up to $43,200
$43,201 – $54,000
up to $50,600
$50,601 – $63,200
up to $58,000
$58,001 – $72,400
$7,400
$ 7,400 – $ 9,200

Number of Persons in Household
1-2
3
4
5
6
Each additional person
These income limits are effective from June 1, 2008 to May 31, 2009

Source: http://www.sce.com/residential/income-qualified/CAREFERA/care-fera-rate-programs.htm

6.

Invest in Valuable Partnerships

Another approach has been to work with regulators and consumer advocates to find solutions. These
activities could also include partnering with state energy offices and weatherization agencies as well as
working with legislators.
For the past several years, Entergy has hosted the “Low-Income Customer Assistance Summit” which
brings together utility staff with advocates for the poor, government agencies, private charitable groups,
and national poverty experts to help the utility better understand the problem and develop concrete
solutions. This summit formed the cornerstone of a multipoint low-income strategy with three key
elements:




Customer programs that required no changes in laws or regulations, including credit policies,
contributions, employee support, and fuel funds promotions;
Expanded advocacy for greater-and more equitable-government assistance at the federal, state, and
local levels; and
Education and communications programs to reach more low-income customers, using straight talk
and information channels they prefer

Entergy also uses its Champions to build partnerships with those advocates to pursue common interests
and consensus on issues like energy affordability and housing. In addition, Entergy is providing the
leadership and employee support for creating “Customer Energy Assistance Program” initiatives in
Louisiana, Mississippi, Arkansas, and the city of New Orleans. These are utility-incubated, coalitionsupported initiatives that, if adopted by regulators, would create permanent sources of ratepayer funding to
help low-income people weatherize their homes and reduce energy bills.
Entergy also worked with its state representatives to change the policy of the U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development that discriminates against warm-weather states by ignoring the fact that hot
temperatures can be as deadly as cold. Assistance for home cooling is just as necessary to the health and
safety of low-income person. State and federal lobbyists also are actively involved in promoting a fair
formula for warm-weather states and increases in the levels of federal funding for both LIHEAP and the
Weatherization Assistance Program.
Another approach is to work more proactively with funding from both LIHEAP and other sources now
available from the new stimulus package.
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The Stimulus Package
President Barrack Obama signed the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 into law on February 17,

2009. Many of the provisions are only in effect for 2009 and 2010. In many cases, the funds must be spent
by Sept. 30, 2010. The provisions of the stimulus that may directly benefit both low-income and at-risk
customers include the following:




Weatherization Assistance - $5 Billion in Assisted Housing - $6 Billion (HUD and Native American housing)
Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block Grant Program - $3.2 Billion
State Energy Program - $3.1 Billion – Conditions: States must assure DOE that they will update regulatory
policies on utility efficiency programs, update building codes, and provide a plan for enforcement of

codes.
LIHEAP Funding
The federal government has fully funded Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP) and
now more than $5.1 billion in energy assistance will be available to the states, tribes, territories and
charitable organizations that together administer this program. As a result of this significant appropriations
improvement, it is likely that at least an additional two million US households will be helped by LIHEAP.
The program’s funding amounts to an increase of more than 96 percent from FY08 and states have
received increases of 85 to 226 percent increases in their Base LIHEAP grant allocations. These amounts
have been further augmented by the release of $590.3 million from additional LIHEAP Contingency
grants. Together, these new LIHEAP funds can be a resource to assist utilities’ At-Risk customers.
In addition, the new law modified LIHEAP in several other important aspects, in that it enables states to
increase their income eligibility ceiling for LIHEAP from the greater of 150% of poverty or 60% of state
median income to 75% of state median income, and also carryover any funds remaining from FY08 to
FY09 11
However, the future for LIHEAP funding is not assured. The President’s FY 2010 Budget Blueprint
proposes cutting LIHEAP from $5.1 billion to $3.1 billion. However, administration proposes creating a
new trigger mechanism to provide automatic increases in energy assistance whenever there is a spike in
energy costs. The normal appropriations process cannot always respond to the volatile energy market on a
timely basis; the trigger will ensure a prompt and potentially significant increase in funds in response to a
rapid future rise in costs. (Source: http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/assets/fy2010 new era/A New Era of
Responsibility2.pdf p.70)
Therefore, it is even more important for electric and gas utilities to look for ways to maximize the
opportunities that federal funding offer by:

Source: Billions of Additional US LIHEAP Dollars are Headed to Your States – This Opportunity Warrants Close Work
With Affected State/Local Agencies to Maximize Benefits to Your At-Risk Customers, EEI Action Transmittal, Oct. 2008
11
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Meeting with state policymakers and LIHEAP administrators to determine funding levels and
objectives:
Meeting with state sub-grantees in your service territories to help them administer and distribute
the funds.
Identify other types of community-based organizations that have access to additional federal and
state grants for weatherization and related home improvements.

Conclusion
This white paper has identified the challenges and possible solutions to the growing issue of at-risk middle
income customers. The major recommendation from this paper is to emphasize the need for utilities to take
a proactive approach. They need to proactively develop and implement solutions to meet these customers’
needs and utilities need to proactively communicate with regulators and legislators in order to:
o
o
o

Help them see the urgency of the problem and how it is interrelated with other problems that
utilities face, such as infrastructure investment and environmental remediation efforts
Build awareness of and seek additional help for existing energy assistance funds, weatherization
programs, customer education, etc.
Educate them about the impact of policies created by outside organizations on utility customers

More importantly, each utility must develop and implement a suite of solutions that will achieve the
following goals by proactively:
o
o

Assisting communities and
Helping customers manage their energy use.
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DTE Energy
DTE Energy developed a “portfolio” approach to meet the needs of its low income and at-risk customer groups.
The Detroit-based company, parent of Detroit Edison and Michigan Consolidated Gas Co., has been on the frontlines of this problem during a severely depressed economy in the last few years. Joyce V. Hayes-Giles, Senior Vice
President of Customer Service for DTE Energy, explained, “Michigan is one of the leading indicators for the rest of
the country and we are nearly in a depression.”
The economy has created an upsurge in the need for a variety of programs to assist not just traditionally-defined
low income customers, but also customers who are facing economic difficulties for the first time. As Ms. HayesGiles observed though, this customer group is quite different from the traditional low income community. “Low
income customers already know about assistance programs, but this new customer group does not.” So the utility
has taken a proactive approach of communicating to all DTE Energy customers through radio, television and print
media encouraging customers who are having difficulty making payments to
contact the utility.
“These customers are not used to needing to ask for help and we are trying to
make it as easy as possible for them to get assistance. It is important for the
customers to be proactive before (the situation) gets too far gone and they give
up,” Ms. Hayes-Giles said.
DTE Energy also developed an innovative partnership with the local social
service agencies to create a one-stop shop referral program for customers in
need. DTE Energy’s Case Management Group operates like a small social service
agency within the company. “They let the customers know what assistance
programs are available, including financial counseling. We are able to help
them develop a budget, manage expenses and set up financial plans,” Ms.
Hayes-Giles explained.
The utility has also partnered with the United Way’s 2-1-1 referral program to
provide a one-stop shop to help customers get linked with all eligible programs. “We’re partnering with them, but
we don’t want to tell customers ‘Take this phone number and call them,’” Ms. Hayes-Giles said. “We want to be
able to do a warm transfer”—that is, shifting the call seamlessly to another agent. Since the company’s current
technology will not allow a transfer outside the company, DTE Energy now has 2-1-1 call center agents set up in
the company’s contact center.
Other strategies include reaching out to customers across
the state by participating in forums with community
organizations, and working with legislators and the
governor to continue to develop new types of programs to
address this growing need. DTE Energy also provides a
way for its customers to help each other though the
CENTS FOR ENERGY Program. DTE Energy customers can
“round up” their utility bill payments to the nearest dollar
and the extra amount funds energy assistance for
customers in need.

Lessons Learned from the Field

DTE Energy- At a Glance
DTE Energy is a Detroit-based, diversified
energy company involved in the development
and management of energy-related businesses
and services nationwide.
DTE Energy's largest operating subsidiaries are
Detroit Edison, an electric utility serving 2.2
million customers in Southeastern Michigan, and
Michigan Consolidated Gas Co. (MichCon), a
natural gas utility
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Integrys Energy Services

The Integrys Energy utilities; Michigan Gas Utilities (MGU), Minnesota Energy Resources (MERC), Wisconsin
Public Service (WPS) and Upper Peninsula Power (UPPCO) have developed a proactive customer outreach
program to identify “At-Risk” customers through data mining and provided information on energy assistance on
in telephone calls, bill inserts, and online content.
As Mary J. Boettcher, Vice President, Customer Relations said, “It is so difficult for a utility to define and know
who the new at-risk customers are and generally only find out who they are after a problem has occurred- like a
job loss once the arrearages have increased.”
“Reaching the moderate to medium households will not be an easy task. Most of these households are not aware
of assistance programs, and have never applied for any type of “public” assistance. They will also be somewhat
hesitant to ask for help,” Ms. Boettcher added. “We will have to continue promoting the availability of these
‘temporary assistance’ funds in a way that is non-threatening and in a way that respects individual’s personal
information as much as possible.”
This approach developed after talking with policy makers and regulators as a way to develop a more proactive
rather than reactive stance. The core component of this program is the focus on customer communications.
“There are different ways when to communicate with the customer, but we need to find a better way to target
customers,” she said.
Customer communications included bill inserts, winter/cold weather
protection programs; energy assistance programs and agency
information; and fuel fund contribution promotions. The company also
developed special websites that provide information on energy assistance
and efficiency information/resources. It also ran an aggressive public
communications program that included print and radio advertisements
as well as press releases and presentations.

2 6

For its MERC subsidiary, the company was mandated to develop a
program to provide assistance to at-risk customers. Integrys developed the Gas Affordability Program (GAP) and
launched it in April 2008. This four-year pilot is funded by a monthly surcharge generating approximately
$1million per year. The surcharge is currently .00039/therm for all residential and commercial accounts except
transportation customers. Program eligibility is based on household income and offers arrearage forgiveness. To
date, more than 2,600 customers have enrolled and total funding has been approximately $232,000. The
customers have received matching funds of more than $40,000 in arrearage forgiveness and overall payments
have been more than $200,000. The program is administered through the Salvation Army.
The company is also working actively to help at-risk customers in
its other service territories. Recent program strategies include
streamlining the application process for WPS customers and
providing more than $211,000 in assistance. The company also
held several community outreach events in several Midwestern
cities to promote winter preparedness and promote the availability
of energy assistance programs.

Lessons Learned from the Field

Integrys- At a Glance
Integrys
Energy
Services,
a
subsidiary of Integrys Energy Group
(NYSE: TEG), was established in
1994. The company, which has 423
employees,
offers
retail
and
wholesale
products,
primarily
natural gas and electric
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Kansas City Power & Light (KCP&L)

Kansas City Power & Light (KCP&L) has used this economic crisis as an opportunity to expand its relationships
with other community organizations and develop new partnerships. Through the Low Income Weatherization and
Minor Home Pilot Program, KCP&L will offer targeted households an opportunity to receive minor repairs up to
$5,000, explained Roland Maliwat, Product Manager.
The program fills a gap that has existed for too long in energy assistance programs. As Mr. Maliwat explained,
“weatherization services are only available to a subset of customers,” that lived in homes that were deemed eligible
to receive energy efficiency measures. However, that often eliminated higher income households and those homes
that needed minor repairs. KCP&L developed a pilot program that would provide funds to complete minor repairs
and household improvements on homes that would not qualify for weatherization assistance. This pilot was also
available to a broader range of customers—those with household incomes of up to 200% above the poverty level
instead of the150% traditionally used to qualify low-income customers for eligibility..
“The program covers things that are not currently in weatherization programs. These are usually minor repairs
which are not done in typical weatherization programs and are in homes
beyond serviceability,” Mr. Maliwat said.
The program pays for minor repairs up to $5,000 such as replacing windows
or repairing roofs. Pilot program customers were identified by “working
with the areas Community Development Corporation (CDC) to identify
customers with the correct eligibility and need.. Then we fix the house and then the
house is eligible for the weatherization measures,” Mr. Maliwat added.
By making these repairs, then the weatherization measures become cost-effective
and the households will also receive those additional energy efficiency measures.
KCP&L has teamed up with both traditional community action agencies as well as
forging new relationships with other organizations such as Local Initiatives
Support Corporation (www.lisc.org). By collaborating with these organizations,
KCP&L is able to leverage both weatherization dollars and also hopes to bundle
in other energy assistance grants as they become available from the Department
of Housing and Urban Development.
In the pilot program, KCP&L targeted the Blue Hills neighborhood.
KCP&L is working with a neighborhood Community Development
Corporation (CDC) serving the Blue Hills neighborhood. This
organization will provide oversight for the weatherization and home
repairs and also provides KCP&L with a stronger

Lessons Learned from the Field

KCP&L - At a Glance
KCP&L services more than 800,000
customers in 47 northwestern Missouri
and eastern Kansas counties - a service
territory of approximately 18,000
square miles. Delivering that power
requires 3,300 miles of transmission
lines, close to 25,000 miles of
distribution lines and 322 substations.
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We Energies
We Energies’ experience with helping low-income customers, and those in crisis, is proving invaluable during this
economic downturn. We Energies has several programs for low income customers, those with household incomes
at or below 150 percent of the federal poverty guidelines that offer payment assistance for qualified customers.
But We Energies has gone beyond the traditional approach and has developed a comprehensive, holistic strategy
that supports both lower-income customers and the larger community organizations that serve them.
First, We Energies is testing a comprehensive pilot program in its two largest counties, which serve 3,200 lowincome customers. Under this program, the customer pays a flat amount based on the energy bill and household
income. In addition, these customers also qualify for both energy assistance and weatherization funds. But there is
a catch—the customers also must sign up for financial education classes and energy efficiency classes.
“The program goal is to change behavior and educate customers on energy use,” Joan Shafer, vice president of
customer services for We Energies, explained. “If a customer can afford to pay the energy bill, he will. But a lot of
these customers live in older housing and the poor quality housing stock drives up the energy bill. We teach them
that behavior affects consumption.”
We Energies also looks for ways to support local communities. “We have set up Energy Networks in the four
largest counties that work with these customers on a daily basis,” Ms. Shafer said. “These Energy Networks include
representatives from the community organizations, interfaith organizations, social workers, United Way, 2-1-1, the
food pantries and anyone else who works with customers in crisis. We want them to understand what services We
Energies offers and how we can help them.” We host monthly meetings with representatives from these
organizations and explain the services available and options open to customers facing payment challenges.
We Energies also is committed to helping customers who may be facing an energy crisis for the first time. “If the
customer has an established credit history, is working with us, and is paying something towards the bill
consistently, we will not disconnect them. We will work with those customers and share information on energy
efficiency and how to manage their bills,” Ms. Shafer added.
Most importantly, Ms. Shafer stresses that the best tool for helping customers in financial difficulty is to really
listen to what they are saying. “Customers say they can’t afford their energy bills in a variety of ways—saying it is
too high, or the rates are too expensive. We have to be really good at
listening to our customers and meeting their needs,” Ms. Shafer added.
We Energies At-a-Glance
We Energies not only listens to its customers, but it also provides them
with the education to help empower them to make the decisions they
need to lower their overall energy bills. “We want our customers to
understand and be in control of their energy use.” Ms. Shafer
explained.

Lessons Learned from the Field

We Energies serves more than 1.1
million
electric
customers
in
Wisconsin and Michigan’s Upper
Peninsula and more than 1 million
natural gas customers in Wisconsin
We Energies is the trade name of
Wisconsin Electric Power Company
and Wisconsin Gas LLC ,the principal
utility subsidiaries of Wisconsin
Energy Corporation (NYSE:WEC).
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From:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Katherine Johnson
Matthew Klucher; Sherry McCormack; Fred Kirkwood; SMITH, RICHARD PAUL; Ludwik Kozlowski, Jr.; "Kenneth
Smith"; "Stephen Waite"; Fran Hickman; "Emon Mahony"; "Shawn McMurray"; DAVIDSON, SUSAN E;
nhackney@empiredistrict.com; "James Metzger"; swilliams@empiredistrict.com; "DeanPollock";
Lchisenhall@cnjlaw.com; Elizabeth Stephens; Shannon Mirus; Stephanie.Elmore@CenterPointEnergy.com; John
Ware; Shea.Richardson@CenterPointEnergy.com; "LisaPfitzinger"; "Matthew Greene"; "Steve Patterson";
acaaa@aristotle.net; forest.kessinger@aecc.com; steve.williams@aecc.com; lschloesser@ieca-us.org;
tschroedter@hallestill.com; TScott@ArkansasEDC.com; msimpson@arkansasedc.com; "DanScheiman";
"GlenHooks"; casey.roberts@sierraclub.org; Ken.baker@wal-mart.com; rdc_law@swbell.net;
JerroldOpp@Yahoo.com; "TheoMacGregor"; "Scott Hamilton"; "Ross Noland"; Scott Gentry; Phillip A Watkins;
terry.kessinger@icfi.com
Corine Mahon
Additional IEM Weatherization Qualifications and Availability
Tuesday, October 22, 2013 5:29:13 PM
IEM Memo with Additional Clarifications.docx

Good afternoon,
Attached is our supplemental memo providing additional information as requested regarding our
resource availability and DOE weatherization qualifications.
Please review and let me know if you have any additional questions.
Thanks again for your consideration,
Best regards,

Kj on behalf of the IEM
Katherine Johnson
Johnson Consulting Group
email: kjohnson@johnsonconsults.com
phone: 301 461-4865

From: Matthew Klucher <MKlucher@psc.state.ar.us>
Date: Monday, October 21, 2013 1:40 PM
To: Katherine Johnson <kjohnson@johnsonconsults.com>, Sherry McCormack
<slmccormack@aep.com>, Fred Kirkwood <FKirkwood@aogc.com>, "SMITH, RICHARD PAUL"
<RSMIT18@entergy.com>, "Ludwik Kozlowski, Jr." <lkozlowski@acaaa.org>, 'Kenneth Smith'
<ken@klsmithconsulting.com>, 'Stephen Waite' <spwaite3@comcast.net>, Fran Hickman
<FHickman@psc.state.ar.us>, 'Emon Mahony' <emon.mahony@arkansasag.gov>, 'Shawn
McMurray' <Shawn.Mcmurray@arkansasag.gov>, "DAVIDSON, SUSAN E"
<SDAVIDS@entergy.com>, "nhackney@empiredistrict.com" <nhackney@empiredistrict.com>,
'James Metzger' <jemetzger@aristotle.net>, "swilliams@empiredistrict.com"
<swilliams@empiredistrict.com>, 'DeanPollock' <pollocbd@oge.com>, "Lchisenhall@cnjlaw.com"
<Lchisenhall@cnjlaw.com>, Elizabeth Stephens <edstephens@aep.com>, Shannon Mirus
<SMirus@aogc.com>, "Stephanie.Elmore@CenterPointEnergy.com"
<Stephanie.Elmore@CenterPointEnergy.com>, John Ware <JWare@aogc.com>,
"Shea.Richardson@CenterPointEnergy.com" <Shea.Richardson@CenterPointEnergy.com>,
'LisaPfitzinger' <Lisa.Pfitzinger@sourcegas.com>, 'Matthew Greene'
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<Matthew.Greene@sourcegas.com>, 'Steve Patterson' <steve@cdpstrategies.com>,
"acaaa@aristotle.net" <acaaa@aristotle.net>, "forest.kessinger@aecc.com"
<forest.kessinger@aecc.com>, "steve.williams@aecc.com" <steve.williams@aecc.com>,
"lschloesser@ieca-us.org" <lschloesser@ieca-us.org>, "tschroedter@hallestill.com"
<tschroedter@hallestill.com>, "TScott@ArkansasEDC.com" <TScott@ArkansasEDC.com>,
"msimpson@arkansasedc.com" <msimpson@arkansasedc.com>, 'DanScheiman'
<dscheiman@audubon.org>, 'GlenHooks' <glen.hooks@sierraclub.org>,
"casey.roberts@sierraclub.org" <casey.roberts@sierraclub.org>, "Ken.baker@wal-mart.com"
<Ken.baker@wal-mart.com>, "rdc_law@swbell.net" <rdc_law@swbell.net>,
"JerroldOpp@Yahoo.com" <JerroldOpp@Yahoo.com>, 'TheoMacGregor'
<theomacgregor@gmail.com>, 'Scott Hamilton' <SHamilton@ArkansasEDC.com>, 'Ross Noland'
<ross@mcmathlaw.com>, Scott Gentry <SGentry@aogc.com>, Phillip A Watkins
<pawatkins@aep.com>, "terry.kessinger@icfi.com" <terry.kessinger@icfi.com>
Cc: "Scott Dimetrosky (scottd@apexanalyticsllc.com)" <scottd@apexanalyticsllc.com>, Gregg
Eisenberg <gregg@eisenbergenergy.com>
Subject: RE: Proposed Procedural Guidelines

Dr. Johnson
The PWC has raised some questions while reviewing the IEM’s response to the request for
qualifications from the IEM as a possible selection for the weatherization collaborative
facilitator. Could you please expend on the discussions and provide some additional
clarification for the PWC’s consideration.
1. The PWC needs further details describing how the IEM will ensure that there are sufficient
staff members available to fully serve the needs of this project through the April 1, 2014
filing deadline.
2. The PWC needs further information describing the IEM’s experience with DOE and
Federal Weatherization programs.
Thanks,
Matt Klucher
Director, Rates and Demand Resources
Arkansas Public Service Commission
MKlucher@psc.state.ar.us
501-682-5661
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EXHIBIT D:
Final List of Qualifications and Scope of Work (C&I Standardization)
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The PWC Plan to Develop a Recommendation Regarding a Standardization of
Core C&I Programs across Fuels and Utilities
1. Introduction
Commission Order No. 7 directed that the Arkansas investor-owned utilities develop uniform
program offerings that “allow commercial customers, including national accounts customers, to
transparently access energy efficiency (EE) services through a single application process across
fuels and utilities” (p. 89 of 91). The Parties Working Collaboratively (PWC) are to develop a
“joint, cross-utility program (offering) in time for implementation on or before January 1, 2015
that provides for commercial and Industrial (C&I) energy efficiency measures and marketing
provisions that are appropriate for the end-uses represented by national account customers in
Arkansas. Such offerings need not represent a separate national accounts program per se, but
should give national accounts customers a single pathway for participation in the C&I programs
of all Arkansas IOUs.” 1
Furthermore, the Commission referenced a 2012 hearing in which OG&E’s witness testified of
the merits of developing a “national chain program with all other utilities because all of the
utilities confront the same barriers when they address big-box store managers who often lack
decisional and budget authority to sign up for EE programs.” 2 The Joint Commenting Parties
(JCP) also recognized the merit of having the PWC include "Focus on National Accounts" as a
proposed new requirement for the collaborative (p. 82 of 91).
Therefore, the PWC was directed by the Commission to accomplish the following tasks through
a C&I/National Accounts collaborative that will determine the best approach to meet the
overall Commission goals:
Key Objectives:
•
•

•

•

1
2

PWC should develop a proposed approach that identifies the tasks to be performed by
the collaborative
Identify the facilitation and technical expertise required to assist the collaborative in
developing a uniform approach targeting core C&I programs and reaching national
accounts
Develop a plan describing how the PWC will address standardization of core C&I
programs across fuels and utilities, while recognizing differences that may exist between
fuels and utilities
Submit a request for budgetary resources needed to accomplish this task on or before
noon on November 1, 2013.

Docket No. 13-002-U, Order No. 7 at 83
Docket No. 07-075-TF, June 14, 2012, Tr. at 118.

1
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The Commission directed the PWC to develop a joint, cross utility and cross-fuel program to
submit in time for implementation on or before January 1, 2015 that addresses the following
criteria:
o provides energy auditing,
o offer technical assistance,
o provides for prescriptive measures (including lighting, HVAC, building thermal
envelope, refrigeration, and other common end uses),
o provides for Custom measures,
o Avoid program overlap and duplication,
o Reduce confusion over program-type names,
o Standardize program elements to the extent possible,
o Facilitate marketing to these customers, and
o Address recommendations for program improvement in the EM&V reports (p. 83
of 91).
However, the Commission also noted that the utilities “need not and should not abandon costeffective EE services appropriate to commercial sectors that are uniquely important in their
individual territories, but rather, may and should provide such services additionally to the core
offerings, as appropriate within their EE program portfolios” (p. 83-91).
Therefore, the purpose of this work scope will be to explore a variety of program models for
consideration by the PWC. To accomplish the goal the PWC will pursue the following tasks
through its specialized C&I/National Accounts Collaborative, which will be composed of PWC
members, stakeholders, and interested parties.

•

Task 1: Engage a Facilitator to Assist the C&I/National Accounts Collaborative

The PWC will issue a Request for Qualifications to identify a facilitator with the appropriate
skills and capabilities, as well as the associated cost, to assist the collaborative in addressing this
objective. The skills required for this facilitator are:
1. Independence: the facilitator should not be a party to an EE docket of any Arkansas utility
nor a participant in the implementation of any Arkansas utility’s EE programs. The facilitator
or PWC may solicit technical expertise from an organization that currently participates in or
implements EE programs on behalf of Arkansas IOUs.
2. Facilitation skills: the facilitator should have experience facilitating a diverse collaborative
group such as the PWC that includes investor-owned utilities, environmental groups,
consumer advocates, C&I commercial program implementers, existing program trade allies,
evaluators, and others; (i.e., a group with multiple parties representing differing interests).
3. Experience: the facilitator should have experience with the following program designrelated areas:
2
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o Cross-utility/inter-utility coordination for C&I programs
o Coordination between utilities and other stakeholders
o Experience in energy efficiency program design targeting all sectors of the C&I
market and particularly national account markets including conducting gap
analyses, assessments and/or evaluations of C&I program offerings
o Experience with programs operating in “self-direct” jurisdictions
o “Best practices in C&I national accounts prescriptive and custom national
accounts programs program designs, implementation, and marketing strategies
o Experience with multiple program delivery models, including direct install,
auditing, engineering technical studies
o Rebates, incentives, and financing mechanisms targeting C&I/National Accounts
markets
o “Best practices” regarding auditing, quality control, standards for prescriptive
program
o Program tracking and performance monitoring while informing or conforming to
Arkansas TRM Protocol A and existing reporting databases.
o M&V standards for Custom Programs, such as those referenced in the Arkansas
TRM protocols and the International Performance Measure Verification
Protocols (IPVMP)
o Cost-effectiveness expertise for both prescriptive measures and custom
measures to inform and/or conform to the Arkansas Public Service Commission
requirements in accordance with the TRM.
4. Resources available to commit to this process: the facilitator must demonstrate that it
possesses adequate levels of qualified staff with adequate time available to commit to this
process, including a percentage of time that key staff will be dedicated to these tasks
5. Hourly Rates for Assigned Personnel and Estimated Budget: the facilitator will provide
hourly rates for its proposed personnel. Additionally, it will be asked to provide an
estimated budget to complete the tasks described in the work plan described next.
6. References: the facilitator should provide three references of similar projects completed
within the last three years.
7. Any additional relevant information: the facilitator may elect to present to the PWC
demonstrating its qualifications to fulfill the facilitation responsibilities as established by the
Commission in Order No. 7 of Docket No. 13-002-U.
Upon approval of this approach, the PWC will issue this RFQ to qualified bidders in November
and anticipate selecting and engaging an individual, organization, or team of bidders by
December 31, 2013.
3
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The selected facilitator will then complete the following proposed tasks in order to develop a
uniform approach to reaching C&I/National Accounts customers. The proposed work plan is
summarized next.
Proposed Work Plan for the C&I Facilitator:
•

Task 1: Conduct a Situation Analysis/Current Assessment of C&I programs currently
operating in Arkansas by the investor-owned utilities. 3
Before embarking on a new program design, it is essential that the PWC has a solid
understanding of the current status of C&I programs offered throughout the state. This will
begin with a thorough review of current program designs, supplemented by a gap analysis
and feedback from key C&I stakeholders, utilities, PWC members, and other interested
parties.

•

Task 1.1 Review Current C&I Program Designs
The selected facilitator will complete a review comparing each of the key program
characteristics across all of the current program models. This review would focus on the
following key features, as identified in the PWC’s proposed work plan:
o Program Structure/Administration
o Program funding levels by utility
o Program targets by C&I sector
o Rebate structure and costs for prescriptive measures
o Rebate structure and costs for custom measures
o Installation requirements and standards for direct-install programs
o Pre and post testing for energy savings estimates for custom programs
o Contractor/trade ally marketing and outreach strategies
o Customer recruitment, awareness, and marketing activities
o Program tracking and reporting systems

The selected facilitator’s review of the existing program designs will include the previous EM&V
reports completed by the evaluators and the Independent Evaluation Monitor (IEM)’s Annual
Summary Report. In addition, the selected consultant will conduct follow-up interviews with
utility program staff and third-party implementers to further ensure a complete understanding
of the current operational status of each Arkansas program and market.
The results of this review will be provided to the PWC members in a summary report within six
weeks of project initiation.
•
3

Task 1.2 Conduct a Gap Analysis For Arkansas Investor Owned Utilities (“IOUs”)
All the utilities except Empire Electric offer C&I programs to their customers.

4
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The second critical piece will be to use the findings from this initial review to conduct a gap
analysis. The focus of this gap analysis will be to specifically address those issues identified by
both the Commission in Order No. 7, as well as the recommendations for program
improvement identified in the evaluators’ report and the IEM’s Annual Summary Report for
IOUs.
One focus of this gap analysis would be to address the issue of reaching IOUs national accounts
as Commission Order No. 7 illustrated from the EnerNOC recommendation from OG&E’s 2012
program evaluation. EnerNoc recommended that OG&E should research the target market for
its commercial and industrial ("C&I") programs to find the current market share of high
efficiency equipment; to understand the common characteristics of customers already investing
in energy efficiency and what characteristics make up the next tier of customers the program is
hoping to reach; and to proactively identify specific equipment to promote. OG&E Annual
Report, Appendix D (Evaluation of OG&E Arkansas PY2012 Energy Efficiency Programs) at v. (p.
13 of 91).
Therefore, the focus of this gap analysis will be to identify gaps in the current programs
targeting C&I customers, including national accounts, with particular interest in:
o Gaps or limitations in current funding
o Disparities in incentive levels for measures, which could create contractor and
customer confusion
o Application processing and requirements
o Incentive levels and financing mechanisms
o Gaps in the current measure mix of TRM-approved measures
o Variations in cost-effectiveness calculations for fuel-neutral measure installations
o Barriers to program participation, especially regarding the self-direct option offered
in Arkansas, and the unique characteristics of each utility’s service territory
o Gaps associated with program design with adjoining Electric Coops and
Municipalities
o Gaps associated with overlapping Gas and Electric IOUs.
o Gaps with IOUs within Arkansas without contingent service territories.
This gap analysis should also be supplemented by reviewing best practices in C&I program
design strategies and leverage the expertise provided by industry associations serving this
market, such as Edison Electric Institute’s National Key Accounts Program
(http://www.eei.org/about/affiliates/nationalkeyaccounts/Pages/default.aspx) or the Energy
Solutions Center’s National Accounts Consortium (http://www.energysolutionscenter.org/
o Task 1.3 Convene a Meeting C&I/National Account Stakeholders associated with Arkansas
IOUs.
The third element of this situation analysis will be to convene a statewide meeting of critical
stakeholders. This meeting would include program administrators and staff from the PWC
members, program implementers, EM&V evaluators, and any other key stakeholders or experts
5
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that the PWC members believe would add value to this discussion. This discussion will include
representatives from national or regional accounts operating in Arkansas, as well as C&I
customers.
The goal of this statewide meeting would be to identify address the gaps identified in Task 1.2,
and specifically discuss the following critical issues:
o Strategies for cross-utility coordination
o Budgets and goals
o Ways to reduce duplication in current IOUs programs to avoid confusing customers,
implementers and trade allies
o Eligible measures for both prescriptive and custom programs
o Delivery structure, models and approaches; especially in coordination with existing
IOUs C&I programs.
o Discussion of whether to apply a statewide or IOUs cost benefit analysis
o Examine the potential impact of a unified C&I program/national accounts on
individual IOUs goal achievement and net benefits as compared to existing IOUs
program performance
o Potential program designs or scenarios that provide the reasonable opportunity to
maintain or expand existing program’s cost effective EE savings achievements within
Arkansas IOUs.
The selected facilitator will identify potential meeting dates, which will be finalized based on
the doodle poll to determine most convenient times for the majority of all meeting attendees.
The meeting notice will be sent out three weeks in advance, followed by an agenda and draft
discussion guide for review and comment by the PWC. This will likely be a one-day meeting held
in Little Rock, Arkansas within four weeks of project initiation 2014. The meeting will be
facilitated by the selected facilitator and will include specific segments on program funding,
implementation and delivery, cost-effectiveness, budgets, and program standards. The meeting
summary will be recorded and provided to the PWC members and Staff within one week of the
meeting.
•

Task 2: Develop a Straw man Program Design targeting C&I/National Accounts Customers

The next step will be to synthesize the findings from Task 1 into a draft program plan. This plan
may include the following sections:
I.

Executive Summary

II.

C&I/National Accounts Program Strategy
A. Program Description
B. Program Objectives
Summary of Current C&I/National Account Program Models (Market Analysis)

III.

6
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IV.

A. Summary from Review of Arkansas Programs
B. Summary of Gap Analysis
C. Summary of Statewide Stakeholder Meeting
Recommended Approach
A. Management Structure
B. Administrative structure
C. Eligible Program Measures
D. Marketing Plan
1. Product Descriptions C&I market sectors
2. Channel strategies to provide a joint cross-utility marketing strategy
3. Financing/Incentive Strategies
4. Promotional/incentives as appropriate
E. Program Implementation
1. Technical standards
2. Quality Control/Inspection Requirements
F. Program Tracking
G. Provide expected demand reduction and energy savings for the program years
2015 through 2017.
H. Cost-Effectiveness Issues

The selected facilitator will solicit feedback from PWC members, stakeholders, and other key
participants to ensure that all parties have an opportunity to provide input into this program
design. The straw man for PWC review is due by the end of the second quarter in 2014.
Task 3: Database Tracking System Analysis
The facilitator will conduct an analysis of the existing databases to identify any information that
may be needed and not presently collected/reported. The facilitator will also provide
recommendations to make the enhancements to existing database tracking systems that are
necessary to capture the identified information.
This analysis of the tracking system will document the savings estimates, financing, cost
allocation, reporting, and other appropriate information.
The data tracking analysis and recommendations will be provided in draft form to the PWC
weatherization collaborative April 2014.
Task 4: Assist the PWC in Filing the Proposed Joint, Cross-Utility C&I/National Accounts
Program
The facilitator will work with both the Staff and the PWC to prepare the final filing, supporting
testimony and additional materials as required in Commission Order No. 7. The proposed filing
will be April 1st, 2014.
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Task 5: Reporting and Management
The facilitator will follow all reporting procedures and polices currently in place for the PWC
including timely meeting notices, allowance of input from all parties, and provide ample
opportunities for discussion and input. The facilitator will provide the following logistical
support including:
a. Sending out meeting dates and frequency of meetings
b. Developing agendas for review by the C&I/National Accounts collaborative
c. Providing meeting summaries and agreements reached as well as documenting
dissenting opinions expressed by PWC C&I/National Accounts collaborative members
d. Other supporting materials, including presentations and materials, as directed by the
PWC C&I/National Accounts collaborative and Staff.
All PWC C&I/National Accounts collaborative meetings will be accessible to all stakeholders via
web-based teleconferencing.
Budgetary Resources
The estimated budget to complete the described facilitation tasks is estimated to be between
$
and $
to complete these tasks as described. If the proposed scope is above this
range, then the PWC will either negotiate with the selected facilitator to refine the project
scope, or request approval for additional funds from the Commission.
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